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Executive Summary and Recommendations
The Democratic Republic of Congo is not a failed state—for everyone. It is a failure for the vast
majority of Congolese who suffer from abysmal security, health care, and education services.
However, it is an efficient state for ruling elites and their commercial partners who seek to extract or
traffic resources at the expense of Congo’s development.
Over the past 130 years, Congo has had many elements of violent kleptocracy, a system of state
capture in which ruling networks and commercial partners hijack governing institutions and maintain
impunity for the purpose of resource extraction and for the security of the regime. Ruling networks
utilize varying levels of violence to maintain power and repress dissenting voices. This system plays
out today with the current regime’s attempt to subvert a democratic transition. President Joseph
Kabila and his associates profit from grand corruption and are trying by all means necessary to
hold on to power. From King Leopold II over a century ago to Kabila today, Congo’s leaders have
redirected billions of dollars from the Congolese state and people, and have used brutal violence at
times to gain or maintain the ultimate prize: control of the state and its vast natural resource base.
During Kabila’s tenure, up to $4 billion per year has gone missing or been stolen due to the manipulation
of mining contracts, budgets, and state assets.2 This follows trends set by King Leopold, the Belgian
colonial authorities, Mobutu Sese Seko, and Kabila’s father who preceded him as president before
his assassination. These regimes have partnered with commercial actors to rob Congolese people
of their valuable natural resource assets. These leaders’ international partners have also profited
significantly, some of whom reportedly have paid large bribes to do so. For example, in a recent
U.S. Department of Justice plea agreement, the U.S. hedge fund Och-Ziff asserted that some of
its business partners, including Israeli businessman Dan Gertler according to sources familiar with
the case, paid over $100 million in bribes to Congolese officials in order to receive billions of dollars
worth of mineral concessions at very low prices.3
Violence has been the systemic companion of these regimes. It is estimated that 5.4 million people
have died and hundreds of thousands have been subjected to sexual violence in conflict during
the rule of Joseph Kabila and that of his father, Laurent Kabila,4 with the active participation of
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neighboring states in the killing and looting inside Congo, particularly Rwanda and Uganda. This is
in addition to structural violence and repression.
Based on field and historical research, this study argues that President Kabila and his close
associates rely in large part on theft, violence, and impunity to stay in power at the expense of the
country’s development. From the days of Leopold to the present, top officials in Congo and their
associates have created seven “pillars” of violent kleptocracy.5 They are:
1. Let the security forces pay themselves. Mobutu said, “You have guns, you don’t need a
salary.”6 In order to prevent being overthrown by force, the regime allows army commanders to
become wealthy by exploiting resources and citizens, thus fueling cycles of conflict.
2. Stay in power, or possibly lose everything. Leaving office can mean that regime-connected
elites lose their ill-gotten gains and immunity from prosecution. Pro-democracy movements are
thus repressed, often violently, as they are threats to the corrupt system.
3. Ensure there is little to no accountability for regime-connected elites. Impunity is the
glue that holds the system together. Judicial systems target regime opponents or low-level
figures, not high-level perpetrators of corruption or human rights abuses.
4. Create parallel state structures and co-opt rebel groups to weaken political threats.
Parallel chains of command are set up to ensure loyalty; rebels are brought into the army
without vetting or real integration. The bloated army then commits abuses and collaborates
with armed groups.
5. Ensure that high-level officials benefit from corruption. If appointed to a military post
or government office, the official is expected to pass payments up the chain. This system,
“rapportage,” has led the real tax burden for Congolese citizens to be around 55 percent.7
6. Personally profit from natural resource deals, underspend on services, and hijack
reforms. The regime receives bribes from certain outsiders to sell resources at very low prices,
then outsiders flip8 them for large profits, depriving the Congolese state of massive revenue.9
Transparency reforms such as the Extractive Indsutries Transparency Initiative (EITI) help a bit,
but the main vehicles for corruption—state-owned companies and their foreign shell company
partners—remain opaque. The government deliberately underspends on public services, as its
focus is on patronage.
7. Confuse everyone by creating uncertainty on policies in order to increase corruption.
The government creates institutions that contradict its own laws or policies, and state agencies
impose and collect their own taxes, which increases predation.
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These “pillars” have made the Congolese state largely an institutional façade for an enterprise of
theft and predation. This is why the government resists serious reform of its army, justice sector, and
state-owned companies, which are at the heart of many crises in Congo.10 This has had devastating
effects, as average Congolese citizens earn less than they did in the 1970s in real prices.11 The
system coexists with a formal side in which the state performs some functions, and some basic
infrastructure financed by China has been built. However, there is a logic as to why Congo has not
developed into a more peaceful, capable state. A weak state that provides few services but keeps
army commanders busy, mineral wealth opaque, and impunity continuous for regime leaders serves
them by allowing them to maximize profits and maintain power.
The unique networks controlling kleptocratic systems often contain the seeds of their own demise,
and Mobutu’s control of Congo’s kleptocracy was no different. The focus on patronage led to gross
economic inefficiency, divide and rule strategies created escalating opposition which spilled over
into rebellion, and when Mobutu’s patronage money
ran low, elites and the population turned against him.
As Mobutu’s network frayed and began to collapse,
his decision to support the former Rwandan army
and militias that had committed the 1994 genocide
and escaped across the border into Congo led to the
decision by Rwanda and Uganda to invade Congo, in turn leading to the deadliest war in the world
since World War II. Some of these seeds of demise and instability are reappearing today.

There is a logic as to why
Congo has not developed into
a more peaceful, capable state.

Shifting the analytical lens from failed state to kleptocratic state. The international community
largely analyzes Congo as a fragile or failed state,12 pumping in aid and peacekeeping assistance to
make up for the lack of investment or interest in the provision of state services. Official aid to
Congo averaged $2.6 billion annually from 2006 to 2013.13 Meanwhile, the Kabila regime starves
state services. Just one example: while his presidential cabinet received nearly triple its planned
budget in 2015 ($88 million), the electoral commission received only one-third its budget ($69
million).14
If international policymakers are to have a real impact in helping Congolese reformers
actually reform the system, they need to shift lenses. They should view the current situation in
Congo as the latest iteration of a longer pattern of violence and corruption, and respond
accordingly. Policies should focus on creating significant consequences for those most
responsible for the system of violence, corruption, and undermining of democracy. This can be
done by creating new leverage using tools of financial pressure normally reserved for countering
nuclear proliferation and terrorism aimed at isolating certain leaders from the international financial
system, and increasing support for Congolese civil society organizations and journalists to hold the
government accountable.
Policy goals should be two-fold: to create accountability for financial and human rights crimes;
and to create new leverage for peace, human rights, and governance reforms. The West
has as-yet unrealized and unutilized leverage with the regime, as Congo’s officials and
international commercial partners use U.S. dollars for transactions, thus touching the western
banking system.
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This combination would much more strongly support Congolese efforts to change the system and
enhance good governance.

Recommendations
1. Financial pressure: For a policy of financial pressure aimed at reforms, the United
States and other actors within the international community should combine the
use of anti-money laundering measures with widened, enforced targeted sanctions
designations. This would comprise a new and unique financial pressure approach that
would create real leverage in support of processes that can bring change in Congo.
The objective would be to freeze out of the international financial system those committing
atrocities and undermining peace. Congress should ensure that the U.S. Department of the
Treasury has sufficient resources and direction to undertake investigations and enforcement.
• Enacting anti-money laundering measures. The U.S. Treasury Department and
key African and European government financial intelligence units (FIUs) should work in
partnership to take measures to counter money laundering activities that transit through
banks in Congo and abroad. For example, the U.S. FIU, known as the Financial Crimes
Enforcement Network (FinCEN), should issue a public advisory concerning the patterns
used to launder the proceeds of corruption from Congo, as well as any other sets of
transactions that may represent money laundering activity, such as elements of the gold
trade. Such an advisory should include, where possible, discussion of the correspondent
banking channels used by Congolese and regional banks to connect to the international
financial system. Other FIUs should take similar advisory steps, which collectively should
urge banks and other financial institutions to conduct stronger due diligence and provide
more reporting on suspicious transactions. However, given the relevance of the U.S. dollar
to transactions that underlie kleptocratic activity in Congo, an advisory from FinCEN would
be the strongest first step. FinCEN and FIUs from African governments, such as South
Africa, Uganda, and Tanzania, should collaborate on information sharing, capacity building
programs, and enforcement to make these advisories and the subsequent investigations
more effective.
• Enhancing targeted sanctions. The United States, European Union, African Union,
Southern African Development Community, and the United Nations Security Council
each have their own sanctions frameworks and authorities. These governments or bodies
should learn the lessons of past sanctions by using these authorities to impose targeted
sanctions, aggressively enforce those sanctions, and place other financial pressure on
senior officials, business owners, banks, and armed commanders that comprise the
leadership of the kleptocratic network that is responsible for perpetrating and/or benefiting
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from violence, autocracy, and corruption in Congo. Where necessary, additional sanctions
authorities should be adopted, such as a new executive order in the United States and
the equivalent in other countries, that enable measures that target those benefitting from
public corruption or misappropriation of state assets.
2. Accountability: The International Criminal Court (ICC), the United States, Central
and East African nations, and European states should use judicial tools to target the
facilitators of violence, prosecute corruption-related crimes, and bolster atrocity crimes
cases with a strategy to target assets stolen by those responsible for serious crimes to
impose real accountability.
• Targeting the facilitators of violence and prosecuting pillage. The ICC and national
courts with appropriate jurisdiction should investigate serious ongoing crimes in Congo
including aiding and abetting atrocities perpetrated by armed groups. These courts should
also investigate the war crime of natural resource pillage, particularly related to gold.
• Seizing criminally derived assets. The ICC’s Office of the Prosecutor should seize
criminally derived assets in relation to its current and future Congo cases and develop
a wider strategy for asset seizures across all cases. It should revive the ICC financial
crimes unit. The U.S. Department of Justice’s Kleptocracy Asset Recovery Initiative
should investigate and locate the proceeds of grand corruption and organized violence in
Congo and use asset forfeiture provisions to recover those assets and return them to the
communities from which they were stolen.
• Prosecuting corruption-related crimes. The U.S. Department of Justice, under
the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act and other relevant statutes, as well as its European
counterparts, e.g. in Belgium, the United Kingdom, and Norway, should investigate and
prosecute embezzlement, extortion, and other crimes related to corruption.
3. Good governance and transparency: The overall objective of policymakers should
be a reformed, functional state that is responsive to Congolese citizens’ needs. While
pursuing financial and legal pressure to create immediate costs for current corrupt and violent
behavior, the U.S., European, African, Asian, and multilateral institutions should support longterm democratic and transparency processes, governance reforms, and needed capacities by
taking the following steps:
• Reforming Aid. Capacity building programs in all sectors need to be reconceived so
that they no longer reinforce existing corrupt institutions, as where there is no political
will for reform they will not have the desired impact. Donor countries should undertake a
top-to-bottom review to focus only on aiding institutions that are in the process of reform.
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Donors must incorporate strong accountability and oversight measures in state capacity
building and security sector programs in Congo and be willing to defund or reject projects
if the government fails to include safeguards to prevent corruption. For example, an aid
program should not only give equipment and training to ministry officials, but also require
that the ministry pay salaries on time and its anti-corruption unit actively pursue corruption
cases. Congress should play a constructive role in ensuring aid is well targeted and require
oversight and reporting related to state capacity building programs.
• Pressing for the publication of financial reports and audits of state-owned
companies and the China contract. The United States, European countries, International
Conference on the Great Lakes Region (ICGLR), the International Monetary Fund (IMF), and
mining companies investing in Congo should strongly encourage President Kabila and the
DRC Minister of Portfolio to require that key state-owned companies such as Gécamines
and SOKIMO publish detailed annual financial statements. Furthermore, there should be
an independent, third-party audit conducted and published of the companies and the
expenditures related to the $6.2 billion Congo-China agreement, an opaque arrangement.
• Strengthening EITI implementation and urge completion of the Mining Code review.
The United States, the African Development Bank, European states, and the World Bank
should strengthen Extractive Indsutries Transparency Initiative (EITI) implementation in
Congo by pressing for EITI reports to disclose the expenditures of state-owned companies,
as required by EITI, pushing for full beneficial ownership disclosure, particularly for partners
of state-owned companies, and following up on contract transparency. Also, the United
States, European Union, World Bank, African Development Bank, and mining companies
investing in Congo should urge the Congolese government to complete the Mining Code
review with the full participation of civil society.
• Supporting civil society with increased legal aid, protection, and capacity building.
U.S. Agency for International Development (USAID), European donor agencies, the
African Union, and the U.N. Development Programme (UNDP) should increase democracy
support, particularly legal aid and protection support, to civil society, faith-based, and
women’s groups to enable them to function as a more effective watchdog on democracy
and corruption. In addition, the U.N. Organization Stabilization Mission in the Democratic
Republic of the Congo (MONUSCO) and international donors should increase their
protection of human rights defenders.
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Chapter 1

Violent Kleptocracy Series:
East & Central Africa

The enduring link
between violence and
corruption in Congo

Corruption and violence have been at the center of the system that elites inside
and outside the Democratic Republic of Congo have used to plunder the country’s
natural resources, abuse its people, and misuse state institutions since the 1880s. As
scholars Dominic Johnson and Christiane Kayser note:
The so-called ‘war economy’ of the Congo … has
been a constitutive part of Congo’s political economy
ever since the country came into existence. From
the moment the first traders set foot in the area,
the Congo has been regarded from outside as a
reservoir of precious resources whose conditions
of exploitation were more important than the
living conditions of its inhabitants. Congo’s natural
resources have always been in the hands of private
interests, even when these cloaked themselves as
public ones.15
Various elites from Belgian colonial times to the present
have exploited natural resources, often illicitly, including
ivory, rubber, gold, copper, cobalt, oil, diamonds, and
timber. They have used paramilitary units, armed
militias, rebel groups, and violent repression to

maintain power and control over these resources.
Billions of dollars have gone missing, and conflict with
enormous death tolls and atrocities has engulfed the
east during the Kabila regimes, in addition to political
and structural violence. However, responsibility for
those deaths is shared with multiple local groups, as
well as Rwanda and Uganda, and the militias they
backed and looted resources with.
The latest death toll, which traces back to the conflict
in eastern Congo from 1993 to the present, is not
without precedent; it comes in the context of a history
of state violence. A century ago, King Leopold stole
an estimated $1.1 billion, and his colonial greed cost
the lives of 5 million to 10 million people.16 In the 1970s
and 80s, Mobutu Sese Seko, personally amassed up
to $4 billion in wealth while Congo’s economy shrank
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by 60 percent.17 Mobutu’s regime, backed strongly
by the United States during the Cold War, was born
through large-scale violence and ended in it, largely the
result of his Machiavellian divide-and-rule approach to
governing.
Congo still reportedly has millions of tons of minerals
left,18 but these will continue to disappear with few if
any benefits for the Congolese population if something
is not done to change the system now. As political
scientist William Reno asserts, successive leaders
in Congo “have benefited from the concentration of
portable, valuable natural resources—which have

to selected local leaders and communities in order to
reduce opposition to the state while simultaneously
deepening competition between communities in
order to prevent the emergence of a united local
opposition.”20 This helps fuel conflict, as the military
benefits from insecurity and lawlessness in maximizing
profits, and local populations form defense militias
in response. For example, United Nations experts
estimated that $400 million worth of gold mainly from
the conflict-affected east was smuggled out of Congo
in 2013, benefiting abusive commanders, officials,
and collaborators in neighboring countries.21

A government office in South Kivu.
The hijacked state
means that government services
suffer greatly.
Sasha Lezhnev/
Enough Project

also attracted foreign enclave operations—and have
regarded formal state institutions as threatening
because they fear bureaucracies acquire their own
interests and power.”19 In eastern Congo, where
armed conflict has threatened communities for the
past 20 years, elites from Congo, Rwanda, Uganda,
and elsewhere have, as Michael Nest et al. assert,
“adopted the same strategies: distributing resources

The impacts of the corrupt, violent system on Congo’s
population have been debilitating. While Congo’s
official economic growth rate has averaged 7.4
percent since 2010,22 average Congolese citizens
earn significantly less than they did in the mid-1970s
in real prices, and 82 percent of the population lives
on less than $1.25 per day.23 While the Kabila regime
made some achievements in its early years (e.g.
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through infrastructure building), it has increasingly
relied on repression, particularly against civil society
and democratic movements. Congo ranks 151st out
of 180 countries for press freedom,24 and it is in the
“extreme” category of the Maplecroft Corruption Risk
Index.25 Decades of theft and violence have led to
deep frustration among Congolese, manifesting most
recently in democratic movements such as Lucha and
Filimbi.
This system is also not sustainable for the regimes;
it “vampirizes” the state.26 Mobutu’s plunder of the
country’s resources led per capita GDP to shrink by 60
percent during his rule,27 and in the 1990s and 2000s,
engendered collapse of the Mobutu network and
regime. Grand corruption has continued under the
current regime, with the fire sale of natural resource
concessions and budget misappropriation. Social
services such as health and education are severely
deprived of resources, and widespread poverty persists
despite unprecedented economic growth rates that
benefit only those in control of the system. With major
commodity price drops, a decreased ability to supply

This system is also not sustainable for
the regimes; it “vampirizes” the state.
patronage, and an increasing lack of services, Congo’s
score on the Fragile States Index has worsened to
put it in the lowest category, “very high alert,”28 and
Kabila’s political coalition has crumbled, showing early
signs of state collapse. Congo’s governing system is
also inimical to the dignity and safety of the Congolese
people. While there are multiple types of violence in
Congo, many of the regime’s predatory practices are
violent, from extortion by security agents to human
rights abuses including extensive sexual violence,
killings, and other manifestations of structural violence.

Theory of the case: violence linked
to corruption
Some scholars and policymakers argue that the
cause of Congo’s conflicts has been the weakness
of the state.29 This general sentiment is correct, but
this analysis goes a step further here. The Congolese
state’s decay is not accidental or unexplained. It
has partly resulted from the deliberate manipulation
of the state by elites for the purpose of resource
extraction both for private wealth accumulation and
for maintaining power. Congo has experienced four
main different regimes over the past 130 years, but a
recurrent theme throughout this time in various forms
has been violent kleptocracy. Violent kleptocracy is a
system of mis-governance whose ruling networks and
commercial partners hijack governing institutions for
the purpose of resource extraction and for the security
of the regime, with the ruling network utilizing varying
levels of violence to maintain its hold on power.30
This is not to say that all of Congo is violent, that every
official is corrupt or violent, or that all exploitation is
organized from the top. There are some reformers
in the government, and not all of Congo suffers from
mass violence. Only the east currently experiences
armed conflict (although there is institutional repression
in most parts of the country), and most of Congo
was not at war during Mobutu’s time. Moreover,
much corruption benefits only local leaders and not
the top elites. Congo has made limited progress and
incremental reforms on certain issues in recent years
due to high commodity prices that bolstered the
economy for the past decade, until a more recent
slowdown.31 Prime Minister Augustin Matata Ponyo set
up direct deposits to pay civil servants and formalized
the budget process; Congo is up 10 slots (176th from
186th) in the U.N. Human Development Index; the
mortality rate for children under five has decreased by
a third since 2010,32 some basic infrastructure, mainly
financed opaquely by China, has been built; and
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there have been limited prosecutions for human rights
abuses by armed groups, including sexual violence.
However, these achievements are minimal in the end
and stand in stark contrast to continued conflict,
the theft of up to $4 billion per year, and democratic
repression. Institutionalized corruption, structural
violence, a lack of government services, and the
hijacking of state positions for personal benefit at
various levels is prevalent throughout much of Congo.
There is also a logic to why Congo has not developed
into a more peaceful, capable state. A weak state that
provides almost no public services, but that keeps
army commanders busy, mineral wealth opaque,
and accountability for top leaders virtually nonexistent
serves the elites who have manipulated the state and
the economy best by allowing them to keep their
power and profits. The Enough Project is using the
term violent kleptocracy as the beginning of a dialogue
about how best to understand the interplay between
grand corruption and systemic use of violence. This is
a living concept, to be reshaped and reconsidered as
further investigation and analysis dictates.
It is important for policymakers and others to
understand the common theme of a hijacked state
in Congo’s politics and economics, since it leads to
different policy solutions than if one takes the standard
view of Congo as a fragile or failing state. The primary
aim of government policies and aid programs for
Congo should be to hold accountable the elites
who manipulate the state, such that hijacking the
state for personal gain results in more costs than
benefits. This should include taking stronger steps
to support Congolese citizens’ efforts to do so. And
any aid programs to build state capacity must be
carefully screened and designed such that they are
not inadvertently further empowering the very corrupt
officials that control the criminal state system, or they
should be canceled. See Chapter 3 for more detail
on this.

Two factors have exacerbated violence and corruption
in Congo. First, Congo is large and diverse and
suffers from weak institutions and capacity, in part
the legacy of colonialism. Despite a strong sense of
shared national identity, the country has many strong
sub-national identities, providing challenges to nation
building and integration. Successive Congolese rulers
have found it difficult to keep the country together
in the most basic, physical sense. Instrumentalizing
the state and its resources and redistributing them
to buy allegiance and numb grievances have been
the historically preferred default tools of Congolese
politicians, irrespective of their ambitions for the
country. Thus as one of several factors, the others of
which include poor leadership at several junctures,
Congo has a bias towards predatory governance, a
fact which policymakers must remain aware of.
Second, the initial weakness of the state and the
predominance of economic interests in it have
promoted the rise of elites largely focused on using
the country’s resources for personal and political
gain. Going back to the charter companies, which
administered much of King Leopold’s Congo to their
and his own benefit first, the model has often been for
ruling elites to partner with outsiders in order to exploit
the country’s resources in ways largely detrimental to
the majority of the Congolese, and to use repression
and undermine state capacity to maintain the system
when necessary.33 Mobutu bought an estate on the
French Riviera just ten miles from King Leopold’s estate
at Cap Ferrat: that is not an irony; it is a sign of how little
the system has changed.34 This analysis is not meant
to imply that there are not many economic operators
in Congo, including foreign mining companies, which
operate legally and non-violently. It suggests, however,
that the regimes, whether past or current, have relied at
least in part on violence and corruption to appropriate
a large share of the country’s resources.
The system’s violence has also varied over time. It
was widespread in the early phases of colonization
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King Leopold’s
estate on the
French Riviera
was just 10 miles
from the property
later purchased by
Mobutu Sese Seko
in Cap Ferrat.
Miniwark/
Wikimedia

across the country. Since then, however, full-fledged
violent conflict has not been the norm, with the major
exception of the conflict in eastern Congo, which
has been ongoing since 1993 and has left over 5.4
million people dead. The country also faced different
forms of civil war in the 1960-67 period, particularly
in former South Kasai, Katanga, and in the east (also
with pockets in Bandundu), a few violent episodes
in Katanga in the late 1970s, and again large-scale
violence from 1993 onwards, especially in the east,
some of which is still unfolding today in parts of the
Kivu, former Orientale, and former Katanga provinces.
However, much of Congo has not seen large-scale
conflict for several years, and most of its territory has
not been involved in violent conflict since the 1999
Lusaka Ceasefire Agreement,35 with the exception of
the Kivu region of eastern Congo.
Throughout Congo, however, structural and political
violence have been a nearly constant foundation of the
system. From Belgium’s Force Publique to Mobutu’s
special paramilitary units and Joseph Kabila’s
Republican Guard and national intelligence agency,
the Agence Nationale de Rensignement (ANR),36

repression has been at the core of most Congolese
regimes, even when formally democratic. It has
produced arbitrary arrests, torture, assassinations,
and massacres of activists, opposition leaders,
and students. It has also engendered alienation,
dispossession, and vulnerability. Although not all of
that violence has been the result of predation, much
of it is linked to Congo’s kleptocratic system of rule. At
the very least, rulers have often been willing to unleash
violence on citizens to retain their power and protect
their racket.

Congo’s economy: dominated by mining
Congo is one of the world’s richest countries in terms
of natural resources. The country contains 1,100
minerals,37 particularly copper, cobalt, diamonds,
tantalum, tin, gold, uranium,38 timber, as well as land
and water. Congo mainly directly exports to China
(39 percent), followed by Zambia (25 percent), Italy
(9 percent), and Belgium (4 percent),39 but several
of these are mid-points in supply chains for refining
natural resources, and the main end markets are the
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West and China.
Congo’s economy has grown tremendously in recent
years. Its 2015 GDP was estimated at $37.9 billion,40
real GDP growth in 2015 was 6.9 percent, down from
9.2 percent in 2014, and it has averaged a very high
7.6 percent growth since 2010.41 This has mainly
been driven by copper prices and production, and the
services sector (largely trade and transport associated
with mining, banking, and telecommunications).
Inflation remained stable at 1 percent in 2014 and
2015,42 in part as a result of a lack of government
spending on public services and increased income
from industrial mining, but is now increasing as a result
of lower commodity prices and thus decreased foreign
exchange reserves.43 Total external debt stock stood
at $4.6 billion in 2014, after some $12 billion was
forgiven by donors in 2010.44
However, this growth has resulted in few benefits for
the vast majority of the population. Growth rates are
slowing due to falling prices for key commodities,
particularly copper, cobalt, and oil, which have
decreased by half over the past five years.45 The
poverty rate remains above 80 percent and has only
fallen by 5 percent from 2005 to 2012, while actually
increasing in both Kasai provinces and in Maniema.46
Inequality is also rising: the Gini coefficient, which
measures income inequality, rose from 0.42 in 2005 to
0.45 in 2012, though remains less pronounced than in
South Africa or Namibia.47 Congo did not meet any of
the Millennium Development Goals, including having
40 percent or less of the population below the poverty
line by 2015.48
The extractive industries of mining and oil dominate
Congo’s economy, with 95 percent of exports, 28
percent of current revenue, and 22 percent of GDP
(but only 11 percent of employment).49 The extractive
sector’s real impact on GDP is greater, however, as
it also feeds substantial derived activity in transport,
trade, and construction. Mining is larger than oil,

making up nearly three-quarters of the extractive
industries by revenues (74 percent), while oil makes
up one quarter (26 percent), but as we will show later,
mining’s relative contribution to government revenue
is much smaller than petroleum’s.50 With Congo’s vast
land, agriculture contributes 43 percent of GDP and
most of employment: 62 percent of the population
works in that sector,51 most as subsistence farmers.
There is severe poverty among 75 percent of people
who work in Congo’s informal agriculture sector.52
Following years of under-investment in this sector, the
IMF and World Bank have recommended revitalization
of agriculture.53
The forestry sector is also relevant. Congo is home to
the world’s second-largest rainforest, and the timber
sector is worth $95 million annually, with an estimated
40 million people’s livelihoods linked to the country’s
forests.54 Six logging companies are responsible for
70 percent of timber exports from Congo,55 including
Lebanese and European companies. Lebanese
companies are also involved in the real estate business
in Congo.56

The U.N. Group of Experts found in 2016 that gold
“provides the most significant financial benefit to armed
groups” and “is the most lucrative and easily smuggled
of the natural resources in the eastern Congo.”
Sasha Lezhnev/Enough Project
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Table 1: Resources Generated from Minerals and Oil57
2011

2012

2013

2014

2015
estimates in italics

Copper (metric tons)
of which Gecamines (estimated)
of which others

499,198
17,287
481,911

619,942
36,452
583,490

922,016
40,707
881,309

1,030,129
15,090
1,015,039

1,039,007
16,811
1,022,196

3.80
4,182,059,200

3.60
4,920,251,515

3.35
6,809,527,962

3.00
6,813,128,988

2.60
5,955,600,592

99,475
715
98,760

86,433
1,522
84,911

76,593
2,263
74,330

74,712
163
74,549

83,529
..
83,529

35,000
3,481,625,000

30,000
2,592,990,000

28,000
2,144,604,000

31,000
2,316,072,000

29,762
2,486,021,004

0.997
17.601
18.598

0.569
19.154
19.723

0.246
16.653
16.899

0.244
14.689
14.933

1.505
14.284
15.789

Diamond prices ($/ct)
Estimated value of diamond output

15.0
278,970,000

17.0
335,291,000

18.0
304,182,000

13.0
194,129,000

15.0
236,835,000

Crude Petroleum (brls)
Oil prices ($/brl)
Estimated value of petroleum output

8,557,920
111
952,496,496

8,545,450
112
954,526,765

8,351,000
109
906,918,600

8,362,000
99
828,005,240

8,247,000
55
453,585,000

Zinc (tonnes)
Zinc price ($/t)
Estimated value of Zinc output
Casiterite (tonnes)
Casiterite price ($/t)
Estimated value of cassiterite output
coltan (tonnes)
Coltan price ($/t)
Estimated value of coltan output
Wolframite (tonnes)
Wolframite price ($/t)
Estimated value of wolframite output

14,758
2,250
33,205,500
18,200
26,000
473,200,000
380
100,000
38,000,000
40
28,000
1,120,000

10,572
2,000
21,144,000
18,981
21,000
398,601,000
586
110,000
64,460,000
71
25,000
1,775,000

12,114
1,950
23,622,300
7,567
22,500
170,257,500
697
95,000
66,215,000
115
26,000
2,990,000

20,617
2,150
44,326,550
10,756
23,000
247,388,000
1,410
110,000
155,100,000
24
27,000
648,000

12,602
1,870
23,565,740
9,092
19,000
172,748,000
1,386
98,000
135,828,000
68
26,000
1,768,000

414
10,000

4,529
10,000

6,112
10,000

1,500
551,015,154

1,700
871,243,108

1,400
795,668,563

23,937
10,000
8,000
1,300
1,923,071,459

31,791
12,000
8,000
1,200
2,192,250,881

9,991,691,350

10,160,282,389

11,223,985,925

12,521,869,237

11,634,638,347

copper price ($ per pound)
value of output (2,204.620 pounds in a metric ton)
Cobalt (tonnes)
of which Gecamines
of which others
Cobalt prices ($/tonne)
estimated value of output
Diamond, industrial (million carats)--MIBA, Sengamines…
Diamond, artisanal (million carat)
Diamond, Total (million carats)

Industrial Gold (kg)
Artisanal gold (kg)
Shabunda dredging (kg)
Gold prices ($/oz) (35.274 ounces in a kilo)
Estimated value of gold output
TOTAL ESTIMATED VALUE OF EXTRACTIVE INDUSTRIES OUTPUT
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The mainstay of Congo’s economy, the mining
industry, is divided into industrial and artisanal sectors.
Industrial mining is done by companies operating
in demarcated concessions with large machinery,
while artisanal and small-scale mining is done by
individual miners, most often using shovels and other
rudimentary equipment. A few work in designated
artisanal mining zones, but most do not. Copper and
cobalt, which account for more than 70 percent of
the value of extractive output (see Table 1) are both
industrially and artisanally mined, with over 100,000
artisanal miners. In contrast, the diamond sector has
become completely artisanal; even Societé Miniére
de Bakwanga’s (MIBA) official production relies on
purchasing artisanal miners’ output. Gold has seen a
meteoric rise in industrial mining since 2013, but also
has a significant artisanal sector, as do cassiterite,
wolframite, coltan (known by their metal names, tin,
tungsten, and tantalum—the “3Ts”), and zinc. Artisanal
mining is regulated on paper by law, with designated
areas and registration of miners according to the 2002
Mining Code. But, in reality, most of it is informal and
actually illegal due to gaps in Congo’s mining law and
very poor implementation of the law by state agencies.
Although a harsh, dangerous, and largely informal
activity, artisanal mining provides the lifeline (directly
and indirectly) for an estimated 8 million to 10 million
Congolese people.58
Congo produced half of the world’s cobalt in 2014,
and the country contains an estimated 47 percent
of the world’s reserves.59 Its diamond wealth is also
enormous, producing over one-quarter of the world’s
industrial diamonds,60 and exporting over 20 percent
of the world’s diamonds annually.61 Congo also
produced 17 percent of the world’s tantalum (coltan)
in 2014,62 a mineral used mainly in electronics.
Private, state-owned companies, and private-public
joint ventures perform extractive services for Congo’s
industrial mining and oil industries. Looking only at the
larger operations in the mining sector, there are at least

105 companies operating in Congo (many of which
are owned by other companies), 47 of which are joint
ventures between private operators and the state or
state agencies (with an average state participation of
30 percent), and eight entirely owned by the state,
including by other state companies. In the oil sector,
there are 11 companies, all of which with at least
minority state participation.63 The largest operators
are:64
• Copper/cobalt: The enormous copper/cobalt
Tenke Fungurume venture. Until May 2016, it
was owned by U.S. miner Freeport McMoRan
(56 percent), Swedish miner Lundin Mining Corp.
(24 percent) and Congolese state-owned La
Générale des Carriéres et des Mines (Gécamines)
(20 percent), which generated 204,000 tons of
copper in 2015 worth $1.6 billion.65 Freeport
announced it would sell its stake to China
Molybdenum Co., Ltd. (CMOC) in May 2016 for
$2.65 billion.66
• Copper/cobalt: Mutanda Mining SARL
(Mumi), owned by Glencore (69 percent) and
Fleurette Group (31 percent), which generated
197,000 tons of copper and nearly 50,000 tons
of cobalt in 2014.67
• Copper/cobalt: Sicomines, owned by
Sinohydro Corp. and China Railway Group
Limited (68 percent) and Gécamines (32 percent).
• Copper/cobalt: MMG’s Kinsevere (owned
99.99 percent by China Minmetals Non-ferrous
Metals Co., Ltd.), which produced 69,000 tons of
copper in 2014.
• Copper/cobalt
(currently
suspended):
Kamoto Copper Company (KCC), 75 percent
owned by Katanga Mining Limited (whose
majority shareholder is British/Swiss company
Glencore), 20 percent owned by Gécamines, and
5 percent by state-owned Société Immobilière
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du Congo (SIMCO), generated $1.1 billion in
revenues in 2014 on the production of 157,000
tons of copper.68 In 2015, Glencore announced
an 18-month suspension of production at KCC
because of low copper prices, which should
greatly affect government revenue in 2016.

amount enters official commercial networks. Although
artisanal mining is heavily “taxed” by local state agents,
few if any of these revenues officially accrue to the
state. The United Nations estimates that $64 million to
$121 million from the artisanal minerals trade goes to
criminal enterprises each year.74

• Gold: Kibali gold mine, owned by South
African miners AngloGold Ashanti and Randgold
Resources (45 percent each) and Société des
Mines d’Or de Kilo-Moto SARL (SOKIMO), a stateowned company (10 percent). Kibali generated
$700 million worth of gold in 201469 and is largely
responsible (together with Canada’s Banro
Corporation) for national industrial gold output
to have jumped from 400 kilograms in 2011 to
nearly 32 tons in 2015.70 Randgold announced
a new gold partnership with Israeli businessman
Dan Gertler’s company Moku Goldmines AG and
SOKIMO in April 2016.71

The oil sector is still small but reportedly offers
significant potential. Congo currently produces
approximately 23,000 barrels of oil per day (78th in the
world), but new reserves are being discovered offshore
and onshore in both the west and east.75 Caprikat
and Foxwelp, Israeli oil companies owned by the
billionaire businessman Gertler, reportedly discovered
3 billion barrels of reserves in Lake Albert on the border
with Uganda in 2014.76 And recent seismic studies
by United Kingdom-based SOCO have confirmed
the presence of oil in the officially protected Virunga
National Park.77 In the west, Congo has had multiple
disputes with Angola over offshore oil boundaries.78

• Oil: Anglo-French company Perenco is the
main producer, operating under its own name, as
well as under Muanda International Oil Company
(MIOC), and in joint venture with the state’s
Congolaise des Hydrocarbures (COHYDRO) (15
percent) and Lirex. The two other producers with
smaller stakes are Japan’s INPEX-owned Teikoku
Oil Co, Ltd. and Chevron.72

In sum, Congo is extremely rich in minerals, oil, and
land, and nearly all of the resource concessions are
taken by state-owned or foreign companies. However,
the vast majority of the country’s population has seen
very little development from this exploitation. Basic
infrastructure remains very poor, and recent lower
commodity prices threaten inflation and risk a macroeconomic crisis that could seriously impact the political
situation.

Meanwhile, artisanal and small-scale mining is the
mainstay of Congo’s diamond, tin, tantalum, tungsten,
and much of the gold industries. On an annual estimated
basis, the artisanal gold trade was worth approximately
$400 million in 2013, according to the U.N. Group
of Experts, though that may have decreased with
lowered gold prices. The artisanal diamond trade (99
percent of Congo’s diamond production) is worth over
$200 million, and the zinc, tin, tantalum, and tungsten
trades total more than $400 million (Table 1).73 Large
quantities of artisanal diamonds, tantalum, tin, and
tungsten are smuggled out of Congo but an increasing

Congo’s history – violence, repression,
and corruption
Exploitation under King Leopold II and Belgium:
1885-1960
The systematic exploitation of Congo began during the
colonial period when King Leopold II of Belgium held
Congo as his personal property from 1885 to 1908.
During his reign, violence was used as an essential
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violence are widely understood to be illegal, but current
elites have constructed impunity as part of their system
of governance.
Profits for Leopold and his inner circle were tremendous,
with conservative estimates showing that he personally
accrued $1.1 billion at today’s prices from the Congo.83
His luxurious spending, secretive companies, and
external investments allegedly included:

The first violent kleptocrat in Congo, King Leopold II.
Between 5 and 10 million people were killed during his
reign, while he stole an estimated $1.1 billion.
Carolus/Wikimedia

tool in achieving the goal of maximum private wealth
extraction and personal enrichment of Leopold and
his inner clique.79 An estimated 5 million to 10 million
Congolese people died, as Leopold’s private army, the
Force Publique, waged war multiple times, implemented
slave labor regimes, and starved the population
repeatedly.80 The colony’s primary goal was to generate
wealth as quickly as possible by establishing control
over the trade in natural resources including ivory and
rubber, and later gold, copper, and other minerals.
Leopold established a tax system that “destroyed the
traditional economy” and “essentially obliged natives to
supply these products without payment.”81 According
to historian Adam Hochschild, “the killing in the Congo
was of genocidal proportions.”82 However, at the time
it was essentially legal for him to do these things, and
therefore impunity was not something Leopold had to
construct. This is in contrast to today, where theft and

… $6 million [on] upgrading his palace at Laeken;
at least $3.5 million on other Belgian real estate;
millions more for Belgian and French properties,
purchased secretly through his doctor or his
architects; and uncounted additional sums for a
dazzling array of investments in Asia, Latin America
and the Near East. He made the Congo one of the
world’s first ‘offshore’ money laundering centers. He
used Congo-incorporated shell companies to quietly
pursue business opportunities around the world:
railway construction deals in China; fishing rights off
Morocco; mines in Greece and the Philippines; and
rubber concessions in Bolivia.84
Similar patterns of wealth extraction and violence
continued during Belgium’s occupation of Congo
after Leopold was forced to give up the colony as his
personal property, from 1908 to 1960, albeit on a less
extreme scale than under the king.85 The intensity of
the abuses diminished to an extent, although Belgium
continued the practice of forced labor.86 Belgian
companies were the chief beneficiaries of Congo’s
economy, in particular Société Générale, at the hands
of exploited Congolese workers and foot soldiers.
Hochschild writes that “safety conditions in the mines
were abysmal: in the copper mines and smelters of
Katanga, five thousand workers died between 1911
and 1918.”87 Furthermore, over 260,000 Congolese
were forcibly recruited to fight in World War I.88
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Repressive kleptocracy under Mobutu
Sese Seko: 1965-1997
Congo continued down the road of violent exploitation
and corruption after independence from Belgium
in 1960. Congo’s first democratically elected prime
minister, Patrice Lumumba, was forcibly dismissed,
detained, then assassinated shortly after he took office
in 1961, with the close involvement of the Belgian
government and U.S. Central Intelligence Agency.89 A
2001 investigation into the assassination showed that
the Belgian government colluded with Belgian banks
and mining companies, whose officials feared that
Lumumba would expropriate their economic assets,
and the United States which feared that Congo would
ally with the Soviet Union.90
Following a brief leadership crisis, Mobutu Sese Seko
became Lumumba’s main successor as head of
state, and his 32-year rule became widely known as a
kleptocracy, referring to “a reign of official corruption,”
according to the New York Times’ Howard French.91 It
is important to note that Mobutu’s regime was widely
supported by the United States, Belgium, and other
nations in the West, which bear significant responsibility
for Congo’s problems. After a first phase, which lasted
until the early 1970s, during which he sought to build
up the state and the economy, Mobutu became
increasingly predatory and systematically raided public
coffers while amassing enormous personal wealth and
redistributing resources to clients, which significantly
impoverished the country, and used repression and a
patronage system to keep the opposition in check.92
The country avoided large-scale war for much of
the Mobutu era, but his corrupt policies, economic
and otherwise, eventually led to state collapse in the
1990s.93 By that point, the army and other government
offices behaved as private, unaccountable, and often
brutal entities. Neighboring countries invaded, sparking
the conflicts known as “Africa’s World Wars.”
Mobutu’s rule turned into an organized system to

Backed by the United States during the Cold War,
Mobutu stayed in power for 32 years. His policy,
“débrouillez-vous,” or sort yourselves out, greatly encouraged army units to loot and commit abuses against
the Congolese population, a system that has continued
to this day.
Daffy123/Wikimedia

consolidate his power and capture wealth for the
president and those around him. In the 1970s, 15 to
20 percent of the operating budget of the state went
to him, in 1977-79 Mobutu appropriated roughly half
a billion dollars from the state and western aid money
that was sent to the government unchecked,94 and
his family allegedly took $71 million from the national
bank for personal use in 1977.95 In addition to the
French Riviera property, Mobutu purchased a $5.5
million mansion in Lausanne, Switzerland, and built
lavish palaces for himself at Gbadolite that included
a runway for the supersonic Concorde plane, Louis
XVI furnishings, and “one of the best wine cellars
of the world,” according to one visitor.96 There were
many more egregious instances of Mobutu’s personal
theft from the state,97 and by the early 1980s his total
personal fortune including properties was estimated at
as high as $4 to $5 billion, although these estimates
are unreliable.98 Yet the Congolese population became
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Joseph Kabila Kabange, President
of the Democratic
Republic of Congo, addresses the
general debate
of the sixty-eighth
session of the
General Assembly
Ryan Brown/
UN Photo

poorer during that time: GDP per capita literally shrunk
by half between 1960 and 1992.99
Mobutu cultivated personal patronage networks within
the army, state bureaucracies, and the provinces that
were loyal to him, but he constantly rotated people
within this network so they would not mount a united
opposition to him. According to political scientist
Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja, three main elite groups
profited from Mobutu’s system: the political class,
senior military officers, and Lebanese merchants,
particularly those in the diamond business.100 Congo
was not at war for most of his rule, but Mobutu at
times used repression, brutal military units, and ethnic
manipulation to ensure the regime’s survival.101

Inefficient economics lead the regime to
collapse, spark conflict
However, Mobutu’s patronage system was not
sustainable for the regime as it exhausted the country’s
resources, and its collapse led to rising violence.

Mineral production increased significantly—Congo
became one of the world’s top copper producers by the
1980s—but it was grossly inefficient.102 Infrastructure
and geological expertise were not invested in by the
regime, leading to a collapse at one of the country’s
main mines, Kamoto, in 1990. Furthermore, Mobutu
made illicit deals with local politicians and Belgian
companies that bought the copper, losing an estimated
$5 billion in total, according to a former Mobutu mining
official.103 To use political scientist Crawford Young’s
painful metaphor, Congo “self-cannibalized.”104
The system began to fail in the late 1970s and early
1980s, as mining companies limited their investments
following expropriations in the mid-1970s. Because
Mobutu’s patronage led to the mismanagement
of the companies, they were highly inefficient, a
situation compounded by collapsing world copper
prices in the mid-1970s. Between 1987 and 1997,
copper production decreased from 500,000 tons to
38,000 tons.105 In addition, Mobutu’s army suffered
major defeats in Angola in the 1970s, inflation surged
(reaching 23,000 percent in 1993), and crumbling
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infrastructure led to growing discontent.106 As Mobutu
lost revenues from those developments and later
from the U.S. post-Cold War withdrawal, his ability
to compensate the powerful loyalists in the army and
government significantly decreased. Reno wrote that
he controlled an estimated $3 billion in 1990, but that
quickly declined.107

Wars and corruption under the Kabilas:
1996-present
By the end of Mobutu’s regime, the state, the
economy, and the military were in tatters. The main
consequence of this disintegration was that it became
easy for neighboring countries to prey upon different
parts of the country with the collusion of local elites
and international traffickers. Additionally, Mobutu also
made the fatal error of backing the former Rwandan
army and militias that committed the genocide, which
Paul Kagame and the Rwandan Patriotic Front (RPF)
reacted to by invading Congo in 1994 and thus
sparking the First Congo War and mass violence.108
The collusion between local elites, regional powers,
and international traffickers occurred in the decade
following Mobutu’s rule and has continued to occur
on and off in an evolved manner since that time. This
was initially done in a centralized manner, with the
governments of Angola, Rwanda, and Uganda backing
rebel leader/gold and ivory trafficker Laurent Desiré
Kabila109 to overthrow Mobutu in 1997, at the end of
the First Congo War. In the years following Mobutu’s
removal and Laurent Kabila’s ascension to power in
1997, the exploitation occurred in a more decentralized
manner, with 11 different countries invading Congo
from 1998-2003 during the Second Congo War.110
Although he professed a radically different ideology,
Laurent Kabila was unable or unwilling to fundamentally
change the system after he took over. Although
his first year in office saw an apparent decrease in
corruption among frightened state agents, there was

no government budget between 1998 and 2001,
and inflation was above 500 percent in 2000.111
Kabila believed that he could get large-scale mining
companies to invest, and he attempted to sign deals
with several of them. However, very few mining
companies came in, and instead shell companies
signed contracts, and individuals profited, but no
large-scale mining took place. In fact, the government
realized that it made deals based on very limited
information, and it canceled several of them. The
exceptions were Angolan company Sonangol’s oil joint
venture with the Kabila-controlled company Comiex in
1998, and Australian mining company Anvil’s copper
deal that same year.112
Kabila brought in a new patronage network that
replaced Mobutu’s, but the system of corruption
continued. According to Congo expert Erik Kennes:
A crucial element was the recruitment of the new
political elite by the Kabila regime. It consisted mainly
of former rebels or technocrats from the Congolese
diaspora. None of the new generation belonged to the
patronage structure crystallised during the Mobutu
regime. This would not have been dramatic if efforts
had been made to create a viable state structure.
The country, however, was not run in a systematic
manner and Kabila often gave the impression that
he ran the country as he had managed his guerrilla
movement in the east during the 1970s and 1980s.
The result of this very confused situation was that
the major mining companies withdrew and waited for
better times to come … In 1998-99 many projects
consequently collapsed […] What should have been
a paradise for free marketers with a virtual absence
of state structure turned into a nightmare. Regional
interests became predominant and the dark side of
globalisation forcefully emerged with the war that
started in 1998.113
The wars that ensued, which were about both
political and economic influence, were devastating.
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By 2007, an estimated 5.4 million people had died
directly or indirectly war-related deaths,114 and child
soldiering, mass rape, and torture were parts of the
conflict. According to the U.N. Panel of Experts in
2001, “The conflict in … Congo has become mainly
about access, control and trade of five key mineral
resources: coltan, diamonds, copper, cobalt and gold
… The initial motivation of foreign armies to intervene
in the [DRC] was primarily political and security-related
in nature … the primary motive [has since become]
extracting the maximum commercial and material
benefits. This holds true for both government allies
and rebel supporters.”115 The U.N. Panel of Experts
recommended that 29 companies and 54 individuals
be designated for targeted sanctions, but no sanctions
were imposed due to U.N. Security Council politics.
Since the Second Congo War ended in 2003 and
neighboring countries officially pulled out their troops,
the Kabila regime has slowly consolidated its power
in the country. After Laurent Kabila’s assassination
in early 2001,116 his son Joseph Kabila assumed the
presidency, was formally elected in 2006, and ever since
has worked to increase his power. Some neighbors
and external entities have tried to influence the center,
for example Rwanda sponsored the armed group
rebellions of the National Congress for the Defense of
the People (CNDP) and March 23 Movement (M23).
Meanwhile, others have tried to develop independent
spheres of influence outside of Kinshasa’s control, at
times clashing with the government, e.g. the military,
police, and tax structures set up by the ex-CNDP in
areas of North Kivu from 2009-2012 that were parallel

to the official Congolese government systems.117
Nevertheless, corruption and violence have endured,
especially in eastern Congo, where 1.7 million people
were still displaced as of August 2016.118
Kabila has attracted Chinese and some other foreign
investment, mainly in copper, cobalt, and some
infrastructure. This, coupled with high commodity
prices, led official economic growth to be high over the
past decade—an average of 7.4 percent over the past
five years.119 This has coincided with a major run-up in
copper prices (copper quadrupled in price from 2004 to
2010),120 until a significant slowdown began in 2014.121
However, both grand (or high-level) and widespread
corruption have continued, as have widespread abuses
by the army and police. Security forces and police are
also responsible for carrying out political violence.
Decades of misrule have resulted in devastating effects
for Congo’s population, in terms of societal trauma, the
tearing apart of communities in the east by displacement,
and human development has stagnated over the past
35 years.122 Congo ranked 176th out of 187 countries
in the world in the U.N. Human Development Index
in 2015, and its per capita income of $380 in 2014
is among the world’s lowest.123 Life expectancy is 58
years, infant mortality is in the lowest 10 percent in
the world, and the primary school dropout rate is 29
percent.124 And Congo is 147th out of 168 countries
on Transparency International’s annual Corruptions
Perceptions Index. Similarly, the country ranks 46th out
of 54 African countries on the Mo Ibrahim Foundation’s
annual governance index.125
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Chapter 2

Violent Kleptocracy Series:
East & Central Africa

The Seven Pillars
of Violent Kleptocracy
in Congo
Congo’s regimes, both today and historically, have relied in part on violence, corruption,
and impunity in order to survive. This section breaks down these ruling mechanisms.
Patterns of violence emerge from the study of Congo’s
past 130 years, far beyond the conflict in eastern
Congo and including the state’s more routine violence
that it uses when its elites pursue their political and
material interests. The research also reveals patterns
of corruption and predation. In particular, President
Joseph Kabila and his associates at many levels of the
state have endeavored, roughly over the past seven
years, to beat back the governance restrictions donors
seek to impose on them and continue plundering the
country. While violence and corruption at times operate
in distinct spheres, they are often linked, and kleptocratic
rule often contains violence at its core and/or produces
it at its periphery. Corruption, predation, and theft by
the regime have been devastating to the human rights,
dignity, and physical integrity of the Congolese people,
who pay a high price in their daily lives.
Although many governments across Africa control and
redistribute resources in order to stay in power,126 this

logic is only part of the explanation for the systems
in Congo. The degree to which corruption lies at
the core of the Congolese state goes well beyond
the mere politics of patronage and largely serves to
profit politicians, military commanders, and business
associates in Congo and abroad. Many of those elites
predicate their private accumulation of wealth on a
system that produces significant amounts of violence.
As explained further below, many current practices
of corruption and violence in Congo parallel those of
Mobutu Sese Seko and King Leopold. In many ways,
though not all, Kabila’s government is a continuation
from those regimes in terms of the appropriation of
state assets and using force to stay in power. There are
five parallels in particular: using the military to extract
resources, receiving kickbacks through a “rapportage”
system, hijacking the state for personal profit, using
repression to stay in power, and employing a divide and
rule strategy.
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No rulebook exists for acquiring or remaining in power in
Congo. However, a close study of this system suggests

seven “pillars” of violent kleptocracy that are relevant to
Congo’s leaders, both current and past:

1. Let the security forces pay themselves: “You have guns, you don’t need a salary”
Key points:
Preventing a coup is paramount. Top military commanders are both regime insiders and threats to the
regime; the fear of a coup or being overthrown by military intervention is constant. Congo’s regimes have
always fallen by force, as have those of many of Congo’s neighbors.
Commanders are allowed to get rich. Providing commanders with economic opportunities keeps them
satisfied and/or busy. Top Congolese generals own soccer teams and large properties in Congo and abroad.
From top to bottom, military “pays itself” through illegal mining and extortion. The government pays the
military very little but allows commanders to “pay themselves” by engaging in illicit mining or harassing and
extorting civilians. Troops further down the ranks reproduce the same behavior.
Civilians are the victims and the economy is hijacked. The effect on civilians and the economy is terrible:
the military unleashes violence against artisanal miners, civilians, and women, including sexual and genderbased violence and child soldiering. Integrating rebel groups makes it worse. Many investors stay away.

Mobutu Sese Seko famously told the army, “You
have guns; you don’t need a salary.”127 This incentive
structure organized around the concept of “débrouillezvous” made the army more likely to pillage than to create
security; and it remains true today. There is a strong
logic behind this violent exploitation of natural resources
that negatively impacts communities. It starts with those
at the top, who fear being overthrown by force (either by
a coup d’état, civil war, or foreign military intervention)
and take significant steps to actively prevent that by
appeasing certain military commanders and allowing
corrupt activities to occur. Being violently overthrown
is a reasonable fear in Congo: the last two heads of
state were overthrown by force, as were governments
in nearly all of Congo’s neighbors—Rwanda, Uganda,
Central African Republic, Congo-Brazzaville, and
Burundi. As a result, heads of state in Congo make it
a priority to make their military commanders wealthy or
busy. Given Congo’s abundant natural resource wealth,

the logic of “you have guns, you don’t need a salary” is
actually a bonus for the top military commanders who
matter in Congo: it is a license to loot and commit often
sophisticated criminal operations from which to profit.
Governments from Leopold to Mobutu to the Kabilas
have allowed some top military brass to exploit
natural resources. This makes the generals not want
to overthrow the regime since they both benefit from
it and are distracted from organizing a coup. By and
large this has been effective—Mobutu stayed in power
for 32 years, and Joseph Kabila has held on for 15
years and counting. Some of Kabila’s top generals own
soccer teams and/or large properties,128 and some of
Mobutu’s generals, such as Gen. Philemon Baramoto
Kpama Kata, flew their own private jets and owned
large properties in South Africa.129 It is important to note
that rank-and-file soldiers largely do not benefit from
this system and face harsh conditions.
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The toll on the population has been devastating,
however. More often than not, the Congolese military—
the Forces Armées de la République Démocratique du
Congo (FARDC)—is akin to an army of occupation on
its own soil. Largely unhinged and autonomous, it is
more likely to oppress local populations than to protect
them and to collaborate with rebels than to fight them.
Its soldiers, according to scholar Séverine Autesserre,
“relentlessly commit horrific violations of human rights,”
engaging in looting and other forms of violence,
including rapes, against civilians.130 In the words of
Emily Paddon and Guillaume Lacaille, “The FARDC is
often the single greatest threat to the Congolese and
routinely terrorizes civilians, extorting protection money,
looting villages, raping and killing civilians.”131 A 2013
report by the Inter-Press Service found that the military
and rebels were imposing an illegal tax called “sleep
well” on civilians at checkpoints in North and South
Kivu, Maniema, and Katanga, and Eastern provinces,
in part because their salaries were so low.132 According
to Human Rights Watch, “The Congolese army is
responsible for widespread and vicious abuses against
its own people that amount to war crimes.”133 It also

Largely unhinged and autonomous, it is more likely to oppress
local populations than to protect them and to collaborate with
rebels than to fight them.
routinely works with other armed “rebel” groups to
extract natural resources. Congolese army collaboration
has been documented with the Democratic Forces for
the Liberation of Rwanda (FDLR), the Allied Democratic
Forces-National Army for the Liberation of Uganda
(ADF-NALU), Mai Mai Sheka, and dozens of other
armed groups.134 This also has a negative impact on
Congo’s economy, as military involvement discourages
large-scale investment in Congo’s minerals sector. For

example, investors found it impossible to invest in the
Bisie tin mine until army units and armed groups moved
out of the mine in 2010-11, but now that mine is the site
of large-scale investment.135

Troops paid next to nothing
The Congolese military acts largely as a predator on
Congolese society, in large part because its soldiers are
only paid nominal official salaries. Analysts believe this
is a deliberate regime strategy, reflecting its willingness
to have the military forage and profit off of the natural
resources and population. As of August 2015, a
Congolese army colonel officially made $98 a month,
while an army private officially earned $83 a month.136
Higher-level commanders make operational “prime”
payments but those only go to commanders. And,
whether through mismanagement, theft, or deliberate
action by higher officers, there are few guarantees that
these measly payments actually reach the troops on a
regular basis. Although recent payment system reforms
requiring direct deposit of many salaries into bank
accounts has helped improve this somewhat, rankand-file salaries for soldiers remain very low.137
There are many causes of low salaries and their
irregular payments, including insufficient government
revenue and reallocation of budgeted amounts to other
unbudgeted uses. One particularly insidious cause lies
in the deliberate non-payment of troops by officers or
government agents as a means to test their loyalty. A
study by Grant Gordon shows that “non-payment [of
soldiers] is used as a form of trial and tribulation that
reveals commitment by driving disloyal soldiers to defect
and loyal soldiers to weather challenging times. Nonpayment causes unpaid soldiers to engage in extortion
and violence against civilians, which is managed by
commanding officers and used to cultivate internal
cohesion.”138 As a result, Gordon shows that extortion
and human rights abuses rise with non-payment. When
faced with such non-payments, 22 percent of soldiers
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use extortion against civilians, 31 percent force people
to pay illegal taxes, and 34 percent use forced civilian
labor.139 Particularly troubling here is the fact that it is
commanders themselves who organize such extortions
and abuses to verify troop loyalty.140
As a result, it is not surprising that a 2013 survey based
on more than 5,000 randomly selected respondents
in eastern Congo found that only 37 percent felt safe
when they met a soldier.141 In contrast, only 20 percent
of them felt that the FARDC provided them with
protection, while 32 percent responded they received
protection from no one or only from God.142 As a 30year old Congolese woman put it, “During the night,
if you meet a soldier, you may be lucky and nothing
happens. If you’re unlucky, they’ll take everything in
your pockets.”143

Hugo de Vries makes clear, “The armed forces hold the
means of coercion, and need to be ‘fed’ so their political
sponsors do not lose control over them. An effective
way to do so is to give the army a role in controlling
lucrative terrain in the eastern provinces” where “military
commanders do not answer to civilian authorities.”144
In this case, widespread corruption and violence are
paired, partly of a centralized strategy and partly of a
failure by the state to directly exercise control over the
means of violence.

Army engages in economic activities

When the government declares an area “militarily
operational,” it provides room for officers to engage in
illegal economic activities. For example, the U.N. Group
of Experts found in 2015 that “FARDC officers deployed
for the Sukola I military operations against ADF were
involved in the exploitation and sale of timber in Beni
territory.”145 As a result, many economic activities
become militarized, from minerals to agriculture to
roadblocks to timber.146

A major focus of the Congolese army is making
business deals in areas where it deploys, which often
involves violence or extortion of the local population. As

The U.N. Group of Experts has reported year after
year that armed groups and army units have profited
from the minerals trade,147 and as far back as 2001 the

Virunga National
Park: The FDLR
and Congolese
army and police
units collaborate
to chop down
trees in the park
and make and
sell charcoal. The
trade is worth as
high as $32 million
per year, according to a UN report.
Sasha Lezhnev/
Enough Project
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United Nations found that companies trading “minerals
[were] the engine of the conflict.”148 In 2007, the Pole
Institute noted “minerals are a major source of income
and of conflict in North Kivu as in the whole of the DRC.”
Two years later, in 2009, the Enough Project estimated
that armed groups and units of Congo’s army made
approximately $185 million from the conflict minerals
trade the prior year.149 Then, a large 2015 U.N. study
found that anywhere from $72 million to $426 million
from Congo’s natural resources trade goes to organized
criminal networks.
Several commercial deals made by FARDC officers
involve collaborations with the rebel groups which they
are tasked with combating. For example, according to
the U.N. Group of Experts, General Jean-Claude Kifwa,
who was until 2014 in charge of the Ninth Military Region

Several commercial deals made by
FARDC officers involve collaborations with the rebel groups which
they are tasked with combating.
in then-Orientale Province, was engaged in business
deals with Mai Mai Morgan, a group guilty of horrendous
violence in the region, before he was reassigned.150
According to the U.N. Group of Experts, “Three
Congolese officials and several civil society leaders
told the Group that Kifwa enjoys impunity because
he is President Kabila’s cousin.”151 As Peer Schouten
notes, that region is technically considered a FARDC
“operational zone” but few military operations actually
take place there, aside from trafficking in cigarettes,
weapons, and ivory.152 Other reports have documented
collaboration between the FDLR and the FARDC on
tin, tantalum, gold, and charcoal.153 Moreover, there
is evidence that the FARDC, including some of its
top officers, are involved in criminal mining activities,
including smuggling with Rwanda.154 This makes the
FARDC work both with Rwanda and its sworn enemy,

the FDLR. They also regularly sell their weapons and
equipment to local rebels. For example, former FDLR
combatants told the U.N. Group of Experts in 2011
that 95 percent of the weapons used by the FDLR, the
group that ostensibly justifies the deployment of the
FARDC in eastern Congo, come from the FARDC.155
The most recent U.N. Group of Experts report alleges
that FARDC military officers provided support to the
ADF rebel group.156
Top Congolese military commanders derive significant
income from these activities, keeping them placated
and in the main not interested in threatening the regime.
Several generals and other army and intelligence
commanders engage in such side businesses.157 For
example, the U.N. Group of Experts and the BBC
gathered evidence that Gen. Gabriel Amisi Kumba, aka
“Tango Four,” profited from several gold mines and tin
mines in eastern Congo.158 According to the BBC, Amisi
“refused to answer questions about his role and the firm
involved, Geminaco, denies there was a deal.”159 Amisi
also reportedly owns a major soccer team, AS Vita
Club, and the airplane company Maniema Aviation.160
Another U.N. Group of Experts report alleged that Gen.
Pacifique Masunzu was a business partner in 2009
with a major gold exporter who was purchasing from
conflict-affected mines controlled by the FDLR and
other armed groups.161
In addition, other senior Congolese military officers own
large properties. Gen. François Olenga, who is close
to President Kabila and chief of staff of land forces,
reportedly owns “Safari Beach,” a resort and hotel
complex in Nsele, Congo. In 2009, he purchased a
$900,000 property in Swakopmund, Namibia.162 The
regular salary for a general in the FARDC was under
$200 per month, as of April 2015.163 This does not
necessarily mean that the source of income was illicit,
but large holdings by senior army officers undermine
Congolese citizens’ trust in their public institutions.164
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Army abuses and extorts artisanal miners
The Congolese army and associated armed groups
extort and abuse artisanal miners in the east, one
area where FARDC’s violent, self-serving nature has
particularly grievous consequences over a large and
vulnerable population. The FARDC is present at more
than one out of three artisanal mines in eastern Congo,
according to a survey of 1,088 mines in Congo by the
International Peace Information Service (IPIS), most
heavily concentrated in the gold sector. They found that
at least one armed group or FARDC unit was present
at 591 of them. IPIS notes that they “have installed
various systems of illegal taxation” and that “illegal
taxation by the Congolese army is more frequent than
armed group interference in artisanal mining.”165 Similar

throughout the site and region.
Other sources have documented similar practices.167
Other security services alleged to be practicing
extortion of artisanal miners include the national
police, the Mines and Hydrocarbons Police, the
security guards of state-owned enterprises, the
Republican Guard, and the General Directorate of
Migration (DGM). The FARDC and these services
are present across the Kivus, even outside
conflict zones “where their presence cannot be
justified.”168 Daniel Rothenberg and Ben Radley
also note the use of the notion of “ration” by the
FARDC to describe payments it demands from

A gold mine in
Walungu, South
Kivu. Artisanal
miners are routinely harassed by
the army, unpaid
government officials, and armed
groups, and gold
mines in particular
have many child
miners.
Sasha Lezhnev/
Enough Project

systems exist in Ituri’s gold mines, where both FARDC
and police units “demand part of their production in
cash, sand or gold, or claim a hole [a mine shaft] for
their own exploitation.”166 The FARDC or other armed
units sit at the entrance of sites and exact a “right of
entry” in addition to the multiple roadblocks they have

artisanal miners, suggesting the extent to which the
government transfers the responsibility of caring for
its armed forces to miners. Schouten and the United
Nations also note the illegal taxation of mines in the
east by FARDC.169 When people refuse to pay, they can
be detained. They then have to pay “exit fees” to the
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FARDC to get out of “jail.”170

to protect women and children in the community.177
Furthermore, sexual violence both drives and stems
from forced displacement: when soldiers and rebels
rape civilians, civilians often flee out of fear of repeat
attacks or stigmatization. Internally displaced persons
and refugees are in turn disproportionately vulnerable
to sexual violence in part because they tend to lack
support networks or live in IDP and refugee camps
that lack security and rule of law.178

Women and men in artisanal mining communities,
particularly in eastern Congo, face constant human
rights abuse, including sexual violence and extortion,
from Congo’s security services, government agencies,
and armed groups, several of whom are allied with the
government. One such category of abuses perpetrated
mainly by Congolese army units and armed groups,
but also now committed by civilians, and particularly
prevalent in mineral-rich eastern Congo, is sexual and
gender-based violence (SGBV).171 SGBV has played a
major role in the conflict. A 2011 study in the American
Journal of Public Health estimated that as of 2009, 1.92
million people had been raped in Congo at some point
in their lifetime, 462,293 had been raped in 2010, and
3.58 million Congolese women across all provinces
had been victims of sexual violence perpetrated by their
spouse or partner.172 Other reports reveal that rebels and
the Congolese army continue to use sexual violence as
a weapon of war in Congo.173 The 2013 U.N. Group of
Experts reported rapes committed by numerous armed
groups, including the Front for Patriotic Resistance
in Ituri (FRPI), the FDLR, M23, and the FARDC.174 It
found that during five days in November 2012, Mai Mai
Morgan forces raped over 150 women in a gold mining
area south of Mambasa.175 The U.N. Group of Experts
also asserts that, “FARDC soldiers raped dozens of
women and girls during the course of their operations
in 2013 against [the] Kata Katanga [rebels] in Mitwaba
territory.”176 As Enough Project Senior Congo Analyst
Holly Dranginis noted:

Women and men in artisanal mining
communities, particularly in eastern
Congo, face constant human rights
abuse, including sexual violence and
extortion.

Rape and other forms of sexual violence can be
strategic military tools because they manipulate group
psychologies and weaken community networks by
instilling fear, distrust, and shame at multiple levels
of a community, sometimes with a single act. These
crimes often traumatize and debilitate the victims as
well as the relatives and community members made
to commit or observe the acts. Crimes involving SGBV
also undermine authority figures traditionally meant

However, these miners are heavily extorted and taxed
by the army and state agents, so they receive much
less. Rothenberg and Radley estimate that military
actors deployed in or near artisanal mines take about
half of the income of miners through “substantial illegal
taxation and extortion.”181 A 2014 study found gold
miners receive only about $75 to $105 in monthly
income.182 “Taxes” imposed upon miners include
payments to enter and leave mines, to be allowed

Other abuses by the army and armed groups relate to
artisanal miners. Many of the miners make more income
than subsistence farmers, but these threats make their
lives very difficult. Security and other agencies acting
in the name of the state intervene in the course of
artisanal mining production and extract a heavy material
and physical toll on the miners and others associated
with the sector, in a manner at times reminiscent of
the colonial labor system if not of slavery. It is a hard
life but one that at times provides better opportunities
than many other options in Congo, although this is
dependent on the fluctuating price of the mineral.179 In
a country where per capita GDP is about $400, gold
diggers can make between $60 to $210 a month,180
though this can vary greatly with the price of gold.
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to work in the pits, to register minerals, police fees,
industrial guard fees, and tributes to traditional chiefs.
In Ituri the chiefs call the informal tax they extract
“my turn.”183 For women, taxes also include “in kind”
payments, as discussed above.184 Taxes are levied by
security agents at many artisanal mines and at some
barriers to industrial mines (where many artisanal miners
work illegally for lack of legally designated spaces), by
the FARDC, agents of the Ministry of Mines, the Service
for Assistance and Organization of Artisanal and SmallScale Mining (SAESSCAM), the Centre for Evaluation,
Expertise and Certification (CEEC), the regular police,
the ANR, the Direction Générale des Impôts (DGI),
provincial authorities, and others.185
In addition to monetary extortion, artisanal miners are
subject to widespread violence given the militarization
of the areas where they work and of mineral production
itself. According to PACT, security actors are “intrinsically
embedded in the daily operating of a mine’s’ supply
chain … [They impose] harsh control mechanisms of
exiting products.”186 Rothenberg and Radley note that
in the Kivus, 16 percent of miners in their case studies
were threatened with, or victims of, violence on the
job, mainly by FARDC soldiers, of whom they note the
“widespread presence … in mines outside the conflict
zones of the Kivus where their presence cannot be
justified.”187 It is important to note here that all violence
in Congo is not necessarily conflict-related, although
armed conflict can be part of the system; as in the time
of Leopold, it has also become a structural part of the
mode of production.
Although its contribution to national output is hard to
estimate, artisanal mining represents an enormous
sector of the Congolese economy and possibly the
largest “employer” after subsistence agriculture.
Despite this, the Congolese government budget
derives minimal official revenue from artisanal mining.
There is no mention of artisanal mining revenue in the
official government budget or execution of the budget,
but there is some revenue that accrues through taxes

on cooperatives, traders (negociants), and exporters
(entités de traitement).188 In the Kasai provinces,
artisanal miners from diggers to traders are responsible
for almost all of the country’s diamond output since the
collapse of the industrial diamond mining parastatal
MIBA around 2006. Diggers sell their diamonds to
traders (previously comptoirs, now entités de traitement)
and thereby enter the formal economy. In the east,
however, where artisanal miners are mainly engaged
in gold mining, but also in tin, tungsten, and tantalum
(the 3Ts), a large portion of their production is smuggled
out of the country or leaks into the informal economy.
However, this has changed for the 3Ts, thanks to global
mineral reforms, U.S. legislation, the regional ICGLR
certification process, and the iTSCi minerals process.
Artisanal gold production alone is estimated at about 8
to 12 tons a year.189 Using data from multiple sources,
the value of artisanal mining is estimated at about $1.4

Life for Congolese artisanal gold miners is still very
difficult, but there have been improvements in the
artisanal tantalum, tin, and tungsten sector, as 79% of
those miners now work in conflict-free mines thanks to
reforms and a certification process.
Sasha Lezhnev/Enough Project
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billion in 2014, or almost 14 percent of the total output
of the extractive sector.190 Nationwide, it is estimated
that artisanal mining indirectly supports some 8 million
to 10 million Congolese people.191 It is a local mode
of production, where people make do with limited
resources and thereby invent institutions, hierarchies,
and markets without state support.

Bonuses for military operations
What are the practical consequences of low or no
pay for the military? First, as with positions in the civil
service, the largest share of military payments comes
not from salaries but from multiple bonuses, which the
Congolese call “primes” or premiums. In the military
the payment of these bonuses, which exceed salaries
multiple times, depends in large part on being officially
involved in operations. Thus officers and troops have
an incentive to continue operational deployment and
not to defeat opponents, and also because they often
run lucrative businesses in their area of operations. The
government shares this incentive to the extent that
it wishes to provide patronage to officers and keep
them far away from Kinshasa. As of 2016, according
to a Congo analyst specialized in military issues, the
monthly allowance for generals was between $2,000
and $2,500 per month.192 Senior military officers also
generate money by embezzling funds destined for
operations and the day-to-day functioning of military
units, such as the “fonds de ménage” (for provisioning)
or the “fonds spéciaux de renseignements” (for
gathering intelligence).193

Violence is linked to the government’s
strategy of peacemaking, which itself
results from its overall weakness.
As a result, the FARDC tend to be quasi-permanently
deployed, and their operations go on indefinitely, with
the consequence that large segments of Congo’s

territory, particularly in the east, find themselves under
constant military occupation. A local activist interviewed
for this study joked that current operations against a
rebellion in northeastern Congo would not end until the
FARDC commander had built a roof over his house.
The operation premiums provide incentives to “fight”
but not to finish operations, so that income keeps
accruing to military actors. At a tense, pre-electoral time
when President Kabila might need reinforced support in
the military, continued military operations in the east are
likely to provide the necessary patronage.

Rebel groups “integrated” into the army
as their own military units, increasing
violence and leaving genuine grievances
unaddressed
FARDC recruitment derives from the policy of the Kabila
regime to co-opt armed groups into the military, then
either fail to pay them or start with the understanding
that they will take care of themselves. The M23 rebellion
in 2012-13, for example, resulted in part from the failure
of Kinshasa to honor commitments it made to CNDP
rebels in 2009 on salaries and promotions. The Kabila
regime’s approach to peacemaking is one that puts
emphasis on material co-optation of violent actors
as opposed to the more difficult tasks of addressing
grievances, punishing abuses, and promoting alternative
opportunities for violent actors. This co-optation results
in a bloated, patchwork military composed of roughly
130,000 troops of multiple origins (from Mobutu’s old
forces to contemporary Mai Mai militias). These units are
nearly impossible to control and have significant room
to commit acts of predatory abuses.194 Violence is thus
linked to the government’s strategy of peacemaking,
which itself results from its overall weakness. Kinshasa
is both unwilling and largely incapable of doing much
more in terms of peace. Once such a large military is
put together, it is nearly impossible for the government
to provide for it. In 2014, more than half of the national
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defense budget, executed at about $322 million, went
to salaries, leaving very little for serious training or
operational work.195
The government’s strategy of clientelistic co-optation of
rebel groups also promotes the perpetuation of violence,
as it encourages the fragmentation and multiplication of
armed actors. At the beginning of the Second Congo
War in 1998, there were three main armed factions:
the military, the Rassemblement Congolais pour la
Démocratie (RCD) and the Mouvement de Libération du
Congo (MLC). As of 2015, there were approximately 70
armed groups,196 although most of them were factions
of previous groups and are much smaller.
Their rise follows a clear logic: if past rebel groups are
co-opted by the military, it pays to start a rebel group,
or restart one if someone is not satisfied with the terms
of co-optation offered by the government.197 Many of
the current groups are splinters of previous ones, often
composed of defectors from previous deals. Others
are new groups that have since arisen to capitalize on
opportunities for integration. Thus, the regime’s cooptation strategy increases violence, as it becomes a
means of access to the bounties of the state.
This pattern is further reinforced by the absence of
credible representative institutions and the stalled
progress of decentralization reforms, which leaves few
ways for communities or local elites to participate in the
system. In this context, having an armed group can be
a way to speak out and to protect one’s interests. Many
Mai Mai militias follow this logic, as have the multiple
Tutsi-led insurgencies over the years, such as the CNDP.
Causing sufficient violent disturbances will usually
guarantee a group or its leaders to be invited (back) to
the table in one form or another. Multiple U.N. reports
highlight the commercial benefits that many politicians
and military brass derive from the conflict in the east.198
These benefits work against a forceful military solution
to the conflict. Failure to obtain expected positions in

government or sufficient representation for one’s region
can also lead to violence to warn the regime of one’s
nuisance capacity. Many observers believe the sidelining
of several politicians from Katanga was behind the rise
of the Bakata Katanga militia in 2013 and the alleged
coup attempt in December of that year.199

Military allowed to “débrouillez-vous” or
“fend for yourselves.”
Today’s system of military predation carried out in
mines and communities in Congo has strong parallels
to Mobutu’s system, despite the promises of a new,
reinvented Congo under the Third Republic. Mobutu’s
declaration of “You have guns; you don’t need a salary,”
corresponded to the broader slogan that applied to all
of society (and which many Congolese called “Article
15” of a constitution that had 14 articles): “débrouillezvous” or “fend for yourselves.”

As his regime decayed into the 1990s,
Mobutu gave military units new powers to profit from illicit trade, a pattern
which haunts the state to this day.
During Mobutu’s time, “soldiers lived off the civilian
population, [and] the uniform was a necessary arsenal
for extorting money and goods from innocent people,”
according to Nzongola-Ntalaja.200 For Mobutu, one main
advantage of letting his troops loose upon his people
and their resources was to create a climate of insecurity
and vulnerability, which reinforced his bureaucratically
weak regime. According to Reno, Mobutu “encouraged
units to commit acts of violence against opponents to
create a climate of distrust and instigate local conflict.”
201

As his regime decayed into the 1990s, Mobutu gave
military units new powers to profit from illicit trade,
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a pattern which haunts the state to this day. In the
military as in other domains, “no clear boundary [could]
be drawn between state activity and the pursuit of
private interest.”202 Military units turned into exclusive
self-aggrandizement rings that fought against each
other rather than protect the state’s interests.203 As
Mobutu’s rule weakened, these rackets became more
self-interested rather than solely passing money back
to Kinshasa. Many top brass became involved in gold,
diamond, and arms trafficking, engaged in extensive
looting in 1991 and 1993, and military units clashed
with one another over various spoils.204
For example, Gen. Baramoto ran the 10,000-man Garde
Civile’s gold and diamond smuggling operations in
eastern Congo and imported weapons, and intervened
on behalf of Sudanese and Angolan interests.205
Baramoto’s soldiers also protected LIZA, a diamond
mining venture that was owned by Mobutu’s son, Félix
Manda Mobutu.206 According to a former U.N. Group
of Experts member, “Baramoto’s looting sprees [were]
legendary, particular[ly] during the last months of the
Mobutu presidency. He is reported to have stolen his
own soldiers’ pay, and to have rented his soldiers as

private security guards in Kinshasa. He even sold his
force’s last remaining fighter jets to arms dealers.”207 In
1997 Baramoto left Congo on his private jet to seek
refuge in South Africa, and began to enjoy life in a
posh Johannesburg suburb, though he has reportedly
returned again to Congo bankrupted.208
Mobutu, unwilling and incapable of developing a
genuine administration, encouraged a system in which
the Congolese turned on each other for survival.
In Michael Schatzberg’s apt terms, “extraction,
exploitation, and oppression” became pervasive, as
all “Zairians in positions of authority [used] their parcels
of power to extract what they [could] from those in
contextually inferior positions,” leading to a “society
where corruption, dishonesty, and inhumanity have
become all too common.”209 The subsequent Sovereign
National Conference (1992-94), Inter-Congolese
Dialogue (2001-03) and Transition (2003-2006) meant
to right the course of the Congolese state, to lay new
foundation from which Mobutu’s “anti-values” would
be banned. Yet, contrary to the hopes laid on it by the
Congolese, the Kabila administration has reverted to
Mobutuism, and Congo has largely regressed to Zaire.

FARDC local
headquarters,
Walikale. While top
commanders do
well for themselves, the pay
and conditions for
most Congolese
soldiers are poor,
which encourages
pillage.
Sasha Lezhnev/
Enough Project
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2. Stay in power or possibly lose everything; crack down on groups that pose
challenges; manipulate peacekeepers
Key points:
Power pays. Power has great economic payoffs for elites in Congo and some of their business partners who
make highly lucrative deals.
But new regimes will cut out the established cliques, so violence pays. Transfers of power can lead to
immediate loss of financial resources and immunity from prosecution, as elites have often been cut out of
subsequent regimes. The risk of losing power and money greatly increases elites’ willingness to use violence
to retain and consolidate economic gains.
Crush democracy activists and intimidate opponents. Democracy groups who call for leaders to be
held accountable for human rights abuses and corruption, as well as rival elites are nuisances and even
threats to the regime. Those in power use intimidation, repression, and violence to quash dissent, democratic
aspirations, and the influence of rival elites.
History repeats itself. The Kabila regime employs a repressive system similar to Mobutu’s and Leopold’s.
The government manipulates peacekeeping and security assistance. Congo hosts the world’s largest
peacekeeping mission but prevents it from engaging in real security sector reform or targeting the country’s
most violent armed groups, e.g. the FDLR, because they collaborate with the Congolese army.

Taking political power or being close to it is the main
way to benefit economically in Congo. Political power
brings major economic benefits, and there have been
few opportunities for financial advancement other than
being in control of or closely connected to the state,
at least until recently. Congolese rulers and their close
commercial allies have largely unmitigated access to
the country’s resources and economic opportunities
through the wielding of executive privilege and
sovereignty of the regime. This is true in many African
countries, but it is particularly true in Congo. Presidents,
their families, and some foreign and domestic elite
businesspersons who work with the presidents have
become very rich from the spoils of controlling Congo’s
political economy. Although the era of nationalized
diamond, copper, and gold is over, the regime can now
control state-owned companies, hand out contracts in
a non-transparent manner, sell resource assets to allies

at very low prices, and then receive kickbacks when
they are sold to investors at much higher prices, and
more.
However, Congo still has a winner-take-all approach to
politics, meaning that the next regime tends to bring
on an entirely different set of elites when they come
to power. “Le pouvoir se mange entier,” or “power is
consumed without sharing,” as Africanist Jean-François
Bayart stated, referring to African politics.210 Some elites
are able to negotiate their survival from regime to regime
but generally Congo’s elites cling to power for fear of
losing everything.
Violence is a crucial element for gaining and holding on
to power. Again, it was force that brought Mobutu and
Laurent Kabila to power, and Joseph Kabila has used it
repeatedly to maintain his control over Congo’s political
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economy. Both democracy groups that attempt to
hold leaders accountable for human rights abuse and
corruption, and rival elites represent significant threats
to power, and so the Kabila regime uses repression
and violence to quash dissent, democratic aspirations,
and the influence of rival elites. Mobutu and Leopold
used very similar repressive systems, although so far
on a larger scale (see below). Finally, the government
attempts to manipulate the U.N. peacekeeping force
by only allowing it to target the armed groups not allied
with the Congolese government but not the militias it
collaborates with.

Power and patronage used for economic
gain
Heads of state in Congo and their close political, family,
and military associates have used political power to
extract resources from Leopold to Kabila. The president
directly approves many mining deals, for example.
It is impossible to know precisely how much Kabila
has benefited from these deals as the information is
not publicly shared. Public scrutiny of Kabila’s wealth
was also not helped by the fact that the Congolese
parliament declined to open up, review, and make
public his constitutionally required declaration of assets
in 2011.211

Heads of state in Congo and their
close political, family, and military associates have used political power
to extract resources from Leopold to
Kabila.
It comes as no surprise, therefore, that the Kabila
regime is intent on staying in power. This desire is
reinforced by the likelihood that stepping down would
significantly jeopardize the incumbent’s assets, as
regime predation undermines all property rights short
of the president’s. Thus, no potential successor can

credibly commit to preserving the current ruling class’s
wealth. As a result, for Kabila & Co., i.e. his close family
and top allies, there is no Plan B. Power must be
preserved. In general, patronage represents the default
technique to maintain power and deflate opposition.
For example, envelopes with cash were said to circulate
among provincial representatives in 2007 to prevent the
election of opposition governors,212 and among national
representatives in 2011 to change the constitution and
make presidential elections a one-round plurality affair
in favor of Kabila. However, when push comes to shove
and material redistribution is not sufficient or possible,
the Kabila regime does not hesitate to unleash violence.
It has done so repeatedly and often disproportionately,
since the early days of Kabila’s first term. And all signs
point that the regime is increasingly doing so in the
waning days of his last legally mandated term.

State Used for Personal Profit
Practices under the Kabila regime by heads of state and
their very close associates that allow them to personally
profit from state assets echo the Leopoldian system.
Under Leopold, one law stated that all “vacant land”
in Congo (i.e. not exploited by foreigners) belonged
to the king, and Leopold took an area larger than the
size of Oregon for himself—100,000 square miles—
from which all revenue went directly to him.213 Leopold
then granted lucrative rubber and other concessions
to private companies controlled by friends of his. This
system enabled them to generate vast sums of money.
In a move reminiscent of Congo’s current regime,
Leopold appointed two-thirds of the board members of
the company that controlled Katanga’s copper mines.214
Similar patterns were visible after Belgium took over.
Belgian colonial administrators rotated back and forth to
mining companies, and there was no clear line between
politics and economics. “The whole structure of colonial
development … was governed by the requirements of
the mining companies.”215 Belgian company Société
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Générale took over Leopold’s lucrative Katanga copper
mining company Union Minière du Haut Katanga
(UMHK). The company accounted for between 60
to 70 percent of private investment in Congo, and
four conglomerates, including considerable British
shareholders, controlled 75 percent of capital in the
country.216 All profits went to the Belgian and British
shareholders, not to the Congolese people.217

in several alleged assassinations since 2006, as with
journalist Serge Maheshe in 2008223 or human rights
activist Floribert Chebeya who was killed in 2010.224
In the 2011 elections, the government used violence
to silence the democratic expression of political
preferences, referring to opponents and human rights
activists as unpatriotic. In addition to the several dozen
casualties at the hands of government security forces,
MONUSCO also documented:

Violence or threat thereof used to crush
dissent and challengers

[[T]he arrest of at least 265 civilians, most of whom
have been detained illegally and/or arbitrarily, mainly
due to their real or alleged affiliation to a political
opposition party or for coming from Mr. Etienne
Tshisekedi’s home province or to other provinces
where he enjoys significant support. These human
rights violations were attributed mainly to elements
of the Garde Républicaine, officers of the National
Congolese Police and its specialized units, the
criminal investigation brigade and the Groupe
Mobile d’Intervention, and to a lesser extent, to
soldiers from the FARDC. Moreover, agents of the
National Intelligence Agency ANR were also allegedly
responsible for several cases of arbitrary arrest and
illegal detention.225

When faced with dissent, the Congolese government’s
default action is to interpret challenges as threats to its
power, view them as possible conspiracies of a coup
d’état, and resort to repression. This trend has been
visible since the early days of the Kabila regime and
even goes back to the period preceding the transition,
but it has worsened over the past two years. Opponent
Jean-Pierre Bemba’s residence was bombed by Kabila’s
troops in 2007, and he fled to Portugal afterward.218 In
Bas-Congo, more than 200 militants and sympathizers of
the Bundu dia Kongo (BDK) sect, who were challenging
the outcome of their provincial elections, were killed
by security forces in 2007 and 2008.219 In Equateur
in 2009, inter-community skirmishes linked to fishing
rights—the Enyele incident—were met with significant
government force, including deployment of the feared
“Cobras,” Kabila’s Rapid Intervention Police, displacing
thousands of civilians and sending the leaders into exile
across the river to Congo-Brazzaville.220 In Kinshasa,
more than 100 people died at the hands of government
forces during a December 2013 ramshackle alleged
coup attempt, although the plotters reportedly were
only armed with knives and spears.221 There have been
many similar cases.222
Repression is a key tool of the regime’s response
to critical activists and media outlets. Peaceful but
demanding criticism of the government by independent
journalists and human rights activists has resulted

Democratic aspirations repressed
As the Kabila regime nears the end of its constitutional
term limit and pressure for holding timely, free, and fair
elections mounts, it has increasingly used repression to
stifle democratic aspirations. And the regime has not
shied away from silencing critics. In October 2014, it
expelled Scott Campbell, the director of the U.N. Joint
Human Rights Office in Congo, after his office published
a report documenting Congolese police abuses of
civilians during a crackdown on gangs.226 In 2016, the
regime also expelled researcher Jason Stearns after his
Congo Research Group published a report criticizing
the FARDC in Beni,227 and later Global Witness
researchers Jules Caron and Reiner Tegtmeyer, and
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A Congolese citizen at a community meeting held
by the electoral
commission CENI.
Citizens across
Congo have been
troubled by the
fact that elections
will not be held on
time and that CENI
has been underfunded.
Sasha Lezhnev/
Enough Project

Human Rights Watch’s Ida Sawyer, all of whom had
published reports critical of government human rights
abuses and/or corruption.228 The public criticism is bad
for the regime in what is supposed to be an election
year, and so it attempts to silence dissent to maintain
control of information and power.
Repression has increased since the beginning of 2015,
as tensions have mounted in the face of Kabila’s silence
about his future plans and his government’s multiple
attempts to find ways to keep him in power past
December 2016. In January 2015, after the government
tried to pass a law in parliament to require holding
a census before the next presidential elections—a
move that would have delayed them by several years
since Congo has not had a census since 1984—
people took to the streets of Kinshasa in protest and
frustration. Unable to co-opt the demonstrators who
did not have the usual opposition political affiliation, the
government reacted ruthlessly. Security forces killed 38
demonstrators and arrested over 400 others.229
A broader, pro-democracy movement developed in
the wake of the January 2015 events. A group named

Lutte pour le Changement (Lucha)230 arose in Goma.
In Kinshasa, a loose association of activists named
Filimbi—“the whistle”—was launched in March 2015.231
And the Congolese diaspora followed suit with the
establishment of Telema—“stand up” in Lingala.232
These movements were inspired by similar initiatives
in Senegal (Y’en a Marre—“We have had enough”)233
and in Burkina Faso, where the Balai Citoyen, or “citizen
broom,” movement234 successfully pressured longstanding authoritarian ruler Blaise Compaoré into exile
in 2014. Particularly interesting is the fact that these
groups are not directly associated with any political
party, which shows more widespread dissatisfaction
with the regime and injects fresh blood into Congolese
politics.
This trend, together with the success of the inspiring
movement in Burkina Faso, has created significant
anxiety for the Kabila regime, which has responded
with increased repression and violence. In March
2015, Congolese ANR intelligence agents burst into a
Filimbi workshop in Kinshasa and arrested 30 people,
including the U.S. Agency for International Development
(USAID) director of democracy programs in Kinshasa,
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Kevin Sturr, accusing the Filimbi and Lucha leaders of
planning “terrorist activities.”235 Although most people
were subsequently released, Filimbi and Lucha leaders
Yves Makwambala and Fred Bauma, have not had
charges dropped against them, along with 11 other
political activists who were later arrested in 2016.236
This pattern has continued, for example in September
2015, when dozens of demonstrators at an opposition
rally on the outskirts of Kinshasa were injured by youths
reportedly hired by the regime.237 According to Human
Rights Watch, the assailants included martial artists and
thugs paid by the government, members of the ruling
party People’s Party for Reconstruction and Democracy
(PPRD) “youth league,” as well as from AS Vita Club,
one of the soccer teams owned by FARDC Gen. Amisi,
with over 100 youth allegedly paid $64 each to “start
attacking the demonstrators and create disorder.”238
There have also been many other arrests of opponents
and pro-democracy activists by the regime over
nearly the past two years, which have further served
to keep the regime from being held accountable to its
citizens.239 The Kabila regime has also manifested its
wrath at the defection of seven parties—the “G7”—
from the presidential majority in the fall of 2015. Some
of the defectors were fired from their positions in the
government and their supporters dismissed from their
civil service positions.240 And the radio station owned
by of one of them, Christophe Lutundula, was forcibly
shut down.241 President Kabila seems particularly
bothered by the alliance between the G7 and former
governor of Katanga, Moïse Katumbi, who also quit
the PPRD ruling party and declared his candidacy
for the presidency in May 2016. Katumbi, long seen
as a serious threat to the regime even when he was
nominally part of it, claims that he has been the target of
attempts to poison him and sabotage his airplane. The
government denies these claims.242 Between April 22
and May 7, 2016, police arrested 27 of his supporters
and collaborators,243 and Katumbi himself was indicted
for recruiting mercenaries on the very day he declared

for the presidency, a claim that Human Rights Watch
and the U.S. Embassy in Kinshasa contested.244 He
was later sentenced in absentia to three years in prison,
on trumped up, separate charges, according to human
rights groups, of allegedly illegally selling a property.245 A
Congolese judge later stated that she was pressured by
the Congolese intelligence services to convict Katumbi
for political reasons, an accusation the intelligence
services deny.246
Ironically, President Kabila’s security forces have
reportedly
continued
repressing
democratic
demonstrations while he publicly calls for the opposition
and civil society to join in a dialogue for the organization
of elections.247 It is worth noting that the right to
peacefully demonstrate is recognized by Congolese
and international law.

Use of repression to ensure a lack of
democratic accountability
The Kabila regime’s repressive strategy traces its origins
to Leopold II and Mobutu. However, it does so with
more nuance and restraint than both its predecessors,
suggesting that acute oversight and finger-pointing
by civil-society organizations and both domestic and
international watchdogs can mitigate the degree of
abuse committed by the regime and the physical
vulnerability Congolese activists and opponents risk.
Although one should steer clear of deterministic
interpretations of Congo’s politics, it is worth pointing to
the violent and repressive origins of Congo as a state.
Leopold’s army enforced his enrichment project with
over a dozen brutal military campaigns, looting food
from Congolese people to feed soldiers along the way.
For example, the Force Publique violently took control
of copper-rich Katanga, decapitating local chief Msiri
and putting his head on a pole.248 In another conflict
in Katanga, the Force Publique starved 178 people to
death in a cave for refusing to yield to Leopold’s rule
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and then triggered landslides to eliminate traces of
the bodies.249 The Force Publique regularly tortured
individuals, took hostages, killed families of rebels,
engaged in sexual violence, burned villages, and cut the
hands of the Congolese, including children. It collected
the hands as trophies in order to prove that bullets were
not wasted. These brutal methods were used to spread
fear and pacify the Congolese population.250
Mobutu also made generous use of repression to stay
in power for 32 years.251 In his first year as head of state,
Mobutu had four former ministers executed at a public
hanging. During the first decade of his rule, one in four

service units, which perpetrated massacres against
students and Christian demonstrators, imprisoned
democratic activists, assassinated opposition leaders,
and regularly looted civilian areas.254 One of his units,
the Special Action Forces, were known as the Owls
because they perpetrated assaults mainly at night.255
As journalist and foreign policy analyst Mvemba Dizolele
writes, “The message of fear registered in the national
psyche, and the show of force terrified people into
submissiveness.”256 Mobutu also used army units,
militias, and other security organs to foment local
disorder and prevent rising political opposition.

The system of
violent kleptocracy began under
King Leopold II of
Belgium. Here a
colonial Belgian
official documents
to the king that no
bullets were wasted in enforcing
law and order.
Wikimedia

high-ranking officials were jailed or removed on grounds
of disloyalty, with penal sanctions.252 Mobutu regularly
used force “with ferocity and regularity that in addition
to corruption, gross violations of human rights, including
assassinations, extrajudicial executions, massacres of
unarmed civilians, and banishment to remote penal
colonies became the defining characteristics” of his
regime, notes Congo historian Nzongola-Ntalaja.253
Mobutu formed seven major independent security

Peacekeeping force does not target
regime allies
Congo is home to the world’s largest peacekeeping
operation, the U.N. Organization Stabilization Mission in
the Democratic Republic of Congo (MONUSCO), which
has over 19,800 troops and a budget of nearly $1.4
billion per year.257 Stationed in Congo for the past 17
years, the U.N. force first assisted with implementing
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the 1999 Lusaka peace agreement that ended Congo’s
Second War. Increasing in size and budget since then,
a Force Intervention Brigade (FIB) empowered with
greater freedom of action was added in 2013. This
brigade was a test case for the United Nations to more
aggressively combat rebel groups that are spoilers to
peace processes.258
MONUSCO contributed to Congo’s reunification after the
wars and continues to help keep the country together,
but it has had significant issues. The Kabila regime
does not always agree with the U.N. peacekeeping
operation, but MONUSCO does serve two main
purposes that enable the regime’s corrupt systems to
continue. First, it allows the government to curry favor
with the international community. MONUSCO has been
one of the biggest policy priorities of the international
community in Congo for the past several years. The
United Nations wants to be seen to be taking action
to prevent atrocities in the post Rwandan-genocide
world, with up to 5.4 million people dead from the
conflicts in Congo. Kicking out MONUSCO would
make western governments seriously question whether
Congo is a pariah state. Keeping it there makes it look

like the government is committed to civilian protection
and security sector reform—mandated priorities of
MONUSCO.259
Second, keeping MONUSCO in Congo allows the
government to fight armed groups that oppose it,
such as the Rwandan-backed M23. In 2013, Congo
successfully convinced the international community
to beef up MONUSCO with the FIB that had a special
offensive mandate and immediately deployed it to
combat the M23 rebellion. M23 posed a threat to the
regime, as it was backed by heavy military equipment
from Rwanda and an elite structure that was very
different from President Kabila’s, as Bosco Ntaganda,
et al. were mainly loyal to Rwanda. The new offensive
U.N. brigade, the FIB, made up mainly of elite forces
from Congo allies South Africa and Tanzania, were
instrumental in defeating the M23 in late 2013.
However, when the peacekeepers’ mission is not
politically suitable for the Congolese government, it
actively prevents the U.N. peacekeepers from doing
their jobs engaging in comprehensive peacekeeping,
security sector reform, or playing a large role in
supporting the “creation of an environment conducive to

MONUSCO was
effective against
the M23 rebels,
but the Congolese government
manipulates the
peacekeeping
mission when it
does not want
to fight against
groups that its
army units collaborate with.
Sasha Lezhnev/
Enough Project
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peaceful, credible, and timely elections.”260 For example,
the government has blocked the peacekeepers’ efforts
to target the FDLR rebel group, which has an economic
relationship with units of the Congolese army in trading
gold, charcoal, minerals, and other natural resources.261
After more than a year of wrangling with the United
Nations, regional governments, and the international
community over operations against the FDLR, President
Kabila finally appointed two generals, who were known
human rights abusers, that the United Nations could
not work with due to human rights restrictions.262 There
have thus been essentially no significant joint U.N.Congolese operations against the FDLR since then.263
MONUSCO has also made very little progress on
security sector reform, in large part because there is
an “absence of progress by the Government towards
the development of a comprehensive national security
sector reform strategy,” a refrain repeated in U.N. and
NGO reports over the past several years.264 Similarly,
the United Nations notes that the government has not
dedicated resources to police reform.265 In short, the
Kabila regime has not shown political will to reform its
army or police despite allowing MONUSCO to officially
have a mandate of security sector reform.

When the peacekeepers’ mission is
not politically suitable for the Congolese government, it actively prevents
the U.N. peacekeepers from doing
their jobs.
In the words of one MONUSCO official who spoke on
condition of anonymity, “It [MONUSCO] also assisted
Kabila and helped him objectively to stabilize his own
regime, including the maintenance of a system of
insecurity in the East which allows the army officers

to have their playground. The fundamental target of
MONUSCO was to replace the bullet by the ballot as a
legitimate entry point to political power, and on the basis
of a constitution that wanted to avoid a relapse into a
personal dictatorship. This objective now is seriously
in danger and the last one to protest seems to be
MONUSCO, in contrast to the United Nations in New
York and the Security Council. If the current situation
continues, MONUSCO will have failed in its mission
and will objectively have helped Kabila to establish his
dictatorship.”266
Finally, Kabila’s government has tried to reduce the size
of MONUSCO during elections when it does not want
international observers present. MONUSCO could
play a larger role in elections, in terms of monitoring
human rights violations, setting up an election abuse
team, help with voter registration, training police in
crowd management, etc.267 After all, it is the largest
international presence by far in Congo. However, the
Kabila regime has attempted to reduce MONUSCO’s
size before elections both ahead of the 2011 elections
and the upcoming ones, as well as successfully lobbying
the United Nations not to play a large role in the 2011
elections, which it agreed to.268 In 2009 Kabila called
for the United Nations to begin withdrawing ahead of
the 2011 election cycle, and in 2015 his government
lobbied to cut the number of peacekeepers by 6,000.269
The U.N. Security Council declined the request in both
instances, although it agreed to “intend” to cut troops
by 2,000 at a future date. Nonetheless, the Congolese
government’s repeated attempted manipulation of the
United Nations for its own political purposes remains a
reminder of its overall strategies on appearing to reform
while actually hijacking those reforms for its benefit.
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3. Ensure there is little to no accountability for regime-connected elites
Key points:
The system is based on a rejection of accountability for regime-connected leaders. Exercise of power
and authority in Congo tolerates little if any oversight, opening the door to a range of abuses.
The justice system ensures impunity for high-level officials. One way accountability is denied is by
ensuring that none of the key elites in government, the military, or business are prosecuted for corruption or
human rights abuses through botched investigations, dropped cases, etc. The government has also effectively
blocked the specialized mixed courts.
The regime pretends to care about corruption. No senior official has been prosecuted for corruption
despite an allegedly strong government policy against corruption.
International justice has largely prosecuted regime opponents. Of the seven International Criminal Court
cases against Congolese individuals, five have been against Kabila opponents, including one major political
opposition leader, Jean-Pierre Bemba.
Sexual violence and human rights abuse is tolerated. Kabila also has a “zero tolerance” policy on rape,
but the mobile courts set up on sexual violence have not prosecuted senior officers. In fact, some of the most
abusive generals have been promoted to higher ranks.
Mobutu used the same approach. Senior officials and officers were not prosecuted.

One overarching theme that runs through this analysis
is the absence of accountability for state elites and
many state agents at lower levels. Despite some
prosecutions here and there, this system endures in
large part because of the near impunity that prevails for
the Kabila regime and state agents in Congo. Elites in
the regime have perpetually worked to ensure that the
system’s top beneficiaries are not held accountable for
corruption or violent crimes, unless they fall out with the
regime. In that case, there has been some justice served
against former regime allies, for example the ICC case
against Jean-Pierre Bemba270 and Thomas Lubanga,271
but not against current regime leaders or their business
partners. If the regime leaders were held accountable,
their system of violence and corruption would fall apart.
Despite the painful lessons of the Mobutu period

and the broad popular endorsement of democratic
principles in the 2006 constitution, Congolese rulers
continue to practice power as something both absolute
and personal, as opposed to adhering to the rule of
law. In Congo, the regime frequently corrupts the justice
sector through dropped cases and poor investigations
regarding human rights crimes, corruption, sexual
violence, and other crimes. Meanwhile at the
international level, ICC cases have ended up largely
indicting and prosecuting opponents, not allies or elites
of the regime.

Promises of domestic justice not delivered
Accountability for the crimes committed by high-level
commanders in Congo is severely lacking. President
Kabila declared a “zero tolerance” policy for both sexual
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Congo’s military
justice has been
selective and
largely ineffective,
with generals
getting let off the
hook and many
cases dropped
through botched
investigations.
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violence and corruption in June 2008.272 However,
so little has been done on both of these issues that
many Congolese people refer to these policies as
“zero tolerance, zero consequence.” For example, the
documented rape of 76 women by Congolese army
soldiers at Minova in 2012 only resulted in convictions
of two low-level soldiers, missing accountability for
the “commanders [who] failed to control their troops
and to prevent, stop, or punish crimes.”273 As Human
Rights Watch stated, “The Minova rape trial was a
huge disappointment for victims of one of the worst
mass rapes in the country in recent years.”274 It further
noted that, “Grave crimes continue in Congo in large
part because commanders order or tolerate atrocities
committed by troops under their control. While there
has been some progress with prosecutions in recent
years, these are only likely to be effective as a deterrent
when high-ranking commanders are also held to
account. This is important so that the army hierarchy
recognizes a true sense of responsibility to ensure that
these crimes do not continue. Trials such as the one on
the Minova crimes reinforce the perception that justice
only applies to low-level soldiers and that officers are
protected.”275

In fact, some notorious human rights abusing military
commanders have been promoted instead of
prosecuted. For example, Gen. Amisi was suspended
from duty in 2012 after the U.N. Group of Experts
and the BBC reported allegations that he distributed
weapons and ammunition to illegal armed groups and
profited from the conflict minerals trade.276 However,
instead of being prosecuted for these crimes, Amisi was
promoted in 2014 to head of the First National Defense
Zone (of 3 zones), in charge of security for Kinshasa
and western Congo.277 Another example is former
FARDC and later M23 commander Innocent Zimurinda.
Over 50 human rights organizations working in
eastern Congo alleged that Zimurinda was responsible
for human rights abuses involving the murder of
numerous civilians, including women and children,
between February and August 2007.278 Despite these
allegations, Zimurinda was promoted in the army to full
colonel in 2009.279 A different example that relates to
corruption involves the declaration of assets required
of the president at the beginning of his term. In 2011,
as provided by the law, Kabila supposedly submitted
such a declaration to parliament. It was, however, in
a sealed envelope, and parliament declined to open
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it, refusing thereby to fulfill its constitutional obligation
of oversight.280 With such checks and balances, the
envelope may as well have been empty.
Political interference is a significant issue in Congo’s
domestic judicial system. There is a structural issue
that military court judges in eastern Congo do not
have a high enough rank to judge high-level military
officers. Furthermore, as Dranginis notes, direct
intimidation of investigators, human rights activists,
and defense attorneys is frequent.281 As one of her
Congolese interviewees, a local lawyer, said regarding
the Minova trial, “I got anonymous calls, and they asked
if I appreciated the danger of the case. It terrified me
… The message was clear: this is high politics that
shouldn’t be investigated.”282 There is also reportedly
administrative interference, with dossiers of evidence
reportedly disappearing, cases moved, and other types
of intimidation.283
Some other cases involving charges of gender-based
violence and other human rights violations have fared
somewhat better, but high-level regime-connected
elites have not been prosecuted for these crimes.284
See below for more detail. This impunity does not only
hold at the top. There have been a few criminal cases
against perpetrators of rape in the east, but there are
very few legal actions against the routine violence that
the FARDC deploys against civilians, from artisanal
miners to farmers.
Regarding corruption issues, there is no accountability
for disappearing payments made by mining companies
to SOEs and the state, or for the multiple commercial
deals that state agents engage in opaquely. The
Economy and Finance Commission of Parliament
occasionally hold hearings but they do not lead to
prosecutions for corruption. There is corruption in
parliament, provincial, and local governments. Their
translation of power and authority into personal wealth

generally goes unpunished. As we have shown,
patronage networks are one way in which power is
exercised without real oversight.

International justice fails to prosecute
regime elites
Five of the ICC’s seven indictments of Congolese
individuals have been against opponents or former
allies jettisoned by the regime.285 There are likely many
complex reasons for this. Some of the reasons include
the ICC jurisdiction only covering crimes after July 1,
2002, so crimes linked to the regime’s ascent to power
are not included; lack of evidence; and other armed
groups committing heinous crimes during that period.
Although they have generously wielded violence over
the years, Kabila, his allies, and allied armed groups
have never been prosecuted, apart from potential
regime allies associated with the FDLR. The ICC has
helped serve justice on important cases, but the cases
have also helped eliminate some of Kabila’s political and
military opponents. See below in Chapter 3 for further
detail.
The government has also paid lip service to the
proposed courts that would mix international and
domestic prosecutors and systems, the specialized
mixed chambers, but has effectively delayed this policy
proposal. The chambers were first proposed in 2004
by Congolese and international civil society. They would
have international and local prosecutors and judges, to
try individuals for serious crimes, including war crimes
and crimes against humanity, committed in Congo
since 1990.286 With mixed participation, the courts
could have an impact on prosecuting grave crimes in
Congo. Since then, Kabila and some senior government
officials have stated that they support the idea but then
the parliament, controlled by a Kabila majority, has
effectively ensured that it has not been instituted.287
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4. Create parallel state structures and co-opt rebel groups to weaken political threats
Key points:
A parallel state and military hierarchy is set up alongside the actual government. There is a parallel power
structure emanating from presidential circles that controls much from the army to justice to the economy. The
army is formed of a patchwork of units that are deliberately poorly integrated in order to maintain divisions.
Many military and business patronage networks are directly loyal to the president, although their loyalty needs
to be fed regularly.
The regime strives to appear to be legitimate. The regime must have some legitimacy among the population,
e.g. having ethnic and regional representation. So it sets up a government that looks like it functions and is
representative of different regions of the country. It also sets up an apparently technocratic government to
look legitimate to donors.

Disorganization and Dualism in the abuse against the population and prevent effective
Military
security sector reform.290 The FARDC is an institutional
Another critical part of the Kabila regime’s strategy to
prevent being toppled by force is to maintain divisions
in the military. By maintaining various elite units, different
command structures, and former rebel groups within
the army that are not truly integrated within it, the regime
can manipulate one unit against another. This ensures
that key commanders and units do not rise up in a
unified manner against the regime. Such an approach
follows the wisdom of medieval Italian political realist
Niccolò Machiavelli. As he instructed, “[A] Captain
should endeavor with every art to divide the forces of
the enemy, either by making him suspicious of his men
in whom he trusted, or by giving him cause that he has
to separate his forces, and, because of this, become
weaker.”288 This is closely linked with the practice of
dualism, that is, setting up parallel structures in the
government to ensure that the president maintains
direct control over the key instruments of violence;
in this case the military. This is one area that Mobutu
actually employed more289 but that Kabila employs to
some extent.

hodgepodge that results from the blending of Mobutu’s
Forces Armées Zairoises with Laurent-Désiré Kabila’s
Alliance of Democratic Forces for the Liberation of
Congo (AFDL) troops, including the Kadogo child
soldiers, as well as remnants of the Katangese Tigers,
soldiers from Jean-Pierre Bemba’s MLC and from
the Rally for Congolese Democracy (RCD)-Goma,
integrated during the 2003-2006 transition, as well as
members from many rebel groups.291 Jason Stearns
has argued, “What has failed almost completely is
creating a professional army corps.”292 Indeed, the lack
of a professional republican army is one of the core
roots of conflict and poverty in Congo. Not only is the
Congolese military a patchwork of different units with a
history of conflict among themselves, but its command
structure is also divided and confused, which gives
increased personal leverage to the president. However,
this is a fragile control, as it relies on politico-ethnic
balancing, as the president attempts to make the
army look representative of different parts of Congo by
appointing people from different regions and ethnicities
to positions of authority.293

Congo’s military is divided and disorganized, which has
served to increase conflict and serious human rights

There is also a dualism of structures within the military
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of staff or the ministry of defense, and little oversight
is possible by parliament. The president frequently
deals with defections and the neutralization of potential
threats, leaving little time for effective defense policy.

There are approximately 70 armed groups in eastern
Congo active today. They, along with units of the Congolese army, have recruited thousands of child soldiers.
Sasha Lezhnev/Enough Project

hierarchy. The Congolese army (FARDC) has about
130,000 troops (some 30,000 of which are not
operational) and functions under a general headquarters
and the defense ministry. In reality, the ministry does not
have much power or influence. The president has direct
control over the elite Republican Guard, which has
some 15,000 troops (but fewer of which are operational
now because of a recent wave of desertions), which
have much better equipment with artillery, tanks, and
heavy weapons, and the Maison Militaire. The Maison
Militaire, or Military House of the President, led by
Gen. Olenga, operates a more informal system of
appointments and commands that crisscross and
overlap the formal command structure.294 This dual
structure is, however, further divided in practice, as the
FARDC has two overlapping structures. On the one
hand, the country is divided into 10 military regions,
with which regiments and brigades operate. On the
other hand, it is also divided into three “defense zones,”
each with its own operational sectors. The result is that
little effective command can be exercised by the chief

The problem at times is not of institutional multiplication
but of hiding certain practices or arrangements behind
formal institutions, creating a de facto dualism of
structures. This was the case, for example, with the
failed integration—“mixage”—of the CNDP rebellion
into the armed forces in 2009 in eastern Congo. The
CNDP was put together by a group of military officers
and Rwandan government officials who had felt they
lost out during the 2002 political transition in order to
keep their political and economic spheres of influence
active in Congo.295 Although the CNDP rebellion
officially ended in 2009, it never properly integrated into
the army. While officially part of the FARDC, the CNDP
ran its parallel command structure within it. CNDP
troops were involved in minerals smuggling and illegal
taxation, ran their own police, redistributed land away
from indigenous groups in the areas they controlled,
engaged in serious human rights abuses, and its leaders
were immune from prosecution during that period.296
And although up to 6,000 CNDP had joined the FARDC
in 2009, about 1,700 of them remained unintegrated
in three “hidden” battalions under Bosco Ntaganda’s
protection.297 It is possible that Rwanda negotiated with
Kabila to achieve this parallel command structure, in
order for it to maintain a sphere of influence in eastern
Congo for economic, political, and land reasons. In
the 1970s and 1980s, Mobutu used virtually the same
strategies, showing a strong tie back to present-day
Congo and current Machiavellian strategies.298
The problems of the Congolese army are not new. By
2002, it was already a destabilizing collection of units
“divided against itself, with Kinyarwanda speakers
poised to fight members of other ethnic groups and
to fight among themselves according to the TutsiHutu line of cleavage,” according to scholar Gerard
Prunier. 299 These divisions led to further conflict and
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The former
Rwanda-backed
rebellion CNDP
was integrated
into the Congolese
army on paper,
but in reality acted
as its own army
from 2009 to 2012,
flying its own flag
and collecting
its own taxes
separate from the
state. This photo
was taken in 2010.
Sasha Lezhnev/
Enough Project

mass violence. Many local militias were opposed to the
CNDP, “bankrolled by local business and political elites
who shared those fears [of being in the CNDP’s sphere
of influence] and also by the national army, which kept
getting routed on the battlefield.”300

Parallel Structures Create a Veneer of
Legitimacy and Competence
The parallel structure strategy is also regularly used in
other parts of the government. This tactic helps regimes,
including Congo’s, achieve two goals: 1) continue the
politics of patronage and predation, and 2) make it
look like the government is competent. What historian
Winsome Leslie noted about the Mobutu regime in
the 1980s continues to be largely true today: “What is
considered to be simply bureaucratic disorganization
and economic mismanagement by external actors such
as the [World] Bank and the IMF, is to Zaire’s ruling elite
a rational policy of ‘organized disorganization’ designed
to maintain the status quo.”301
Today, this dualism is replicated by Kabila (along with
his personal networks) and Congolese Prime Minister
Augustin Matata Ponyo. Matata has been prime

minister since 2012, having served as finance minister
for over two years prior to that. Matata is seen by some
as a technocratic leader, intent on pushing through
certain reforms. He has been credited with some
improvements in fiscal transparency, keeping inflation
low, and making civil servant salary payments through
bank transfers instead of cash.302 Those reforms have
been helpful to some degree but have not eliminated
major corruption.
However, the president and other officials seek to
keep reforms limited to non-strategic areas that do
not affect the ruling elite. Some argue that Matata is
more of a technocratic decoy for the benefits of donors
than a real reformer. One observer recently remarked,
“The prime minister does not weigh much; he is there
for the donors.” Either way, the president and senior
officials control patronage networks that operate
largely in the margins of state institutions, such as
the Ministry of Portfolio, which in part oversees stateowned companies. Presidential prerogatives such
as the approval by decree of oil concessions and
the appointment of the heads of SOEs provide the
sovereign foundation to these parallel networks. This is
where opaque mining deals take place despite formal
transparency requirements, as with the COMIDE deal
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in 2012 and the large copper and cobalt deal in July
2015 between Gécamines and China Nonferrous Metal
Mining Co., neither of which have released any details
of the venture.303 A recent example is Kabila’s blocking
of Matata’s attempted reform of the Congolese bank
Banque Internationale Pour L’Afrique Au Congo (BIAC)
in early/mid-2016 after BIAC reportedly gave multiple
bad loans to Congolese government entities and
companies owned by the bank’s owner, according
to Africa Confidential.304 Matata attempted to stop
Congolese central bank bailout payments to BIAC but
Kabila personally intervened and restored the bailout.305
These presidential networks echo the “elite networks”
run as a parallel state system during the wars of the late
1990s and early 2000s, as documented by the U.N.
Group of Experts. The Group noted:
The elite networks ensure the viability of their
economic activities through control over the military
and other security forces that they use to intimidate,
threaten or carry out selected acts of violence. They
derive financial benefit through a variety of criminal
activities including theft, embezzlement and diversion
of ‘public’ funds, undervaluation of goods and assets,
smuggling, false invoicing, non-payment of taxes,
kickbacks to public officials and bribery. The elite
networks form business companies or joint ventures
that are fronts through which members of the networks
carry on their respective commercial activities. They
draw support for their economic activities through
the networks and ‘services’ (air transport, illegal arms
dealing and transactions involving natural resources
of the Democratic Republic of Congo) of organized or
transnational criminal groups.306

Machiavellian Divide and Rule
Another parallel between the Kabila and Mobutu
regimes is divide and rule, though Mobutu used this
more frequently. Mobutu, who reportedly kept a copy

of Machiavelli’s The Prince on his nightstand,307 used
a Machiavellian divide and rule strategy frequently
throughout his reign and took it to the extreme on
occasion. In the 1990s the regime incited violence
among the population by using commanders and
militias to incite local rivalries and prevent critics from
gaining power.308 According to Will Reno:
Mobutu realized that his best chance for survival
lay in also using opposition among factions of his
patronage network to neutralize the network’s threat
to him. … Divide-and-rule strategy [within the army]
gave considerable leeway to military organizations to
act as private armies. While unable to reward allies
directly, Mobutu encouraged units to commit acts
of violence against opponents to create a climate of
distrust and instigate local conflict… This minimalist
strategy fragmented political authority… Cheap
and easy to employ, it created a stability based on
balancing contending forces without the need for a
bureaucratic military organization. It also shows how
disorder in Zaire was not anarchy, but rather the result
of deliberate strategy designed to preoccupy, destroy
and disorganize rivals, rather than seize territory or
control institutions, which Mobutu’s regime would
have been incapable of holding and administering in
any case.309
In one major case, Mobutu’s forces fomented violence
in Shaba to undermine a united opposition against the
president and continued to profit from the copper and
cobalt trades. The strategy was to turn the population
against each other, rather than against the central
government. Mobutu’s presidential division (DSP) under
Gen. Nzimbi Ngbale Kongo shipped cobalt from the
Shaba province in Katanga to Zambia, in coordination
with Mobutu’s governor of the province, Kyungu wa
Kumwanza.310 Mobutu benefited from ties between
the governor and another loyalist from the area,
Nguza Karl-I-Bond, as he used them to deny his rivals
access to Shaba’s valuable natural resources. Kyungu
allegedly enlisted South African militias to protect mines
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in the area.311 Kyungu, the army, and their allies also
targeted immigrants who shared Tshisekedi’s LubaKasai origins, seizing their property, distributing it to
local supporters and displacing 200,000 people, as
Kyungu’s militias ethnically cleansed the area of people
from neighboring Kasai, doing Mobutu’s bidding to

undermine Tshisekedi, who was then opposition prime
minister.312 Mobutu’s forces also encouraged attacks by
“local” people against immigrants of Rwandan origin in
North Kivu in the early 1990s.313 That was one spark for
the First Congo War.

5. Ensure that high-level officials benefit from corruption
Key points:
Officials and their partners take full advantage of Congo’s natural resource wealth. As people and
companies extract all kinds of natural resources, those at the top benefit by having people pass payments
up the chain.
Everything is taxed. Authorities interpret sovereignty as a license to tax, imposing a multitude of taxes, fees,
and levies, some legal and some illicit, on their citizens. Counting both formal and informal taxes, whether
they accrue to the treasury or not, the real tax burden for Congolese is estimated to hover around 55 percent
of income.
Workers pay up the chain. Heavy illegal taxation derives from the practice of “rapportage” or the obligation
to pay one’s superior in exchange for an appointment to a remunerative position. Rapportage reinforces a
common understanding of public office as a matter of personal loyalty to the chief rather than accountability
to citizens.

A fifth key component of the system is that elites set up
a mechanism to receive kickbacks up the chain from
different revenue streams that range from the trade in
natural resources to unofficial government bribes. While
official taxes that count toward the government budget
may be low, unofficial taxes, fees, and bribes are very
high on virtually every good and service in Congo.
Some of these illicit payments stop with the political
or military bosses at the provincial level, but some of
the more valuable ones, for example payments for
minerals, go all the way up to the capital. This system is
known as “rapportage” in Congo, i.e. paying portions of
the proceeds from corruption to elites in Kinshasa and/
or those in provincial capitals. In this system, people
are placed in positions of authority from where they can

command resources and must return a portion of these
resources back up the chain of command to those who
appointed them in a continuous chain.
For the trade in natural resources, this often links closely
with the military. Military commanders will take control
of natural resource trades, either by controlling mines,
taxing the trading routes, or through other means, and
then pass up a portion of the profits that they receive
from the trade to higher commanders and/or politicians
who give them cover to operate. There is an implicit
deal between the higher-level politicians and military
generals in Kinshasa and provincial capitals, and the
mid-level officers, who have operational control in
resource-rich areas. The deal is that the commanders
allow the officers to remain in the resource-rich areas
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and make money from illicit natural resource trading
and extorting the local population, as long as they
agree to pass a portion of the money up the chain of
command. Another part of the deal is that they will stay
loyal to the regime and elites. If the operational officers
stop passing funds up or become disloyal, they are
reassigned to other non-lucrative areas of Congo.
This practice occurs frequently in mineral-rich areas of
eastern Congo or Katanga, whereby colonels, generals,
or heads of mining cooperatives stationed in Walikale,
Fizi, Katanga, and other mineral-rich areas pass up
funds to Kinshasa and/or local governors. According
to knowledgeable observers, these commanders send
large amounts of cash in U.S. dollars on planes back
to Kinshasa for payment to their military and political
patrons. This has also been a contested area between
Kinshasa elites and those from neighboring countries.
For example, according to researchers, Rwanda made
between $150 million and $250 million off of the armed
group that it sponsored in eastern Congo, the RCD,
whereas total RCD revenues were an estimated $280
million.314

who aim to act in a legal and transparent way.”317 The
education sector is another example. When the official
education budget was slashed, a wide range of school
fees emerged. Schools then transformed into de facto
tax collection units on communities, with school fees
trickling up to the national government level. Studies
have found more than 70 different school fees imposed
on students and parents.318

When the official education budget
was slashed, a wide range of school
fees emerged.

Tax Everything and Everyone

Ironically, recent reforms such as decentralization, have
worsened the tax burden on the population. Provincial
authorities have used their new legal prerogatives to
develop revenue agencies and adopt fiscal legislation.
By 2009, one year after parliament’s adoption of
decentralization laws, all provinces had established
revenue agencies, and provincial assemblies churned
out new tax decrees. In Bas-Congo, for example, the
provincial assembly adopted 74 different taxes, and as
of 2013, Kinshasa had adopted more than 100 different
taxes.319

The Congolese face hundreds of taxes and fees. Many
are legal but excessive, based on laws and openly
collected, such as the “116 different taxes, fees, licenses
and other charges” that apply to the import and export
of goods315 or the 52 taxes, adding up to 55 percent
of profits.316 On top of these, there is also widespread
informal or illegal taxation. Some are collected without
any legal basis, others are based on taxes that were
canceled, others are legal but their collection is the
subject of bargaining, and some are pure extortion,
usually by members of the security services. Thus it is
no surprise that companies report that the real tax rate
on profits is about 300 percent if not negotiated down.
As the NGO Pact notes, “Industrial mining companies
complain of excessive taxes levied on those companies

As new taxes were rapidly developing and confusion
reigned, the government published a tax nomenclature
in 2013 to clarify legal taxes at the provincial and local
levels.320 The nomenclature lists four provincial income
taxes, 135 different “common interest” taxes to be
shared with municipalities, and 61 province-specific
taxes. These taxes reach deeply in the daily lives and
activities of the Congolese. For example, there is a tax
on charcoal, on the “destruction of expired medicine,” or
on the “transfer of human cadavers from one province
to another.” The nomenclature also identifies 53 townspecific taxes, including a head tax and daily taxes on
market stalls, 48 municipal taxes and 13 chiefdom or
sector taxes. Altogether, not including national taxes,
the nomenclature lists some 314 provincial and local
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taxes. In contrast, in 1998, there were “only” 62 such
taxes.

$150 per year, in a country with a per capita income of
$479.324

Because of the multiple layers of government, there is
significant competition among taxing agencies, with
frequent disagreements as to who is entitled to collect
what. Double taxation is a common consequence.
The government held a meeting about it in 2010 but it
seemed to have little impact as the Kinshasa provincial
finance minister heard the same complaints about
double taxation from the Fédération des Entreprises
du Congo (FEC) in 2013.321 As recently as May 2014,
a Congolese business lawyer complained about the
“unhealthy competition among different administrative
levels who raise the same taxes.”322

Because of massive leakage, relatively little of what gets
collected in taxes actually makes it to the government
treasury. In the trade sector, for example, “69 [of the
116 import-export taxes] do not enter the government
budget.”325 Similarly, ODEP estimates that nearly 30
percent of government revenue from the Kinshasa
market went missing after it was collected and less
than 20 percent of those revenues actually made it
into the treasury accounts, meaning that 80 percent
disappeared.326According to official Congo government
data, the national tax rate hovers at around 20 percent
of GDP, which is fairly average compared to other
countries. Yet, the widespread evidence of leakage
suggests the real tax burden must be higher. Batamba
Balembu, for example, estimated the loss from 2007
leakages in tax collection at 55 percent of potential
budget revenue.327 And a 2014 survey of Kinshasa
traffic police calculated a rate of accrual to official
accounts over expected payments of traffic citations of
about 4 percent.328

More than half of Congolese citizens’
meager income is appropriated by
the agents of a state that provides
virtually no services in return.
Taxes are not limited to large enterprises. Most often,
people at the grassroots level endure the greatest
burden. The government budget monitoring agency
Observatoire de la Depense Publique (ODEP) gives
an idea of the tax burden faced by the estimated
15,000 operators at Kinshasa’s central market.323
There is a “daily tax” of FC200, the business license
(average FC25,000/year), a cleanliness tax (FC100/day)
although there is little evidence of cleaning services, a
possibly illegal “economy tax” (FC500/year), a display
tax (FC200/day or week), a “finance tax” (FC300/day or
week), a storage tax (FC1,000/daily or weekly for those
using storage), and a police “tax” which is apparently a
“voluntary” contribution (FC150/day or week). Although
payment rates for these taxes vary from 99 percent
(daily tax) to 18 percent (police tax), conditions at the
market suggest that operators are suffering from such
extractions. As a rough estimation, these taxes (far
from the only ones these people face) add up to at least

Thus, official tax revenues represent between 4 percent
and 50 percent of actual “tax” payments. Based on
these studies, Englebert and Kasongo estimate that
the overall rate of extraction by state agents at both the
national and provincial levels amounts in reality to about
55 percent of GDP.329 In other words, more than half
of Congolese citizens’ meager income is appropriated
by the agents of a state that provides virtually no
services in return. A recent study carried out for the
United Kingdom development agency Department for
International Development (DfID) also found that the
overall real tax burden (including all legal and illegal
taxes and fees) in eastern Congo amounts annually to
40 percent of the assets of low-income households.330
In the words of a Kasai-Oriental Catholic nun, “people
here have become slaves to taxes.”331
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Pay up the Hierarchy: “Rapportage”
Given the prevailing taxation frenzy and the gap between
official state revenue and extraction by state agents,
many Congolese state institutions function as rackets.
It is common for state agents to privately extract
resources from citizens, without any tax justification,
simply because positions of authority are understood
to be opportunities for private appropriation. It is fairly
common that school teachers and university professors
demand payments for grades; municipal employees do
not deliver birth certificates without a bribe; and judges
rule in favor of the best-paying party.
This systematic abuse of authority stems in large part
from the practice of rapportage described above.
The work of Albert Malukisa and Kristof Titeca on the
national traffic police provides stunning illustrations of
this practice.332 The authors show that traffic police have
an obligation to impound a daily number of vehicles,
usually between five and ten a day, which they must
bring to their commander, who will then negotiate with
the owner for the vehicle’s release. If the negotiations
fail, the impounding becomes official, and the owner
must jump through multiple, costlier bureaucratic
hoops. As a result, the police are more aggressive in
the morning, until their chief’s quota has been met. The
rest of the day, they can provide for themselves, but
they lose some leverage over drivers who know that
they have already met their rapportage duties and can
afford to be less greedy.
As of 2014, payments then moved up the chain of
command.333 Malukisa and Titeca note: “Saturdays are
[then] set aside for the commanders to bring envelopes
to the colonels at headquarters.334 One of the captains
from the Kinshasa-East police battalion has received
the nickname of ‘blood donor’ because of his devotion
to these [pay-up] operations to safeguard his position.”
335
Sometimes, local officers bypass the commanders
above them and directly bring envelopes to the colonels
to avoid further leakage. Malukisa and Titeca estimate

the weekly amount of these envelopes at $500 to $800
per commander at the time. Given a monthly salary of
about $100, we can see here that rapportage practices
can multiply a colonel’s income 30-fold at the expense
of citizen, minibus, and taxi drivers, who are all victims
of extortion.336
The traffic impound system was reformed in 2015,
but the rapportage captured prior to then is just one
example in a litany government and public agencies
that Congolese are forced to negotiate and navigate
daily.

Kickbacks Across the Government:
Rapportage Under Mobutu
Rapportage, the system whereby one is appointed to
a position with the expectation of sending payments
for illicit extortion up the chain of command, is another
parallel to Mobutu. During Mobutu’s time, managers of
water and electricity parastatal companies would pass
on portions of their revenues on a monthly or quarterly
basis to the president.337 Some government ministers
and other officials used to visit the president and
bring briefcases full of cash to ensure they kept their
positions. One minister, for example, reportedly brought
$1 million in cash to Mobutu’s wife Bobi Ladawa in
1996, and he was subsequently promoted to deputy
prime minister.338
This was part of the system of Mobutu’s patronage
network, which worked both to secure loyal allies
throughout the government but also to collect rents. As
Kennes notes, “The Zairian state transformed gradually
into a conglomerate of personal and patronage
networks.”339 Mobutu doled out funds strategically to
various loyalists through informal mechanisms, instead
of to state institutions. According to Kennes, there
were different kinds of patrons, “on the one hand, the
legitimate, redistributing example, who necessarily
command[ed] a large informal clientele network, and
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A system of
rapportage runs
throughout Congo.
As people and
companies extract
all kinds of natural
resources, those
at the top benefit
by having people
pass payments up
the chain.
Sasha Lezhnev/
Enough Project

on the other, the pure plunderer, appointed by the
president, whose network [was] limited to patrons at
a lower level but who are members of the governing
elite.”340

agencies—Directorate General of Customs and Excise
(DGDA), Directorate General of Taxes (DGRAD), and
Directorate General of Taxes (DGI)—retained a total of
$84 million for their own functioning costs; $54 million
accrued to “other beneficiaries.”343

Official Mining Taxes Less, but Bribes Still Of the $1.14 billion that accrued to the budget in 2014,
the mining sector’s net contribution was $760 million,
Prevalent
A related strategy has been to place fairly low official
taxes on companies but in practice extract hundreds
of informal payments in order for the company to
secure concessions and continue operating. In the oil
sector, the effective tax rate (government revenue from
the sector divided by the value of output) is a high 56
percent.341 In contrast, the effective tax rate on mining
companies was only 15.8 percent in 2014, small
compared with the effective tax rate of over 50 percent
on artisanal miners.342 Of the $1.77 billion earned from
mining in 2014, $1.14 billion made it to the treasury.
State-owned enterprises, which are both production
partners and tax collectors kept $280 million (mostly
copper-cobalt giant Gécamines, with $265 million).
Katanga provincial authorities collected and kept $162
million of their own taxes, while multiple national taxing

while oil’s net contribution was $380 million, down from
$445 million in 2013 because of declining oil prices.344
While mining revenue is twice that of oil, the value of
mining output is more than 10 times that of oil. This
in part suggests the milder tax treatment of industrial
mining by the government, in part because the 2002
Mining Code is lenient, especially in the first years of
exploitation.345
What the government treasury does not officially
collect, individual officials often do. Publications of the
Congolese Chamber of Commerce, the Fédération
des Entreprises du Congo (FEC), complain of allegedly
endless requests for extra payments by state agents.
World Bank data also suggests that 57 percent of
small- to medium-sized businesses operating in Congo
reported experiencing at least one bribe request in
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2013, down from 69 percent in 2006 but still very high,
and well above the continental average. In 51 percent
of public transactions, a “gift” or informal payment was
requested (64 percent in 2006). On average, the value
of the gift necessary to secure a government contract
amounted to 4 percent of the contract value (8 percent
in 2006).346
Moreover, some businesses are also believed to
allocate considerable resources to buy protection from
politicians and the military. For example, Global Witness
has alleged that the British oil company SOCO made
illicit payments to abusive, corrupt army commanders
and government officials, including 30 years worth
of salary to one commander.347 Furthermore, SOCO
deputy CEO Roger Cagle is on record saying that,
“We can’t tell the army to go and kiss off.”348 SOCO
also said that it had never denied paying for the work
of the Congolese army in “providing a security escort,”
but it added that, “We strongly refute any suggestion
that this funding was in any way improper or connected
with alleged acts of intimidation or violence,”349 and it
later said an independent legal review done by Clifford
Chance LLP found the allegations were “substantially
inaccurate,” though it said that the firm had not seen
the information compiled by Global Witness.350

Opaque contracting
Finally, the regime also has opaque contracting
processes that may benefit government officials
who control contracting companies. Contracting in
construction, mining operations, telecoms, and other
sectors is well known as a way for officials to skim money,
as 57 percent of OECD bribery cases prosecuted
related to obtaining government contracts.351 As a
former corporate officer at a mining company in Congo
told Enough, “Kabila learned a lesson from the asset
flipping: don’t use the profits and losses side of the
business, use the operating costs. They get companies
to hire friendly contractors to ‘big people’—the Kabila

family especially—and inflate contracts by 20 percent
or more. That’s the new game.” Various sectors appear
to have opaque contracting processes in Congo. A
Media Map Project report notes that, “The advertising
sector is completely disorganized and is characterized
by unregulated competition and an opaque contracting
system. Advertising revenue is very often seized by
the owner of the media or by the staff members who
negotiated the contract.”352 A former mining executive
for a different company that operated in Congo told
Enough, “We were told on two different occasions to use
a certain mining contractor that was not the best one
according to price and performance. When we asked
why, we were told that the company was controlled by
the president’s family.” Global Witness has analyzed the
opaque contracting system regarding implementation
of the large China-Congo Sicomines contract:
Any contractor needs to be managed and overseen
to make sure they deliver on the promises and that
their natural inclination to boost profits by inflating
costs is reigned in. It is not clear how this challenge
will be managed in the Congo deal. Indeed, the
contract risks being on a “cost-plus” basis whereby
a contractor is paid all its allowed expenses, typically
up to a set limit, as well as an additional payment
allowing them to make a profit. However, costplus contracts have a poor reputation for value for
money and for incentivising private sector partners
to be efficient and economical. Moreover, it is in
the financial interest of the Chinese construction
partners to inflate costs. If the infrastructure costs
were inflated, more of the mineral resources would
be required to repay the debt. This, in turn, could lead
to additional mineral resources being granted so that
the joint venture meets the guaranteed internal rate
of return. At the moment, tenders are run for three
elements within each infrastructure project – feasibility
study, construction and final inspection. These
tender processes are all launched by the Agence
Congolaise des Grands Travaux (the Congolese
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Agency for Large-scale Works or ACGT) which
was created in November 2008 specifically for the
Congo-China deal and is overseen by the Ministry of
Infrastructure. After the ACGT launches the tenders,
the Public Roads and Drainage Office scrutinises
the responses. An interdepartmental commission,

including representatives from the Prime Minister’s
Office, Presidency and Ministries, then makes the final
decision on who should be awarded the contract. A
clause in the April 2008 agreement states that only
companies affiliated to the Chinese parties to the deal
are able to tender for the construction projects.353

6. Personally profit from natural resource deals, underspend on services, and hijack
reforms
Key points:
The regime wants to appear legitimate. To access aid and the western banking system necessary for
international commercial deals, the regime strives to be in the relative good graces of the international
community, so it is not labeled a pariah or put on comprehensive sanctions lists.
The anti-corruption struggle is largely fake. The Kabila government has implemented EITI and stated a
“zero tolerance” policy for corruption. But one of the main vehicles for corruption, state-owned and shell
companies, remain opaque and no senior official has been prosecuted for corruption.
Elites and foreign business partners collaborate to sell assets and profit. The Kabila regime has sold off
enormous natural resource concessions but at fire-sale prices, which foreign entities have profited heavily
from but the Congolese treasury has lost out on.
The government hardly spends on services. The regime’s priority is patronage, not services for the
population. Government spending on public health as well as primary and secondary education is low, but
high on opaque items such as the president’s cabinet. The budget process is fairly transparent, but the
government severely deviates from its budget, a trend that is worsening.

A sixth rule of Congo’s kleptocratic system is to appear
to undertake reforms because it allows the country to
not be an international pariah and avoid sanctions. As
a result of not being a pariah state such as Zimbabwe,
North Korea, or Sudan, Congolese state elites and
some key banks can still access international banking
systems, aid, and several global markets. It still has
trouble accessing the international debt market and
there is additional scrutiny in foreign countries on

opening bank accounts. That aside, not being a pariah
continues to net regime elites in Congo access to the
global banking system, as all its commercial deals
are done in U.S. dollars. It also allows the country
access to foreign aid, which is beneficial. Successive
regimes in Congo have mastered the art of significantly
manipulating reforms of the economic, judicial, and
security sectors such that they in fact use the reforms
to target their opponents and not go after their own
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elites or allies. The Extractive Industries Transparency
Initiative (EITI) does not require audits or ownership
disclosures of the state-owned or shell companies
where the regime probably profits heavily. Finally, “zero
tolerance” anti-corruption efforts only are used against
regime opponents.

Mining companies’ payments are
published, but the business ownership
and what ends up happening with the
money are not disclosed
The Kabila regime’s introduction of financial transparency
reforms for the mining and oil sectors has increased
information available to the public on how much
companies are paying in taxes to the government, an
important first step toward accountability. The data inside
EITI reports in Congo over the past four years stand
in stunning contrast to the near complete opacity that
prevailed for decades.354 However, matching payments
from companies with receipts from the government is
only a very partial step towards effective transparency.
The Congolese government has so far shown little
enthusiasm for taking the next steps. Specifically, what
happens to payments that do not directly accrue to the
treasury? What does the regime spend its budget on?
And who owns the key companies that the regime and
its business allies make their real money from?
A very large amount of government mining revenue,
$580 million, or 27.8 percent of all mining revenue,
never made it to the treasury in 2014.355 Some of these
funds may have been allocated to the functioning costs
of government agencies, but there is no information
or publicly available audits on the accounts of these
agencies. What happened, for example, to the $265
million that stayed with Gécamines, a company
that claims insolvency? According to Bloomberg
correspondent Michael Kavanagh, Gécamines is “the
biggest black box in all of Congo.”356 Gécamines has
liabilities and it might allocate resources to payments of
ex-employees, pensions, and social charges, but there
is little evidence that this is the case on a large scale.

Where do these funds go once inside Gécamines?
How are they used? The fact is that President Kabila
appoints all directors of state-owned enterprises, just
as King Leopold did.
Officials and elites also appear to make money from
non-transparent government agencies. The three main
Congolese tax agencies retain a proportion of the funds
they raise from the sector: $10 million for the DGI, $42
million for the DGDA, and $33 million for the DGRAD.
These agencies collect funds from companies, but there
is no indication as to where these funds go. Nor is it clear
why they would need them since they already receive
allocations for their functioning costs and salaries from
the regular government budget. In the 2015 budget,
government payments to the DGI amounted to $500
million and the DGDA received about $80 million, and
payments to the DGRAD were about $55 million. Nor
is there any information on the internal functioning and
finances of the Office Congolais de Contrôle (OCC),
the “Comité de Suivi,” and other agencies receiving
payments. Where do the funds in these offices end
up? The Fonds Social de la République357 also show
up as a common destination of payments not accruing
to the treasury. It is a social intervention fund but its
management is opaque.

President Kabila appoints all directors of state-owned enterprises, just
as King Leopold did.
State-owned enterprises in Congo are even more
opaque and are in a state of affairs that can facilitate
corruption. They generate the most money. Fourteen
state-owned enterprises (SOEs) receive payments
from foreign companies as partners in joint ventures.
Congolese industries are no longer under the monopoly
control of the state, as most of them were under Mobutu
(one exception was SOMINKI, which was 70 percent
owned by Belgian interests until 1997). However, the
state is nonetheless thoroughly present as a producer
(in addition to its role as regulator, property rights
adjudicator, etc.), either through SOEs active in both
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oil and mining, or as a junior partner in joint ventures
with foreign companies. SOEs are partners in ten oil

joint ventures and as many as 47 mining joint ventures.
Tables 2 and 3 list the principal ones.

Table 2. State Participation in the Oil Sector (main companies)
Name						State participation

COHYDRO 					
KINREX					
LIREX						
ENERGULF					
SOCO						
Caprikat					
Foxwhelp					
Source: EITI 2014.

100 percent
15 percent (Cohydro)
15 percent (Cohydro)
10 percent (Cohydro)
15 percent (Cohydro)
15 percent
15 percent					

Table 3 State Participation in the Mining SectoState-Controlled Companies
Name			Sector				State participation

COMINIERE
Tin				
90 percent (10 percent INSS)
Gécamines		
Copper/cobalt			
100 percent
MIBA			
Diamonds			
80 percent (20 percent Mwana Africa)
SAKIMA 		
Tin				
99.94 percent; 0.06 (Gécamines)
SCMK/Mn		Manganese			100 percent
SIMCO 		
Real Estate			
99 percent (Gécamines);
							
1 percent (SCMK-Mn)
SODIMICO		Copper/cobalt			100 percent
SOKIMO		
Gold				
100 percent
SACIM			Diamond			50 percent
Main Joint Ventures
Name				Sector			State participation

Boss Mining		
Copper/cobalt		
30 percent (Gécamines)
Kamoto Copper Company Copper/cobalt		
20 percent (Gécamines)
Kibali Gold Mine		
Gold			
10 percent (Sokimo)
Kipushi Corporation		
Copper/cobalt		
32 percent (Gécamines)
Ruashi Mining (RUMI)
Copper/cobalt		
25 percent (Gécamines)
SICOMINES		
Copper/cobalt		
32 percent (Gécamines)
SODIMIKA			
Copper/cobalt		
30 percent (Sodimico)
STL				
Copper/cobalt		
23 percent (Gécamines)
358
Tenke Fungurume Mining
Copper/cobalt		
20 percent (Gécamines)
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Source: EITI 2014.
SOEs appear to accrue significant profit, but they are
not transparent and do not publish annual financial
reports or audits, so it is very difficult to tell what is
happening behind closed doors. It is hard to estimate
the SOEs’ total revenues, but their total EITI payments
in 2013 amounted to $849 million. If one prorates each
company’s payment by the percentage ownership of
the state (or the relevant SOE), the state’s share of their
total tax bill is $217 million. If one assumes the overall
tax rate of the mining sector is 13 percent, then the
state companies’ share of total output value is about
$1.67 billion. In the case of Gécamines, Kavanagh
estimates that it must make “hundreds of millions of
dollars in partnership revenue.”359 However, execution
figures for the 2013 government budget indicate a
paltry $369,000 of total dividends from Gécamines.
Total dividends from all state enterprises and joint
ventures, or sociétés d’économie mixte, in that budget
amounted to $8.5 million.

Several companies operating in Congo are owned by multiple layers of
other companies, making their real
owners—those who benefit from the
natural resource trade—hidden.
Another weakness of the EITI transparency system is
that key shell companies are not identified, as EITI does
not require that companies fully reveal their ownership
structure. Several companies operating in Congo
are owned by multiple layers of other companies,
making their real owners—those who benefit from the
natural resource trade—hidden. Altogether, out of 105
companies identified as of sufficient size and active
in Congolese mining by EITI in 2014, at least 33 lack
sufficient information on real ownership.360 The question
that arises from this opaque ownership structure is
whether some Congolese politicians might not actually
be among the hidden owners and benefit thereby
personally from the allocation of state assets to these
companies.

Officials force state-owned companies to
sell assets at a deep discount, flip them,
and at times receive large bribes
Another way that the regime-connected elites can get
around EITI reforms is to use state-owned companies.
Officials get the SOEs to sell natural resource assets
at fire-sale prices in order to have those assets be
sold such that personal profits come back to them.
President Kabila personally appoints the heads of these
state-owned companies and thus exercises direct
presidential control over them. These companies have
controlled vast mining concessions across Congo,
from Gécamines (copper and cobalt) to Sakima (tin)
to several others, though most of these assets have
been sold off by the Kabila regime. As a result, a key
way foreign companies can operate in Congo is to buy
concessions or shares of them from the SOEs. The
SOEs’ presidentially-appointed directors have often
sold the assets to companies with non-transparent
beneficial ownership structures, including some shell
companies. As the U.S. Department of Justice’s guilty
plea agreement for Och-Ziff Africa Management GP,
LLC suggests, regime elites can profit from these deals
through payments relating to the transactions of the
SOEs.361 Because of their presidential appointments,
the directors of the state-owned companies are in a
relative dependence with Kabila, which make them
vulnerable to presidential demands.
Some experts believe this method is a way for the
ruling elite to acquire rapid and discrete cash, possibly
in order to prepare for elections or to motivate members
of parliament to vote for one law or another. In other
cases, it might involve selling the assets to a company
in which a member of the political elite might have
business interests, including co-ownership. This is not
usually verifiable because many such companies are
registered in countries where this information need
not be released. But it often seems to be the only
explanation that could make sense of transactions
that are otherwise rather irrational and against the best
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interests of the state and its companies.
There have been multiple deals made between SOEs
and companies in Gertler’s Fleurette Group. The
Israeli billionaire is involved at many levels in Congo’s
economy: sales, joint ventures with the state, and
joint ventures with other producers. His companies
conduct transactions, exploration, and production,
across various minerals and oil sectors. Fleurette Group
is registered in Gibraltar and is the parent company
of hundreds of companies incorporated around the
world “in offshore tax havens such as the British Virgin
Islands,” which does not require revealing the identity of
owners.362 As of 2013, Fleurette reportedly participated
in at least 60 holdings in Congo.363
Gertler, whose name appears 200 times in the leaked
Panama Papers (which describe offshore entities) and
whom the law firm Mossack Fonseca stopped doing
business with due to “alleged investigations into his
companies,”364 has been particularly controversial in
Congolese mining and oil. The U.S. hedge fund OchZiff, which had loaned Gertler over $100 million, plead
guilty in a settlement with the U.S. Department of Justice
in September 2016 for Foreign Corrupt Practices Act
violations. The plea agreement states that its partners,
including Gertler according to sources familiar with
the case, paid $100 million in bribes to Congolese
officials in order to obtain access to natural resource
concessions, particularly copper and cobalt.365 Gertler
and his parent company Fleurette Group deny that they
were involved in corruption.366 In the United Kingdom,
the Serious Fraud Office is currently investigating the
company Eurasian Natural Resources Corporation Ltd.
(ENRC), which purchased mining assets from Gertlercontrolled companies, for allegations of corruption,
and critics have questioned why ENRC was willing to
pay high prices for a Gertler-controlled mining asset.367
Gertler asserts that he, in fact, deserves the Nobel Prize
for being one of Congo’s “greatest benefactors,” that
his companies produce minerals and do not simply flip

assets, that the Fleurette Group has invested over $1.5
billion in Congo, and that it is one of Congo’s biggest
taxpayers.368
Gertler’s companies have found themselves several
times in deals whereby they have acquired cheap mining
assets from state-owned companies, which they have
then been able to resell to other companies or even to
the state itself for large profits. For example, Gertler sold
the oil company Nessergy for a 29,900% profit after a
series of opaque transactions, which Global Witness
accused the Congolese government of breaking its own
laws.369 The Fleurette Group said this transaction was
legitimate because of “new oil finds in the region, higher
oil prices, and the advent of the common-interest zone,
which it says it helped create.”370 In another example,
in 2009, Société Minière de Kabolela et Kipese (SMKK)
was half-owned by Gécamines and half-owned by
ENRC, yet ENRC wanted to acquire all of it. It made a
deal with a company owned by a Gertler family trust,
Emerald Star Enterprises Ltd. (registered in the British
Virgin Islands) and paid it $25 million for an option to buy

It is hard to imagine why the state
would engage in such losing deals
short of either incompetence or the
possibility that its elites benefit from
these deals.
Gécamines’ share despite the fact that Emerald did not
own it. In February 2010, Gécamines sold its shares to
Emerald Star for $15 million. ENRC then bought it back
four months later for $50 million, having paid a total
of $75 million for what Gécamines had valued at $15
million (for the Congolese state).371 It is hard to imagine
why the state would engage in such losing deals short
of either incompetence or the possibility that its elites
benefit from these deals. Global Witness has alleged
many similar examples worth billions of dollars.372
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Table 4. Fleurette/Gertler Extractive Companies currently operating in the DRC373			
Name				Sector				Ownership

Foxwhelp (Oil of DR Congo) Oil (Lake Albert)			
85 percent (15 percent state)
Caprikat (Oil of DR Congo) Oil (Lake Albert)			
85 percent (15 percent state)
Mutanda Mining (MUMI)
Copper /Cobalt			
31 percent (69 percent Glencore)
Katanga Mining 		
Copper/Cobalt			
Minority stake (publicly listed co.)
Moku Beverendi		
Gold				
65 percent
Orama 				Manganese			100 percent

While EITI has given significant new data to the public
about mining in Congo, mine deals continue to skirt
transparency in several key ways in Congo. Officially,
foreign investors must now follow the 2002 Mining
Code and apply to the state for exploration and/or
exploitation rights over mining concessions. However,
the vast majority of Congo’s mining concessions are
either being mined already or are owned on paper by
SOEs or other large dealers who hold on to the mines
without significantly investing in them in hopes that
foreign investors will come along.
As a result, SOEs have become the main brokers of
mining deals, though the SOE-foreign deals do not go
through the transparent, open bidding processes as
they should per international best practice on tendering
mining concessions.374 As one high-level administrator
said, “[W]hen investors came, we first sent them to
the mines registry. But they came back and said they
wanted well-known deposits, so we told them to get in
touch with Gécamines and negotiate a partnership.”375
In such cases, the SOE provides little more than the
concession and geological maps. SOEs have signed
over 100 such deals since 2002.376 Furthermore, by
creating new joint ventures with SOEs, investors are
able to further hide the ownership structure of their
joint venture and to reduce effective transparency
requirements.
The financial and governance results of Gécamines

suggest that it is indeed used more to extract and
redistribute resources from its permits than to promote
actual production and development. According to the
Natural Resource Governance Institute, “most of the
company’s revenues come from awarding exploitation
licenses and managing its portfolio of shares in the
mining sector. … Gécamines received a score of 29/100
on [SOE] indicators in the 2013 Resource Governance
Index, signifying ‘failing governance.’”377 Gécamines
retains the power to select company partners for the
projects in its portfolio, and contracts are awarded
without a transparent, open bidding process, leading,
as NRGI notes, “to cases of sub-optimal selection of
partners and intermediary companies making huge
profits by flipping their assets to major international
players.”378 Despite all of these opportunities for revenue,
Gécamines directors claim that it is an estimated $1.6
billion in debt,379 leaving one to wonder where the
revenues have actually gone.
Gécamines chairman Albert Yuma tells a different
story: “We inherited in 2010 a bankrupt company. The
government was committed to take into account
the company’s liabilities, but did not. And bankers
who were to accompany us did not get government
guarantees. But we have prepared the future by
recovering assets that serve us today. We have done
a very good job.”380 In response to criticisms about
the company’s opaque dealings, Yuma denies the
company was involved in any wrongdoing. He told The
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Independent, “Seriously talking? I don’t care about the
criticism from NGOs. The things we have done were
good for the company at the time.”381
Even so, opaque deals and asset discounting practices
have cost the Congolese state and people dearly. In
2013, the Africa Progress Panel estimated the losses
from such practices at about $1.36 billion in 2010–
2012.382 Earlier, British Member of Parliament Eric
Joyce identified a loss of $5.5 billion over 2008–2011
from similar deals.383 As former Kabila minister and
now opposition politician Olivier Kamitatu said, “The
state today is the property of certain individuals.”384
The Economist concurs: “Mr. Kabila’s allies control the
state-owned companies.”385

The Inga III dam project entails the completion of a third
dam and the third stage out of eight in total.388 While
environmental activists have criticized the project’s
threatened displacement of 60,000 people and
destruction of the local eco-system,389 “the real elephant
in the room is corruption,” according to a an article in
The Guardian.390 Inga III would bring in a major influx
of foreign contractors, which critics fear would “cause
widespread malpractices over contracts and tender,”
since the country already struggles with corruption.391
South Africa is currently slated to be closely involved
in the deal, as much of the dam’s electricity is planned
to be transferred to South Africa.392 Corruption already
undermined the development goals of Inga I and Inga
II dams.393

The Inga III hydroelectric dam project on the Congo
River, which would be the world’s largest dam
according to electricity production if it goes forward,
is at risk of following a similar path.386 Particularly
now during the commodity price slump, the Kabila
regime is very actively searching for foreign currency
reserves, and Inga III could provide a major source. In
2014 the World Bank estimated the total project cost
of the Grand Inga dam to be $50 billion to $80 billion,
however later estimates ballooned to $100 billion.387

These concerns are heightened because “the parties to
Inga III offer no guarantee to combat corruption, push
for transparency and assure good governance,”394
according to local civil society groups. The fact that Inga
III is a highly centralized project with minimal oversight
and managed directly by a special presidential agency
exacerbates these concerns.395 Moyagabo Maake of
the Institute for Democracy in South Africa said that
“The various foreign investors plying the project with
funding could reduce it to a minefield of corruption in

The Inga III hydroelectric dam project on the Congo
River, which would
be the world’s
largest dam if it
goes forward, is
at risk of following
a similar path of
corruption.
Alaindg/Wikimedia
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a state infamous for state and political manipulation
of contracts and tenders.”396 Many of these concerns
were outlined by a recent World Bank report. The
World Bank is providing a Technical Assistance Loan
for feasibility studies on Inga III, and it is charged with
monitoring corruption during the execution process.397
Its most recent report from June 2016 assesses both
“Political and Governance” and “Institutional Capacity
for implementation and sustainability” to be high-risk at
Inga III.398 According to the criteria, the project has an
absence/lack of enforcement of “anti-corruption and
public sector ethics regulations.”399 Politicians involved
in the project are also “suspected of fraud, corruption,
conflict of interest or other ethical misconduct,”
according to the Bank report, and similar projects
have resulted in “large scale high-level corruption.”400
Moreover, the assessment indicates that “oversight
and control mechanisms are non-existent or weak,
and serious fraud and corruption are pervasive in the
implementing agencies.”401 According to the head of
Office for the Development and Promotion of the Grand
Inga Project, Bruno Kapandji, two Spanish consortiums
and one Chinese consortium remain in the bidding
process for developing the dam.402
Furthermore, the gradual rise of China’s involvement
in Congo’s economy has increased the overall lack of
transparency. China has been Congo’s largest direct
export market since 2008,403 and the majority of largescale mining concessions in Congo are now controlled
by Chinese companies, particularly copper and cobalt.404

The gradual rise of China’s involvement in Congo’s economy has increased the overall lack of transparency.
As of 2008, at least 60 out of Katanga’s 75 processing
plants were Chinese-owned.405 Chinese FDI in Congo

has increased significantly since then. In January 2016,
Chinese mining project COMMUS announced a new
$578 million investment while other companies such as
Glencore and ERG were scaling back,406 in addition to
the China Molybdenum purchase of the enormous TFM
mine in May 2016. China does not have an equivalent
of the U.S. Foreign Corrupt Practices Act that forbids
U.S. companies from paying bribes to foreign officials,
which is worrying for Congo. While some roads and
a national stadium have been built, civil society has
already raised concerns about several roads and other
projects supposed to be financed by China that have
not been built (see below).

Officials pass a government budget but
ignore it and provide very few public
services
As the Congolese government is proud to announce,
there have been advances over the last few years in
terms of budget and mining transparency in Congo,
yet the reality is that these do not amount to significant
progress overall. While the country scored a measly
1/100 on the Open Budget Survey in 2008, it improved
to 39/100 by 2015.407 And after EITI initially rejected
Congo for non-compliance, EITI finally certified it as
compliant in 2013. The Carter Center then created
a registry to publish many mining contracts.408 The
prime minister initiated direct deposits of salaries
into bank accounts for large segments of the public
sector, a new public finance law was enacted in 2010
which, according to DFID, “provides a comprehensive
and ambitious legal framework for the management
of public finances, including deconcentration to line
ministries, a shift to program budgeting and medium
term budgeting and a strong emphasis on budget
transparency and accountability.”409
However, upon closer scrutiny, these achievements
remain quite limited and at times more decorative than
real. The transparency of the budget process hardly
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matters to the extent that the formal budget has very
little bearing on the reality of government spending, and
it appears that budget transparency has become worse.
Furthermore, a budget openness score of 39/100 is still
considered only “minimal” by the Open Budget Survey.
It reflects progress in terms of the formulation and
approval of the budget, but not in terms of execution or
oversight. And while the payments of mining companies
match the receipts of government agencies in the latest
EITI report, it is not clear what happens to many of these
payments afterwards (or to the profits of state-owned
companies). Finally, while some laws have been passed
to clarify fiscal policy, they deal with only a limited formal
side of the Congolese system, as described earlier, and
seem to leave largely untouched the practices of more
informal networks around the presidency.
Focusing on 2015, total expenditure in the budget
approved by Parliament amounted to almost $8.2
billion.410 By the end of the year, however, actual
expenditure amounted to less than $4.8 billion, almost
all of it from domestic sources, as the government
seems to routinely overestimate external resources
in its budget. These observations reveal a first finding
regarding the budget: its rate of execution falls well
short, at some 58 percent of budgeted amounts.
Second, the government severely underspends on
services for the population and greatly overspends on the
offices of its high-level officials. The president’s cabinet
alone (not including many institutions related to the
presidency such as the presidential guard, etc.) received
$88 million (all figures are in U.S. dollars), despite only
$35 million budgeted. Prime Minister Matata Ponyo’s
cabinet received $31 million instead of the budgeted
$12 million, and the presidential farm at Nsele, which
remains an economic failure,411 received $10 million
instead of the $830,000 budgeted. In contrast, the
National Independent Electoral Commission (CENI)
only received $69 million of its $244 million budget
(and hence the government largely engineered its own
incapacity to deliver elections on time); the technical

committee of support for decentralization received less
than 3 percent of the funds budgeted for it ($16,000 of
its $579,000 budget); and the National Citizen Center
for Ethics (CNEC) did not see a single dime of its
$227,000 allocation.412

The government severely underspends on services for the population and greatly overspends on the
offices of its high-level officials.
Moreover, the Ministry of Gender and Family received
just 12 percent of its budget; provinces only received 23
percent of their constitutional entitlements; the Ministry
of Rural Development 40 percent; Public Health 61
percent; Agriculture 67 percent and Justice 68 percent.
The primary and secondary education sector received
86 percent; this is still a relatively large figure that
mostly capture salaries—yet an audit carried out for the
World Bank in 2010 revealed that only 58 percent of
teacher salaries paid in November 2008 were deemed
“eligible.”413
As a result, spending on education and health is
very low, around half of what it is on average in subSaharan Africa (just above 3 percent of GDP compared
with the sub-Saharan Africa average rate of around
6 percent).414 When taking all poverty-reduction
spending into account, including agriculture and rural
development spending as well, Congo’s spending has
hovered around 6 percent of GDP, much lower than
the average.415 For example, neighboring Rwanda
spends 12 percent of its GDP on these priority service
sectors and Mozambique spends 15 percent.416 And
spending was set to worsen because of commodity
price drops, and the government announced it would
cut spending by 22 percent overall in 2016.417 Although
public investment has climbed to 5 percent of GDP418
(largely thanks to donors and Chinese contracts), the
execution rate of government capital spending was still
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no more than 2.6 percent in 2014.419 The latest IMF
consultations confirmed Congo is not spending enough
on social and other public investments: “DRC still faces
many challenges in achieving broad-based and more
inclusive growth. These include … allowing adequate
investment in social sectors… .”420 For example, the
government education budget fell from $160 to $4.50
per pupil between 1982 and 2002.421 In 2010, only
11.5 percent of domestically financed spending was
allocated to priority sectors.422
The government uses many tricks to deviate from the
official budget. “Emergency expenditures,” which allow
ministries to bypass budgetary guidelines, accounted
for 33 percent of government spending in 2011, while
another 14 percent was simply “managed outside the
[expenditure] chain.”423 In the words of a local NGO,
“normally, if you exceed the budgeted amount, the
computer refuses. But you can go ‘off chain.’ You
instruct the Ministry of Budget to execute. You go to
the Ordonateur des Dépenses and you order the bank
to pay, de facto removing funds from other line items.
You invoke emergency procedures so as not to follow
the process.” Many payments also fail to be properly
recorded. According to the Cour des Comptes, out of

“Emergency expenditures,” which
allow ministries to bypass budgetary
guidelines, accounted for 33 percent
of government spending in 2011.
total domestic revenue of about $4.6 billion in 2014,
public accountant records verifying payments were only
available for about $2.8 billion worth of expenses.424
Despite appearances of greater transparency,
budgetary cheating has worsened. A recent report by
the Cour des Comptes indicated that as many as 191
public projects were listed in the budget execution data
but had not been part of the original approved budget

for a total amount of about $1 billion or nearly a quarter
of government spending.425 According to one media
report, “mafia network” was discovered in 2015 that
allegedly siphoned off $11.8 million in salaries from the
ministries of higher education, health, and secondary
education.426 In addition, the large new government
office building on Boulevard du 30 Juin in Kinshasa, the
purchase of the two airplanes for the new Congo Airways
company, and the Bukanga Lonzo Agricultural Project
appear neither in the original budget nor in execution
figures. In other words, these expenses, which are likely
considerable, appear to have been managed entirely off
budget with no oversight or accountability despite their
high public profile.
Sadly, similar if not worse practices exist at the provincial
level, where decentralization reforms had hoped to
improve transparency and accountability. Provinces do
not always adopt budgets. Equateur went without one
from 2010 to 2014 and Bandudu did not have one for
2012.427 When budgets are adopted, they also tend
to differ greatly from actual revenue and spending. In
Bas-Congo, the 2012 budget indicated $20 million
for equipment and $58 million for construction and
rehabilitation, but the actual expenditures on these two
items were respectively $4.3 million and $2.4 million.
In Orientale, 5 percent of budget spent on capital was
allocated to the partial implementation of 20 out of 70
planned projects. A project for the provision of school
benches, blackboards and lockers had an execution
rate of 0.27 percent.428 For 2009-10, the Cour des
Comptes noted “numerous anomalies” and “unjustified
expenses” in Bandundu, where 90 percent of functioning
costs go to the governor’s office, and “irregular financial
advantages” are granted to members of the provincial
assembly, while provincial expenses face “recurrent
absence of receipts,” and public investments lack
contracts and evidence of completion. Very similar
trends were true in provinces across the country.429
Provincial administrations appear to be using a
significant portion of their resources for their own benefit,
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not that of the local populations. In Bandundu, 100
percent of personnel expenses went to the governor’s
cabinet. All of the $18 million received by Bas-Congo
in retrocession went to the functioning costs of the
provincial cabinet and assembly.430 In contrast, the
Bas-Congo provincial commission for investments and
development received 0.02 percent (less than $5,000).
Similarly, fertilizer allocations for the provincial ministry
of agriculture were spent at about 16 percent of budget
while the governor’s communications budget was
overspent by 1,253 percent, and his publicity budget
by 3,119 percent.431 Similar trends were true in many
other provinces.432
Regarding corruption, Congo’s legal framework on
anti-corruption is good on paper, but it is very poorly
and selectively implemented in practice. As the NGO
Global Integrity notes, “There has never been a serious
and independent investigation against senior level
politicians and/or civil servants, especially those close
to the ruling party.”433 President Kabila has declared a
strong “commitment to fight corruption” on numerous
occasions but to little effect. In 2009, Kabila launched
a “zero tolerance” campaign against corruption, which
led to the creation of a financial intelligence unit to
fight money laundering, but it has no funding.434 Then
in June 2015, Kabila sent a list of senior government

Congo’s legal framework on anticorruption is good on paper, but it
is very poorly and selectively implemented in practice.
officials accused of corruption to Congo’s attorney
general, “demonstrating a commitment to root out
corruption,” according to Information Minister Lambert
Mende.435 However, extremely few officials have actually
been prosecuted or convicted in courts. In fact, the
government’s anti-corruption efforts have reportedly

been manipulated against governors that the regime
has battled against.436 There was a Commission on
Ethics and the Fight against Corruption established in
2004, but it is no longer functioning.437

Fiscal asphyxiation sabotages the state,
starves the judiciary, and cripples other
public sectors
While these fiscal practices suggest a contempt for
transparency and a propensity by some state agents
to use public resources for their own benefit, they also
have far reaching consequences in terms of welfare,
governance, reform, and even violence. When the
government fails to allocate resources to line ministries,
institutions, or programs, it undermines its own capacity
and governance by asphyxiating their functioning.
The underspending on the military directly affects
insecurity, thereby showing the nexus of corruption and
conflict. Although the Ministry of Defense is not too badly
treated with a 79 percent budget execution, its overall
budget is still limited as discussed above. The official
neglect of the military leads to low salaries, bad working
conditions, and poor equipment, all of which make it
improbable that the FARDC could successfully defeat
the multiple insurgencies in the east. In this manner,
budgetary recklessness and lack of transparency
by the government in Kinshasa affects the degree of
violence faced by citizens in the east. For example,
government spent one-tenth of one percent of its
planned $700 million stabilization program in the east in
2013.438 Moreover, faced with poverty, the military itself
produces violence as it feeds off local populations. In
sum, when President Kabila or Minister Lambert Mendé
appropriate resources beyond their budget, people die.
The justice, education, and other public systems are
also highly negatively affected by the under-resourcing,
which incentivizes corruption and the passing of
payments up the chain to Kinshasa. With an already
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meager judiciary budget spent at less than 50 percent
its budget allocation, courts and tribunals go unstaffed
and unequipped, and justice goes undelivered. As a
result, magistrates are highly vulnerable to corruption.
Worse, the perpetrators of violent crimes often go
unpunished, creating a de facto system of impunity. The
International Center for Transitional Justice notes that,
“The Congolese state has not provided the essential
resources needed by military courts to undertake key
actions in the investigation of cases, including paying for
office supplies, transport, and communication … The
lack of organizational oversight in the national judiciary
has undermined professional competence and the
quality of performance.”439 Here again, the corruption
of the central government lets perpetrators run free.
Moreover, the lack of access to justice by citizens at the

Corrupt budget allocations penalize social sectors and violate human
rights.
local level (either because of the need to bribe judges or
because of the lack of actual courts in many locations)
prevents them from peacefully adjudicating disputes
and from contesting government actions. While people
cannot use justice to challenge state abuses, the
state in turn uses its corrupt justice system to repress
individual freedoms, as in the case of the detention of
Filimbi activists.440
Corrupt budget allocations also penalize social sectors
and violate human rights. In 2014, the government
acknowledged that it only spent 45 percent of its
budget allocated for improving the social conditions of
Congolese populations. Moreover, although this figure
included expenditures on the rehabilitation of schools,
power lines, and basic medicines, it also covered

agricultural material for the government’s Bukanga
Lonzo agricultural project, payment of bank fees, and
the purchase of office supplies.441 An ODEP report on
the education sector found that the government only
built or renovated 176 schools out of the 1,000 it had
promised.442 With social sectors neglected, people lack
access to health care and education, which violates
their constitutional rights.443 For some people, these
conditions incentivize them to join armed groups.
As a result, the “help yourselves” theme extends to
government agencies—i.e. they go and collect their own
off-budget, often illicit “taxes” from civilians. It is actually
legal in Congolese law for many revenue agencies to
raise their own funds as part of their activities. These
revenues and their allocation within the agency take
place off budget and beyond mechanisms of oversight
and accountability. The system encourages the state to
deploy its agencies in an extractive capacity rather than
deliver services. SAESSCAM, for example, an agency
created by the 2002 Mining Code to support artisanal
miners, has become little more than another layer of
financial extraction. Rothenberg and Radley note
that SAESSCAM does little for miners and has been
criticized for “its direct implication in violating the rights
of artisanal miners,” representing just “another level of
extortion and harassment.”444
Finally, the reallocation of resources implicit in these
budgetary malpractices creates severe inequality.
Members of parliament make more than $6,000 a month
(160 times national income), and some governors more
than $15,000 per month (400 times national income),445
suggesting that their own welfare comes ahead of that
of the majority of Congolese people. These inequalities
indicate that the system is fixed and deprive the majority
of hope. Such despair also represents the potential
ferment of violent grievances.
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7. Confuse everyone by creating uncertainty on policies in order to increase corruption
Key points:
Confusion favors predation. Uncertainty and lack of transparency, which derive in part from institutional
multiplication, are used as a tool of control, profit, and opacity for the regime.
Mine deal lacks accountability. The $6.2 billion China minerals-for-infrastructure Sicomines deal, while
having built some infrastructure, is largely non-transparent. The deal created multiple entities, making it
difficult to track, and the management of its implementation is controlled by a special entity that only reports
to the president, not to government ministries.

Uncertainty increases opacity in
government
Widespread features of Congo’s political economy are
uncertainty and confusion, either as a result of deliberate
policy, weak state capacity, or both. What rules and laws
apply, or even exist, are rarely clear. Also unclear are
the roles of multiple government or quasi-government
bodies and agencies with overlapping responsibilities.
The government organizes various national dialogues
(concertations), or conferences on policy issues that
result in government commitments, but these often
contradict laws, decrees, or agreements concluded
with the World Bank or IMF. Furthermore, it organizes
one workshop after another on topics it fundamentally
disagrees with, which result in technical support
committees, schedules of action, implementation
agencies, but which in reality are starved of resources,
uncertain of their true remit, and unable to achieve
their goals. In other words, the actual reform never
takes place. At the local level, land rights are frequently
indeterminate, particularly when it comes to artisanal
mining zones. Customary chiefs play a role, but so do
mayors, territorial administrators, provincial authorities,
and multiple national agencies.
Some of this confusion derives from the intrinsic
difficulty of ruling a country like Congo with limited
resources, but the Kabila regime nonetheless actively
promotes and produces uncertainty. For example, as of

October 2016, Kabila had yet to say whether he would
abide by the constitution and not seek to stay in office.
He, however, called for another “national dialogue” to
address issues that are already provided for by law,
like the voting system. This management style favors
the regime, as it undermines the focus and unity of
opponents. It also greatly undermines transparency
and accountability in economic affairs.
Artisanal mining is another area of great uncertainty
and vulnerability. The 2002 Mining Code recognizes
artisanal mining and provides for the establishment of
Artisanal Mining Zones (ZEAs, as they are known in
Congo). However, nearly 15 years later, despite over
22,500 artisanal mines in the country, there are only 64
official artisanal mining zones,446 and there is significant
confusion among artisanal miners about their rights
under the mining code. Moreover, artisanal miners
are not allowed to apply for a mining license, unlike
in Uganda, Brazil, and many other countries. IPIS has
identified some 1,500 artisanal mines in eastern Congo
alone, meaning that the vast majority of artisanal miners
operate illegally (as when their site lies on a concession
belonging to someone else). The uncertainty of
artisanal mining favors predation by security forces, as
miners have limited legal recourse against them. If the
government created sufficient ZEAs or allowed artisanal
cooperatives to apply for mining licenses and properly
communicated the mining code without confusion,
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Artisanal gold miners earn between
$2 and $7 per
day, but they are
subject to heavy
extortion and taxation by the military
and government
officials.
Sasha Lezhnev/
Enough Project

miners would be less vulnerable, but opportunities
for decentralized extractions would be fewer and the
government would have to provide more for the military
or actively demobilize more of them.
Some actors do better under uncertainty than others,
but in each case the uncertainty benefits multiple state
agents and armed groups. For example, the Chinese
business that has mined alluvial gold with dredges in
the Ulindi and Lulingu rivers of Shabunda, South Kivu—
Kun Hou Mining—allegedly paid the Mai Mai militia Raia
Mutomboki for access to the river and produced over
one ton of gold, worth $38 million.447 However, they
reportedly were charged 10 percent by SAESSCAM
($1.14 million a month). Apparently they reportedly paid
$1.6 million in “taxes” to chiefs and local authorities.448
Kun Hou did not respond to several of Global Witness’
or the International Business Times’ requests for
comments.449
At the national level, uncertainty and confusion
play a slightly different role, one that favors a lack of
transparency in governance. One common technique
is for the regime to favor the creation and overlap
of institutions. The resulting pattern of institutional

multiplication contributes to uncertainty and favors
predation by obfuscating reality.
A prominent example is the large minerals-forinfrastructure China deal of 2009. In the deal, China and
Congo agreed on a $6.2 billion plan that created the
copper and cobalt company Sicomines, and in which
China agreed to loan Congo $3.2 billion for infrastructure
projects, to be repaid through Sicomines’ revenues.450
The deal has been marked by its lack of transparency in
several respects.451 Important information such as the
pricing of the minerals was not released.452 As Global
Witness noted:
“[T]he terms of the deal and the process through
which it came about are causes for concern in
Congo -a country renowned for its poor judicial
record and widespread corruption. To minimise the
risk of corruption and to ensure Congo gets the best
deal it can, clarification is sorely needed over issues
including:
– the price of minerals;
– the cost of infrastructure;
– and the “internal rate of return.”453
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A commission set up by Congo’s parliament accused
the Congolese government of stealing $23 million worth
of signature bonuses paid by China at the start of the
Sicomines deal.454

the deal effectively stalled negotiations for debt relief,
since the DRC could not take on millions of dollars
in non-concessional debt from a Chinese bank and
simultaneously enroll in a new IMF aid program.465

Second, the deal has led to a multiplicity of organs,
making it difficult to track their progress. For one,
Sicomines is a joint venture of five entities, including
two Congolese SOEs (Gécamines, 20 percent and
SIMCO, 12 percent).455 In addition to Sicomines, the
government created a Bureau de Coordination et de
Suivi du Programme Sino-Congolais (BCPSC) which
oversees the Sicomines projects and infrastructure
deals, with a subsidiary body called the Agence
Congolaise des Grands Travaux (ACGT). The head of
the BCPSC bureau Moïse Ekanga allegedly reports
exclusively to President Kabila and does not disclose
information to the minister of mining.456

Similar ad hoc institutions remove oversight from normal
ministries and parliament. For example, a high-level
Bureau Central de Coordination (BCeCo) that does not
report to any government ministry but instead only to
the president and prime minister has been set up to
oversee investments in the Inga III dam project. This
opaque bureau that does not publish annual financial
audits is likely to see billions of dollars in infrastructure
deals and lucrative contracts. In cases like this,
institutional creation seems to have at least the partial
result of hiding transactions.

Third, while some Chinese-built roads are visible,
various civil society studies have shown that others
have not been built.457 According to one civil society
report, several projects were still unfinished in 2014
even though their finish dates in the contracts were
between 2010 and 2013.458 For example, in the
instance of one road, the NGO found that only a few
hundred meters of the 2.8km road were asphalted,
in spite of the declaration that the road was finished
on television and online.459 Chinese press had also
reported on the Congolese government’s reception
of the road before the NGO report found it to be
incomplete.460 Furthermore, the NGO found that the
projects are of poor quality and badly monitored.461 In
2014 there was no published information about used
materials, and no available reports on techniques used
in the construction.462 Based on comparisons with
similar projects and interviews with professionals in the
construction industry the report also asserts that the
Kinshasa projects were overpriced.463 In addition, laws
regarding the award of public contracts were reportedly
ignored during the contracting process, which reflects
the overall opacity in the Sicomines project.464 Fourth,
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Chapter 3

Violent Kleptocracy Series:
East & Central Africa

Policy Tools
to Change the Violent
Kleptocractic System
The primary lesson from this study is that
violence and continued poverty in Congo
partly result from a system of state
manipulation.
That system enables those elite Congolese and
foreign individuals, who are tied closely to the regime,
to personally profit from Congo’s valuable natural
resources and allows the regime to stay in power.
Democracy activists across Congo demand that
the system change because they are tired of being
exploited by it. To help Congo’s population create this
lasting change, policymakers must focus on helping
transform the key elements of the system itself rather
than addressing its symptoms.
Transforming the system requires focusing on
a different set of policy tools than is normally
employed by the international community in
Congo. The focus should be on creating costs for
the elites that orchestrate and profit from the violent
kleptocratic system in Congo. The international
community spends enormous amounts of money
on peacekeeping and humanitarian aid, yet very

little of it is directed at dismantling the primary catalyst
for ongoing conflict and corruption: the predation and
violence of the regime. Building the leverage to be
able to influence these systems is the most important
missing ingredient of international policy efforts.
With that new lens, policymakers should focus on three
main areas to change the system: financial pressure,
accountability, and good governance and transparency.
Officials from the United States, European Union, and
European member states should focus on pressuring
the individuals who benefit from illicit activity and
cutting off the financial vehicles used most by the
regime to siphon money, particularly state-owned
and shell companies. That includes accountability for
human rights and economic crimes, transparency
in government and business, and protection for civil
society. The objectives should be to change “the rules
of the game” in Congo, i.e. to create serious costs for
the elites in government, business, and the military,
who are responsible for this system and then to build
incentives for a new, democratic, and accountable
system in Congo.
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Western governments have made initial pushes in this
direction and already do some work in these areas.
For example, in 2012 the IMF cancelled aid payments
because key mining contracts were not disclosed.
Several donors aid the EITI process, and in June and
again in September of 2016 the United States placed
targeted sanctions on Gens. Célestin Kanyama, Gabriel
Amisi Kumba, and John Numbi for “threatening the
stability of and undermining democratic processes in
the DRC.”466
However, in general, policymakers are still reluctant
to create policies to respond commensurately to the
widespread theft of natural resources and state-affiliated
human rights abusers. Financial pressure, transparency,
accountability, and protection are still only minor parts
of international policymakers’ agendas for Congo, and
piecemeal approaches will not create the necessary
leverage for real reform. Policymakers have to attack the
system root and branch and change the cost-benefit
calculations of the leaders from violence to peace, from
grand corruption to transparency. A powerful way to do
that is through biting financial pressures that freeze the
top offending officials out of the international financial
system that is denominated in dollars and euros. The
international community spends over $1 billion per
year on the U.N. peacekeeping mission MONUSCO
but has only just started to place targeted sanctions
on some members of Kabila’s inner circle for corruption
or obstruction of democratic processes, and that has
only been done by the United States, not the European
Union or U.N. Security Council.
Moreover, some accountability policy tools might have

backfired as they became manipulated by regime elites.
For example, ICC prosecutions are helpful steps but
have mainly designated or indicted opponents of the
regime. EITI has made some progress, but the elites’
main avenues for generating corrupt revenues, stateowned enterprises, and budget misallocation, are left
untouched by the initiative. Furthermore, the Congolese
government continually obstructs the expensive U.N.
peacekeeping mission from targeting eastern Congo’s
rebel groups that are allied with Kabila regime elites, e.g.
the FDLR. It is little wonder that the International Crisis
Group described the international stabilization strategy
for eastern Congo as “building on sand.”467 Similarly, a
former U.N. official in Congo who attempted to work on
reforms reflected:
In short, something was off. We were speaking
a
polite
language—prosecuting
warlords,
demobilization and retraining of combatants, efficient
civil administration—in an environment that was
considerably more anarchic. Local leaders … relied
on linkages with hugely unreliable armed factions
and a thoroughly criminalized economy for any real
influence. Our efforts to train them in record-keeping
and budget execution were … a little beside the
point… .468
A paradigm shift in policy thinking on Congo is needed.
This section will discuss some of the policy tools needed
to change the system of grand corruption linked to
violence in Congo, including lessons learned from
recent policy initiatives. Recommendations suggesting
how those tools can be implemented are included.

Tools of Financial Pressure
For a policy of financial pressure aimed at reforms,
the United States and other actors in the international
community should combine the use of anti-money
laundering measures with widened, enforced targeted

sanctions designations. This would comprise a new
and unique financial pressure approach that would
create real leverage in support of processes that can
bring change in Congo.
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Recommendation: Enhance targeted sanctions. The United States, European Union, African Union,
Southern African Development Community, and the United Nations Security Council each have their own
sanctions frameworks and authorities. These governments or bodies should learn the lessons of past
sanctions by using these authorities to impose targeted sanctions, aggressively enforce those sanctions,
and place other financial pressure on senior officials, business owners, banks, and armed commanders that
comprise the leadership of the kleptocratic network that is responsible for perpetrating and/or benefiting
from violence, autocracy, and corruption in Congo. Where necessary, additional sanctions authorities should
be adopted, such as a new executive order in the United States and the equivalent in other countries, that
enable measures that target those benefiting from public corruption or misappropriation of state assets.
Targeted sanctions and other financial pressure,
particularly if implemented effectively and used in
combination with other policies, can be effective in
creative leverage to support processes that can bring
change. By freezing the assets of senior associates of
a regime and preventing them and their families from
traveling or studying abroad, U.N., U.S., and/or E.U.
targeted sanctions can place financial pressure on
the individuals most responsible for certain policies
and systems, and build leverage that can help them
weigh in to help change a regime’s detrimental policies.
They could prove highly useful in helping facilitate the
democratic transition and in fighting repression and
corruption in Congo.
There are several instances where targeted sanctions
have been used successfully. In Burma/Myanmar,
enhanced use of targeted sanctions between 2007-10
helped to contain the ruling military junta’s activities and
contribute to an internal process that led to change.
The United States also implemented a unique reporting
requirement for companies starting to do business
in the newly opened Myanmar to ensure that their
investments contributed to positive development.469
Similarly, several Western countries redoubled efforts
over several years, particularly between 2010 to 2013,
to ensure that sanctions on Iran had a direct impact
on the country’s rulers, and this prompted Tehran to
come to the negotiating table to work out the landmark
nuclear deal signed in 2015.470 Finally, with respect to

Burma, sanctions helped create the leverage needed
for a democratic election.471 In Russia, U.S. and E.U.
targeted sanctions against elites linked to Russian
President Vladimir Putin’s regime have had a significant
impact on Russia’s economy and constrained some of
its aggressive policies in the region.472
For Congo, there is an international sanctions framework
in place—at the U.N. Security Council, in the U.S.
government, and the European Union473—but it has
never been directed at the regime. The U.N. sanctions
regime places an arms embargo on the country and
states that individuals or entities may be designated
for sanctions if they impede the disarmament of
armed groups, recruit child soldiers, commit serious
violations of international law, obstruct humanitarian
aid, or support armed groups by illegally trading natural
resources.474 The U.N. Group of Experts for Congo
investigates violations of the sanctions regime and
reports annually to the Security Council, and the United
Nations has designated 31 individuals and nine entities
(armed groups and businesses) for targeted sanctions
over the past 10 years.475 The U.S. sanctions regime,
updated in 2014, is principally based on the U.N.
program but does go further; for example, the U.S.
sanctions program establishes that individuals may be
targeted for sanctions if they “undermine democratic
processes or institutions,” in addition to the criteria
for the U.N. sanctions.476 The E.U.’s framework is also
based on that of the United Nations.
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Targeted sanctions in Congo: Five key
lessons
To be effective, policymakers should seek to improve
the impact of five targeted sanctions related to Congo,
which have led to some progress over the past decade
but have not come close to changing the overall system.
There are five key areas for improvement.
First, the sanctions should focus on the elites who run
the system. None of the 31 individuals or nine entities
placed on international sanctions lists is a close ally or
connection of President Kabila; all of the designees are
either opponents, competitors, or marginally important
entities to the government.477
Second, targeted sanctions should focus on those who
have demonstrable and significant assets and/or travel
abroad, such as officials in Congo, Rwanda, or Uganda,
who have been the major beneficiaries and backers
of the armed groups, or any international traders and
companies that are found to have conducted significant
business with the regime. If necessary, additional legal
authorities, such as a new executive order, should
be considered in order to ensure such sanctions are
possible.
Targeted sanctions against those who profit most from
the violence and corruption in Congo and who refuse
to change the system, as well as against those who
are found to conduct major business with those elites
in a corrupt manner, would place major pressure on
the system. Many of the officials, businesspersons,
and military generals who benefit most from Congo’s
grand corruption do travel abroad, have properties
and/or send their children to study overseas, and have
international bank accounts. Sanctions against those
individuals would thus have significantly greater impact
than those against armed warlords who rarely, if ever,
leave the country. For example, conflict gold traders in
Congo sell their gold in Uganda and Dubai,478 senior
Congolese generals have sizable properties in southern

Africa,479 and asset flipping traders move back and forth
between Congo and other countries. Those traders
and businesses also have financial leverage over the
regime, and if it appears that they might be put on an
international sanctions list, they could weigh in with
the regime to change policies. Alternatively, they could
defect from the regime, which would hurt it, as the
regime needs certain loyal “enforcers,” financial allies,
and others to maintain power. Designating those types
of elites or businesses could put significant pressure on
the Congolese government.
Third, in order to be effective, targeted sanctions should
be deployed in a broad-based manner hinged around
“anchor” designations, not simply against one or two
disconnected individuals. They should also be escalated
with time—i.e. with initial sanctions against mid-level
targets and then followed with sanctions against higherlevel elites and/or other types of sanctions, if the initial
tranche does not put enough pressure on the system.
This would send strong signals to the regime and its
elites that their time is up, and that greater sanctions
would be forthcoming if they do not enact necessary
reforms. Where sanctions have worked most effectively,
it has generally been when significant actions are taken
on a consistent basis, so key actors understand the
stakes over a period of time. When sanctions actions
are episodic and not followed up, the impact and overall
efficacy diminishes.
Such targets would move beyond “naming and
shaming” and toward having real financial impact and
linkage with broader illicit networks. Designating an
individual or entity that serves as a link to a broader
network is often referred to as an “anchor” designation,
where one step enables others to be built around it
through the use of the criteria in Section 1(a)(ii)(F)-(G) of
U.S. Executive Order 13671.480 This covers individuals
providing support to a designated person, or companies
owned or controlled by a designated person. Focusing
on the anchor targets enables not only demonstrable
financial impacts, but also allows for leverage to be built
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over time. Fourth, sanctions against any companies
must extend to the beneficial owners of the business,
otherwise the owners will simply set up new companies
overnight under different names.
Finally, the sanctions must be followed up with
diplomacy and direct engagement with banks to ensure
that accounts are actually frozen and travel bans are
enforced. There has been a very mixed track record on
this to date in the Congo context. The vast majority of
transactions by elites in Congo are denominated in U.S.
dollars, which means that the United States has leverage

to stop them because the transactions will likely transit
through correspondent banks in New York. There is
often concern that sanctions against individuals with
assets outside the United States means that nothing
can be done to enforce sanctions. As large penalties
against major international banks in recent years have
shown, this is incorrect, and designations can be more
vigorously enforced in programs like Congo once more
is known about the banking channels involved. In sum,
a designation of a target with assets outside the United
States can have significant impact because:

Local traders
transact conflict
gold in South Kivu
in U.S. dollars. The
vast majority of
business deals in
Congo are done
in U.S. dollars,
meaning that the
U.S. has jurisdiction over them
and can institue
anti-money laundering and other
measures.
Sasha Lezhnev/
Enough Project

A. It means that the person can no longer transact in U.S. dollars, which drastically limits what kind of business
they can do. If they do try to transact in U.S. dollars, the U.S. correspondent bank processing the transaction
should block it.
B. If that does not happen, and the target continues transacting because important customer data is
removed (which it may, because of how hard an individual transaction can be to track), then the U.S. Treasury
Department or other agencies can pursue a penalty against the intermediary bank that sent the money into
the United States.
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Combat financial crimes through use of anti-money laundering authorities
Recommendation: Enact anti-money laundering measures. The U.S. Treasury Dept. and key African
and European government financial intelligence units (FIUs) should work in partnership to take measures to
counter money laundering activities that transit through banks in Congo and abroad.
Further financial pressure on high-level elites can
and should be exhibited through the U.S. Treasury
Department’s Financial Crimes Enforcement Network
(FinCEN), which serves as the U.S. financial intelligence
unit. Because Congolese elites use U.S. dollars to
transact, FinCEN advisories can have a strong impact
on combating money laundering in Congo. The
Financial Action Task Force and other global initiatives
have established standards and best practices for
combating money laundering and other financial crimes,
both through the adoption of robust legal frameworks
and by placing due diligence requirements on banks.
In the United States, FinCEN implements its authorities
through issuance of guidance to the financial sector,
assessing penalties, and even, imposing sanctionslike prohibitions on entities believed to be involved in
money laundering. For example, Section 311 of the
USA Patriot Act allows FinCEN to declare that a foreign
country, city, financial institution, or type of account is a
“primary money laundering concern.”481 Once such a
declaration is made, FinCEN can, among other steps,
require information collection about the beneficial
owners of accounts and prohibit or impose conditions
on opening or maintaining correspondent accounts.
This can effectively block an individual or bank from
using the U.S. financial system. That would have major
consequences for high-level corrupt individuals or
banks, given that any international wire transfers done
in U.S. dollars have to go through U.S. banks.482 FinCEN
also has the power to issue advisories, which are
issued periodically to inform U.S. financial institutions
in its network (22,000 banks and financial institutions)
about the risk of possible money laundering associated
with particular jurisdictions, types of transactions, or

financial institutions. These advisories can trigger banks
to provide more information about these transactions to
FinCEN and, in turn, potentially help the U.S. Treasury
determine if any institution or activity should be declared
a primary money laundering concern.483
FinCEN should use these powers to identify banks,
institutions, and classes of transactions used by elites to
loot and launder state assets. Once identified, FinCEN
should make effort to prohibit these transactions.
Congo’s kleptocratic elites mainly conduct business
deals in U.S. dollars, almost exclusively have U.S. dollar
accounts, and send wire transfers in U.S. dollars, i.e.
they use the U.S. financial system.484 This means that
FinCEN and other U.S. agencies can follow up on these
transactions and further investigate those involved in
laundering the proceeds of corruption. FinCEN could
send out a request to U.S. financial institutions inquiring
about senior Congolese officials, considered to be
“Politically Exposed Persons” (PEPs) for anti-money
laundering purposes, and their business partners
suspected of grand corruption. FinCEN could also issue
an advisory to all U.S. financial institutions regarding
the risk of possible money laundering activity related
to the laundering of the proceeds of corruption from
Congo. This would trigger U.S. banking and financial
institutions to collect and possibly provide information
about potential indicators of money laundering to the
Treasury Department. A FinCEN advisory could be
issued with respect to the laundering of proceeds of
corruption and/or illicit gold trading.
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Accountability: Judicial Tools
While targeted sanctions can be an important tool,
legal action against corrupt or violent elites also has
significant potential impact. Much more could be
done in this area to target the kleptocratic system’s
leaders and their networks, for war crimes, financial
crimes, and the war crime of pillage. The United States,

European states, and the International Criminal Court
(ICC) should use judicial tools to target the facilitators
of violence, prosecute corruption-related crimes, and
bolster atrocity crimes cases with a strategy to target
assets stolen by those responsible for serious crimes to
impose real accountability.

War crimes – Putting Kabila loyalists in the dock
Recommendation: Target the facilitators of violence and prosecute pillage. The ICC and national
courts with appropriate jurisdiction should investigate serious ongoing crimes in Congo including aiding
and abetting atrocities perpetrated by armed groups. These courts should also investigate the war crime of
natural resource pillage, particularly related to gold.
Regarding war crimes and crimes against humanity,
there has been progress on accountability with the
ICC, but it has been one-sided. Perpetrators on the
government side—i.e. those who have been running the
criminal state—have not been investigated or indicted.
While the ICC has made progress on four Congolese
cases—Thomas Lubanga, Jean-Pierre Bemba,
Germain Katanga, and Bosco Ntaganda—all of these
cases relate to opponents of the Kabila regime. Two
cases potentially relate to regime allies, that of Sylvestre
Mudacumura and Callixte Mbarushimana, who as
leaders of the FDLR, have been either allied to or had
ties to the Congolese government at various times. The
cases, while establishing worthy legal precedent and
justice for war crimes, in part politically in Congo, serve
to reinforce President Kabila rather than pressure him,
as they helped remove political and security threats
to the regime. For example, Bemba was the leading
opposition candidate in the 2006 presidential elections,
receiving 42 percent of the vote in a run-off with Kabila, a
figure his party says was in fact higher. Many Congolese
say that Bemba, despite his conviction for war crimes,
would represent a much bigger political threat to Kabila
in an election if he returned from The Hague, as he

has wide popular appeal.485 Ntaganda was also loyal
mainly to Rwanda, not Kinshasa, until his final split with
Rwanda in late 2013, and the M23 rebellion which he
led threatened to overthrow the Kabila regime.
Furthermore, the mobile courts in eastern Congo
that the international community has pushed for486
have largely targeted low-level perpetrators or regime
opponents. As Human Rights Watch notes, “Of the 187
convictions handed down by military courts for sexual
violence between July 2011 and December 2013,
recorded by the United Nations, only three were senior
army officers at lieutenant colonel rank.”487 The one
high-level conviction was against someone who led a
rebellion against the Congolese government and was
only “reintegrated” into it for a few weeks, “General”
Jerome Kakwavu.488
Courts should investigate and prosecute the facilitators
of violence, in particular the aiding and abetting of
atrocity crimes committed by armed groups. The
ICC, as well as some national courts, should thus
investigate the commanders of armed groups that
have received support from the Congolese government
such as Mai Mai Sheka, or Nduma Defense of Congo
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(NDC), which has been involved in several massacres
against civilians, as well as Mai Mai Morgan, Nyatura,
and Raia Mutomboki, and indict them on charges of
war crimes and/or crimes against humanity.489 Known
alleged human rights perpetrators and/or facilitators of
illegal armed groups such as Gen. Gabriel Amisi490 or
Kinshasa Police Commissioner Célestin Kanyama491
should also be investigated. ICC Chief Prosecutor
Fatou Bensouda should also announce that her office is
watching the electoral process carefully for war crimes
violations associated with political violence, as she did
for Burundi and the Central African Republic.492 Finally,
the proposed specialized mixed chambers represent a
potentially very helpful tool for war crimes accountability
as well. The chambers were conceived of in 2004 by
Congolese and international civil society and would
have international and local prosecutors and judges, to
try individuals for war crimes committed in Congo since
1990.493

Pillage: The war crime of natural resource
theft
A second promising but highly under-utilized legal area
is pillage, that is, theft in the context of armed conflict,
a war crime under the Rome Statute.494 Pillage charges
can be brought against individuals or corporate entities
that steal natural resources or aid or abet the theft
of natural resources in the context of armed conflict,
relevant for Congo in the context of the conflict in the
east. Both domestic Congolese courts and the ICC
can prosecute individuals and corporations for natural
resource pillage. As Enough Project Senior Analyst
Holly Dranginis notes, prosecuting such cases can help
cut off revenue streams for perpetrators of atrocities,
help end the impunity of illegal financial networks in
conflict zones, and strengthen violent atrocity crime
cases by uncovering information about command
responsibility and criminal intent.495 Prosecutions can
thus be a way to “disrupt conflict financing and improve

accountability for economic crimes—like trafficking and
money laundering—and as the atrocities they fuel.”496
Both actors within Congo and the region, as well as
foreign traders and businesses, could be investigated
and, where appropriate, prosecuted for pillage crimes.
The ICC and national courts with appropriate jurisdiction
should begin prosecuting natural resource pillage, for
example in Switzerland, Canada, and the United States,
where conflict minerals from Congo have been trafficked
over the past 15 years. Policymakers, including from
the U.S. Office of Global Criminal Justice at the U.S.
Department of State, should also urge prosecutors at
the ICC and in relevant national jurisdictions to begin
investigating and prosecuting pillage, particularly largescale theft of natural resources and wildlife trafficking.
There was an investigation involving allegations of
gold pillage brought against the Swiss gold refiner
Argor Hereaus in 2013 for alleged pillage of Congolese
gold from an armed group in 2004-05, but Swiss
prosecutors dropped the investigation in 2015 citing
that the company did not know the gold came from
conflict areas.497
There is also more legal education work to be done
on natural resource pillage, since most war crimes
prosecutors’ offices have done little work in this area.
The United States, as well as ICC states parties,
should encourage ICC Chief Prosecutor Fatou
Bensouda to revive the court’s financial crimes unit
as part of a comprehensive approach to investigating
and prosecuting widespread pillage.498 The ICC
prosecutor’s office should appoint special advisors on
financial forensics and natural resource theft to work in
the financial crimes unit. The U.S. State Department
capacity building program for Congolese prosecutors
on economic crimes is a helpful step499 and should be
built on by the European Union.
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Prosecuting corruption-related crimes and asset recovery and forfeiture
Recommendations: Seize criminally derived assets. The ICC’s Office of the Prosecutor should seize
criminally derived assets in relation to its current and future Congo cases and develop a wider strategy for
asset seizures across all cases. It should revive the ICC financial crimes unit. The U.S. Department of Justice’s
Kleptocracy Asset Recovery Initiative should investigate and locate the proceeds of grand corruption and
organized violence in Congo and use asset forfeiture provisions to recover those assets and return them to
the communities from which they were stolen.
Prosecute corruption-related crimes. The U.S. Department of Justice, under the Foreign Corrupt
Practices Act and other relevant statutes, as well as its European counterparts, e.g. in Belgium, the United
Kingdom, and Norway, should investigate and prosecute embezzlement, extortion, and other crimes related
to corruption.
The U.S. Department of Justice (DOJ) and European
national prosecutors’ offices should increase use of
anti-corruption legal actions against elites who run
Congo’s violent kleptocratic system. DOJ cases against
officials of the world soccer body FIFA for corruption
and racketeering500 have become famous, as have
other DOJ cases as against large banks HSBC501 and
BNP Paribas.502 Additionally, the U.S. Kleptocracy
Asset Recovery Initiative investigates money laundering,
racketeering, embezzlement, and extortion crimes,
all of which are highly relevant in Congo.503 Normally,
anti-corruption cases target past regimes, but there is
precedent for prosecuting current officials. For example,

the son of the president of Equatorial Guinea, Teodorin
Obiang, was prosecuted by DOJ and French courts for
stolen assets including a $30 million Malibu mansion, a
Ferrari, and one of Michael Jackson’s sequined gloves.
The case was settled in 2014, and Obiang agreed to
relinquish $30 million in assets.504 French courts have
also seized properties of the family of the president of
Congo-Brazzaville as part of an ongoing investigation
into ill-gotten gains.505 The United States, along with
the European Union, the United Kingdom, Belgium,
Norway, and Canada, should lead efforts to disrupt
and dismantle the elite networks that steal wealth from
Congo and other conflict-affected African countries.

Good Governance and Transparency Tools
The overall objective of policymakers should be a
reformed, functional state. While pursuing financial and
legal pressure to create costs to current corrupt and
violent behavior, the United States and Europe should

support democratic and transparency processes,
governance reforms, and needed capacities.

Public financial management: ensure aid does not boost kleptocrats, audit stateowned companies, promote spending transparency
The overall objective of policymakers should be
a reformed, functional state that is responsive to
Congolese citizens’ needs. While pursuing financial and

legal pressure to create immediate costs for current
corrupt and violent behavior, the U.S., European, African,
Asian, and multilateral institutions should support
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long-term democratic and transparency processes,

governance reforms, and needed capacities.

Recommendation: Improve financial transparency. Donor governments must incorporate strong
accountability measures in state capacity building aid programs in Congo. Donors should undertake a topto-bottom review to focus only on aiding elements of the system that are in the process of reform.
Capacity building programs in all sectors need to be
reconceived so that they no longer reinforce existing
corrupt institutions, as where there is no political will
for reform they will not have the desired impact. State
capacity building cannot be thrown out the window in
Congo but it must be done such that corrupt officials
are not inadvertently boosted by aid programs. Donors
must incorporate strong accountability and oversight
measures in state capacity building and security
sector programs, and be willing to defund or reject

projects if the government fails to include safeguards
to prevent corruption. For example, a mining support
program should not only give equipment and training
to ministry officials, but also require that the ministry
pay salaries on time and its anti-corruption unit actively
pursues corruption cases. Congress should play a
constructive role in ensuring aid is well targeted and
require oversight and reporting related to state capacity
building programs.

Recommendation: Press for the publication of financial reports and audits of state-owned companies
and the China contract. The United States, European countries, International Conference on the Great
Lakes Region (ICGLR), the International Monetary Fund (IMF), and mining companies investing in Congo
should strongly encourage President Kabila and the DRC Minister of Portfolio to require that key state-owned
companies such as Gécamines and SOKIMO publish detailed annual financial statements. Furthermore,
there should be an independent, third-party audit conducted and published of the companies and the
expenditures of the $6.2 billion Congo-China agreement, an opaque arrangement.
Sunshine is said to be the best disinfectant. Following
this logic, financial transparency is an important tool to
combat corruption and a first step toward accountable
management of natural resources. One transparency
area that deserves more policy attention in Congo is
public financial management (PFM), which includes
transparent government budgeting and spending,
audits of public institutions, and public procurement
transparency. Research on anti-corruption work
worldwide has shown that PFM tools are far more
effective in combating corruption than anti-corruption
commissions, anti-corruption laws, and technical
justice sector reforms.506
As key steps under the PFM framework, policymakers
should press the Congolese government much harder
in the key areas where corruption is most likely to occur:
state-owned enterprises (SOEs) and government

spending. Specifically, the United States and European
Union should press to have independent, thirdparty audits conducted of the key SOEs such as
Gécamines and SOKIMO and have the audits be made
publicly available. They should also advocate to make
government spending more transparent. These two
steps are of high interest to Congolese civil society
and would have a significant impact in fighting grand
corruption, as billions of dollars appear lost in SOEs and
in non-transparent government spending. For example,
while the Congolese government releases its budget,
parliament only began to debate the spending plan in
2015; nor are budget recommendations implemented
by the government, and individual government
agencies do not publish their expenditures. Additionally,
legislation addressing the public procurement code,
which was adopted and promulgated in 2010, is not
being scrupulously respected.507
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Improving EITI and addressing other corruption loopholes
Recommendation: Strengthen EITI implementation and complete the mining code review. The
United States, the African Development Bank, European states, and World Bank should help strengthen EITI
implementation in Congo by pressing for EITI reports to disclose spending by state-owned companies, as
required by EITI, and pushing for full beneficial ownership disclosure, particularly for partners of state-owned
companies. Also, the United States, European Union, World Bank, African Development Bank, and mining
companies investing in Congo should urge the Congolese government to complete the mining code review
with full participation of civil society.
By making data public about where money generated
from the country’s valuable natural resources ends
up, transparency mechanisms such as the Extractive
Industries Transparency Initiative (EITI), laws prohibiting
conflict of interest, and budget and spending
transparency systems can all provide citizens with the
information they need to hold their government leaders
to account for this wealth. This is the basis of global
civil society’s “Publish What You Pay” movement that
pushes for greater transparency in the extractives
sector, which now has over 800 member organizations,
including 23 in Congo.508 EITI, an international
transparency process, makes public tax and royalty
payments by oil, gas, and mining companies to
official government coffers, as well as the government
receipts for those payments.509 To date, 51 countries
are implementers of EITI, including the United States.
All European countries should endeavor to implement
and eventually become EITI compliant. As of 2016,
one European country, Albania, was classified as EITI
compliant. Germany, Ukraine, and the United Kingdom
were listed as implementers.510

Enhancing EITI in Congo
EITI has helped make some improvements in the
extractives sector in Congo but needs to be taken
further to close major avenues for corruption. It was
implemented in Congo in 2011 with some positive
results but also some significant loopholes. There has
been increased transparency regarding official tax and

revenue payments for extractive industries, and civil
society can access a lot more information about how
much money the government is receiving. However,
there are still other major avenues for corruption to
take place with SOEs, money collected by individual
government agencies, and government spending.
NGOs also highlighted that the first EITI reports did not
incorporate payments by exporters of artisanally mined
gold or other minerals to the government, as well as the
payments of two oil companies, South Africa Congo Oil
in the west (now majority owned by Total) and the block
in the east operated by Tullow, Heritage DRC Ltd., and
Cohydro.511
Since October 2013, Congo has also implemented
a new EITI pilot project to disclose the owners of
extractive companies. This resulted in the publication of
the names of beneficial owners of 31 percent of private
mining companies, the highest number of disclosures of
all EITI pilot projects worldwide.512 However, significant
funds often disappear with state agencies that receive
revenues from extractive companies, such as stateowned companies, tax and customs authorities like
DGDA, DGRAD and DGI, which do not report their
spending to the public. Together, these agencies took
in a total of $412 million in 2014, and it is entirely unclear
where the money went.513 Finally, several of Congo’s
neighbors that re-export its resources do not implement
EITI.
The international community should do more to
strengthen EITI implementation in Congo. Donors
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should push for full beneficial ownership disclosure of all
companies involved in mining and oil extraction in Congo,
not merely 31 percent of companies. They should also
press for EITI to require the disclosure of the spending
of the government agencies that receive extractive
revenue payments. As Global Witness highlights, “it is
clear that a disclosure requirement – whether via local
law or EITI – is needed to end the cycle of secrecy in
which anonymous companies profit at the expense of
Congo’s citizens.”514 There is currently an international
push to have EITI require beneficial ownership
disclosure in all EITI implementing countries.515 Donor
governments should also urge neighboring Uganda,
Rwanda, and Burundi to implement EITI.

that would eliminate conflict of interests, i.e. which
would then make it legal for officials or army officers
to own mines, trade minerals, etc.516 The revision was
suspended in 2016 on account of difficulties in the
sector related to deflated commodity prices. U.S. and
European policymakers should press the Congolese
government to ensure that the mining code revision
resumes and that the final version includes robust
conflict-of-interest safeguards and requires disclosure
of the beneficial owners of all companies that own
mining permits or who bid for future ones.517 The United
States, United Kingdom, and other board members
of the World Bank should similarly urge World Bank
officials to press Kinshasa on these issues, given that
the World Bank supports the mining code revision.

Safeguarding anti-corruption efforts in Similar vigilance should be paid to other extractive laws,
such as the oil law. The new oil law increases stateextractive laws
Policymakers should also carefully watch and advise
on the revision of key laws that relate to the extraction
of natural resources, particularly those dealing with
corruption and conflict of interest aspects, and vigilantly
press for the implementation of key anti-corruption
provisions. Congo’s 2002 Mining Code is under revision,
and the latest proposed version included a provision

owned companies’ stakes in oil and gas projects—to a
minimum of 20 percent.518 This is worrying, given that
SOEs are one of the main avenues for corruption in
Congo at present. However, the new law does include
some key transparency requirements that were pushed
for by NGOs and members of parliament, such as
public tenders for exploration and exploitation permits,
and publication of the names of bidding companies.519

Ensuring contract transparency
Recommendation: Follow up on contract transparency. International donors should press the Congolese
government to disclose remaining natural resource contracts.
Another transparency tool relates to the disclosure of
extractive contracts. Contract transparency is important
because it allows citizens to monitor whether the terms
agreed to between companies and the government
are favorable, whether environmental and social
aspects are taken into account, and if inappropriate,
corrupt payments are included.520 A 2011 ministerial
decree stipulates that all natural resource extraction
contracts must be publicly disclosed, but in practice,

many important contracts are left secret. Moreover,
this requirement is not in the new draft mining code.
The IMF canceled the last of its payments of a $530
million loan program in 2012 after the government failed
to provide details on the sale of the COMIDE mining
concessions by state-owned Gécamines to the Gertlerowned British Virgin Islands-registered company
Straker.521 That contract has not been published, and
other key contracts remain hidden. The Carter Center
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discovered in February 2015 that 62 contracts for 17
mining projects had not been published, including part
of the large Mutanda copper and cobalt mine owned
by Gertler’s Fleurette Group and Glencore.522 Continued

demanding of accountability by donor governments on
contract transparency—particularly for large deals and
incorporation into the new mining code—is needed.

Protection: Supporting civil society
Recommendation: Support civil society with legal aid, protection, and capacity building. U.S. Agency
for International Development (USAID) and European donor agencies, the African Union, and the U.N.
Development Programme should increase democracy support, particularly legal aid and protection support,
to civil society, faith-based, and women’s groups to enable them to function as a more effective watchdog
on democracy and corruption. In addition, the U.N. Organization Stabilization Mission in the Democratic
Republic of Congo (MONUSCO) and international donors should increase their protection of human rights
defenders.
Congo’s problems will ultimately be solved by Congolese
people themselves, not donors. It is therefore imperative
to involve local civil society and/or parliamentarians at
every step in the development and implementation of
transparency and accountability processes, so that
there is full local ownership. There have been many
brave democracy activists, Catholic and other church
leaders, women’s groups, protestors, and civil society
groups that have tried to fight the corrupt system
in Congo, many times with success on individual
policies. That said, civil society in Congo working on
freedom of information, transparency, anti-corruption,
and justice issues, e.g. groups such as associations
for the defense of collective interests, commissions of
justice and peace, etc., which are heavily monitored
and harassed by the government and sparsely funded.
As Freedom House notes, “Journalists and human
rights advocates continued to face threats, unlawful
detention, and beatings by state security forces and
rebel groups around the country. In some cases,
opposition lawmakers were arrested and imprisoned
for speaking out against the government.”523 Moreover,
civil society is composed of many different actors, some
with greater resolve and autonomy than others, and it
suffers from rigid structures and a significant degree of
dependency on donors.

The international community should increase
democracy and governance support to such watchdog
and justice-oriented civil society groups and similar
non-state actors, such as faith-based institutions, in
targeted ways to enable them to function as a much
more effective government. Donors should channel
support to legal aid and protection programs in
particular, not simply more computers or training that
many civil society groups have already received. As the
government and elites crack down on activists trying to
hold their leaders to account for economic and human
rights crimes, they need shielding from the repression.
The United States has longstanding commitments
to empowering those who advocate together for
democratic political transformation, participatory
governance, participation in peace processes, and
greater government transparency, but funding for these
efforts has fallen in recent years. USAID, the European
Union, and other donor agencies can support these
communities by expanding legal assistance and
protection programs to strengthen civil society’s ability
to expose mass corruption and the misappropriation
of the country’s natural resource wealth. The U.S.
government has begun to do so through its new $11
million program to support human rights and electoral
justice, implemented by Freedom House, but this must
be buttressed in critical ways by other donors.524
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Conclusion

The manipulation of the state, its abandonment of citizens, its empty promises and failure to fix most real
problems of daily governance, and its corrupt self-dealing inevitably lead to exasperation and potential
explosions of violence. For the millions of Congolese people on the receiving end of a relentlessly predatory
and violent state benefiting from corrupt exploitation of natural resources, those in Congo and in the
international community can and must do better to transform this system. Despite corruption and violence,
there is remarkable human and social capital across Congo eager to steer the country to a better future. Many
Congolese citizens are demanding that the government adhere to the constitution, allow for Congo’s first
peaceful democratic transition, protect them from the atrocities of armed groups, and reduce corruption. If
policymakers use these new tools and create leverage, they can help constrain the Congolese state’s reckless
use of power against its own people, and the irresponsible activities of some of its external partners, and help
the Congolese unleash their democratic and developmental potential.
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